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A review of the top news stories affecting
Creater Portland: September 2 through 8, 1992.

Portland middle schools need $14.8 million
in renovations, according to a committee studying space needs
of the city's middle schools. The projects require School Com·
mittee and City Council approval before going to the voters in a
May referendum. A public hearing is slated for Sept. 23, one
week before the School Committee is scheduled to vote on the
plan.

Portland made the first cut in its bid for minor
league baseball. Portland was one of four communities pegged
for a site visit this month by the Double A Expansion Commit·
tee. Also on the short list were New Haven, Conn., Atlantic
City, N.j. and Nassau County, N.Y. Five other communities
remain in the running to host
OOOPS •.. Sometimes it
one of the two new Double A
helps to be detail-oriented:
teams in 1994. But the gang of
week CB W neglected to
Last
five must resolve some hitch
print
the date of Portland's
in their pitch to stay in the
Uptown
Block Party on the
game. A final decision could
insert
in
the
middle of the
be made by the first week of
paper.
This
community
October, according to Eastern
celebration of arts & culture
League President Charlie
takes place Saturday, Sept. 12,
Eshbach.
from 10 a.m.-6 p.m., in
Congress Square. We apolo·
Maine bicyclists will
gize for any confusion the
flex their political muscles at
omission may have caused.
the Statehouse on Sept. 20.
The Maine Bicycle Coalition
is rallying for safer cycling conditions on state road s. The
coalition is aiming to get 1 percent of Maine' s annual $272
million transportation budget to expand roads for bike lanes.
A group wanting to preserve City Hall

Auditorium has hired an expert to determine if the hall's acoustics can
be improved without the massive rebuilding called for by a $6
million renovation plan. The group is called the Second Opinion
Committee "because a lot of people thought a second opinion
was needed before" renovations started, said Martha Deprez,
committee member and executive director of Greater Portland
Landmarks. The committee hopes to make its expert's report
public this month, Deprez said.

Shirley Adamson was Jailed on Sept. 4 for refusing
to obtain state approval to home-school her two children. The
Oakland woman became the first Mainer to go to jail in a
dispute between home-schoolers and the state Department of
Education. Adamson will serve a 3O-day sentence for contempt
of court. She vowed to launch a hunger strike. District Attorney
David Crook said Adamson was under the influence of "right·
wing fanatical organizations."

State cops were advised to take the Fifth
Amendment before making any statements about incidents that
involved deadly force. The troopers' union has issued cards
urging officers to talk to their attorneys before speaking to any
investigators. The warnings are being called "Carpenter cards. "
The union is angry about Attorney General Michael Carpenter's
investigation of a trooper involved in the shooting death of
Katherine Hegarty in Jackman.

Linda Bean's recent TV ad backfired after the

Since 1971 abacus has been Maine's
favorite source for fine American crafts
and jewlery, all lOvingly crafted by some
of America's most talented designers.

abacus
american crafts

Portland • Freeport • Boothbay Harbor, Maine

disabled veteran who stars in those ads revealed a different
story. The ads feature Bean-supporter David Pelletier, who
claimed that U.S. Congressman Tom Andrews' office told him,
"You want something to happen? Try to get it done yourself."
But at a Sept. 8 press conference, Pelletier revealed that
Andrews had met with him personally and that Andrews' staff
had made phone calls and written letters on Pelletier'S behalf.
Pelletier - who never served in combat and who described
his disability as "a skin rash" - remains upset that Andrews
did not sponsor an amendment that would guarantee disabled
veterans first pick of government jobs. Neither the state nor
national chapters of the Disabled American Veterans have
endorsed Pelletier's amendment.
Bean spokeswoman Nan Milani denied the ad was misleading. When asked.to explain why, she said, '1 don't think your
question is relevant."

Portland has found one
potential tenant for the Maine
National Bank building that
City Manager Bob Ganley has
proposed buying.
The state Department of
Human Services is consider·
ing moving its Portland
offices from its 509 Forest
Ave. site to the Maine
National Building. The
department's lease expires
next August. DHS pays
$444,000 a year to rent the
space, which houses more
than 200 state employees.
Deputy Commissioner
Rudy Naples said DHS is
considering moving down·
town because it would enable
the agency to serve its clients
better and alleviate parking
problems on Forest Ave.
But jim Keil, director of the
state Bureau of General
Services, said the move is
"nothing more than an option
righ t now. We're not even
close to a proposal. It's not
anything anybody should get
excited about at this pOint."
But some people are
excited - make that angry about the city taking tenants
from them.
Nick Kampf, who owns
downtown buildings with
vacant space, said the city has
an competitive advantage
over property owners
because it doesn't have to pay
taxes and can offer lower
rents.
Kampf also claimed such a
deal amounts to a "triple
cost" for ci ty taxpayers.
"One, it takes the Maine
National Bank Building off
the tax rolls; two, there's the
actual cost of purchasing and
renovating the property
[pegged at a minimum of
$1.25 million by Ganley];
three, there's the cost to
landlords with vacant
premises," Kampf said .
But Vin Veroneau, com·
mercialleasing manager for
Northland, doesn't object to
the city becoming a landlord
for state agencies. "We don't
view state agencies as part of
our market," Veroneau said.
. Veroneau's view might be
effected by the fact tha t
Northland has better than a
90 percent occupancy rate for
the 553,000 square feet of
space it owns and manages
downtown. Kampf is not
doing as well in the buildings
he owns. He has a 5 percent
occupancy rate in the 96,000square-foot Baxter Building,
and a 80 occupancy rate in
the SO,OOO-square-foot
Congress Square Building.

Schizophrenia drug
suit settled
Pharmaceutical giant
Sandoz will no longer make
excessive profits at the
expense of schizophrenics,
according to the terms of a
legal settlement with the
state.
As a resul t of the settlement, schizophrenics will get
the breakthrough drug
Clozaril at half the cost they

Continued on page 6

version of fhis story appeatea In
the Boston Phoenix.
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WOULD YOU?

GO Ol/'{OOKIN ,

KATAHDIN
Our Customers Comment on the Food:
• Your food is super - always have a good meal here!!
• Excellent flavor all around, good texture & visually
appealing.
• Your chocolate pudding cake is very imaginative and
successful.
• Never run out of strawberry shortcake!
• Enjoyed the variety - had a hard time choosing. I'll have
to come back!
• The best food we've had in ages. Savored everything. We
even ate the beets.
• I like the way you season your food. The herbs make the
food so tasty.
• Excellent! Huge portions!
• Our family always insists on coming here and here only
when viSiting my brother and me.
• Having a 3/4 bottle of wine was a wonderful option!
• The bluefish and scallops were better than excellent!
• The half·sized portions are an excellent idea.
• The martinis were presented in grand fashion!
• Soup: Can you order by the vat? Superb!
• Roast pork dinner (Blue Plate) was unbelievable. Don't
tell my Mom, but it was even better than hers!
• Everything was great! Excellent Caesar Salad!
• I love your crabcakes! Any chance I could get the recipe?
• Enjoyed biscuits; novel veggie mix (beets, squash, and
parsnip very good).
• Nice to have vegetarian selections and good service.
• Not too creamy in the sauces - just right!
• The chocolate mountain was very, very, very, very good.
• Fish chowda super - always a good meal here!
• Oyster appetizer very imaginative and successful!
• The raspberry peach cobbler was wonderful!
• I had the london broil and my husband had the crab
cakes. Delish!
• Excellent! Huge portions - can't wait to come back!

774-1740 • SPRING AND HIGH STREET

MON·THURS 5PM · lOPM • FRI AND SAT 5PM . llPM
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Nursing home probed for neglect
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8ummer in Maine
A Summer afternoon, barefoot, a slow walk
together on a long beach, an endless sky, ocean
stretching to the horizon. When you're ready to
become engaged we really do have the world's
most beautiful diamonds.
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Try OUr Short Term Membership.
For Very Short [X)llars!
Six weeks of fitness for only $49!
Choose your membership from Portland's best fitness facility.
Bay Club offers you everything you need for great fitness and
recreation now at substantial savings. call the club tcx1ay for a tour.

$10 OFF

OUr Six Week Membership
". "

One City Center, Portland ME 04101

772-5444

After one patient apparently committed suicide and another
patient's near-fatal illness went undetected, the state is investigating charges of neglect at the Woodford Park Nursing Care
Center in Portland.
The investigation was spurred by a complaint from Barbara
Giguere of Tall Pines Road in Scarborough. Giguere filed her
complaint on Aug. 26 after she
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what was later diagnosed as a
'kidney infection.

condition went untreated by
staff at Woodford Park even
though her urine bag was full of blood and in plain sight.
Giguere had her mother moved to Brighton Medical Center,
where she received last rites before making a recovery.
Giguere'S mother is now staying at Viking Intermediate Care
Facility in Cape Elizabeth. Giguere said her mother paid almost
$3,000 a month to stay at Woodford Park, a 154-bed facility on
Devonshire Street.
An employee and former employee of Woodford Parkspeaking on the condition of anonymity - said patients
sometimes receive inadequate care because the nursing home is
short-staffed and its staff suffers from high turnover and low
morale.
Louis Dorogi, director of Licensing and Certification for the
state Department of Human Services, confirmed that the state
has launched a probe of Woodford Park. Dorogi said the
investigation "may take weeks to complete ... . we're looking at
the facility, not just at (Giguere's) complaint."
Since January, the state has received six complaints about the
nursing home, including one involving the possible suicide of
patient Yvonne Egan, according to Dorogi. Egan died on Aug .
12, after falling out the window of her first floor room. Egan
attempted suicide several years ago while living in the same
room, according to Portland police. Dorogi said an investigation
of her death is ongoing.
Dorogi's agency licenses nursing homes in the state. If the
agency finds complaints "are major and pervasive, if they are
not episodic, we could go to court and pull a facility's license,"
Dorogi said.
Woodford Park Nursing Home is managed by the Sandy
River Group, which also manages nursing homes in Westbrook,
Scarborough and New Hampshire.
CBWs calls to Sandy River Group executive Leon Bresloff
and Woodford Park administrator Sue Heeshan were not
returned.

Stk. #2452, retail $18,678, auto,
L+ package, AlC, PIW, cassette,
10aded,AM/FM stereo.

Retail $14,537. Stk.#2648.
5 spd., air tilt, p/w door locks, rear defrost.

Stk. #2470, retail $18,685, 4 wheel drive,
AMlFM stereo, tilt, p/w, door locks, loaded,
5 spd, AlC.age, AlC.
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auto, spoiler, CD player, loaded.
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Youth Center cuts deepen
The director of the Maine Youth Center's nationally acclaimed treatment program for juvenile sex offenders has quit
in frustration over deepening cuts in the youth center budget.
Dick Kauffman resigned Aug. 31 to take a job as a psychologist for the Gorham public schools. Kauffman had been director
of the youth center's sex offender program since 1988. Ha
worked with adult sex offenders in the state prison system for
eight years before that.
.
Kauffman said he quit because Gov. John McKernan's cuts In
the youth center budget were gutting the treatment program for
sex offenders. Kauffman claimed the cuts will prove harmful to
juvenile sex offenders, their victims and citizens who will pay
for the juveniles' future crimes.
"The amount these kids will cost the public is 10 times
greater than what will be saved (by the budget cuts)," h~ said.
According to Kauffman, the average sex offender committed to
the youth center has abused seven victims. Unless properly
treated as a juvenile, the average sex offender will claim 50
victims by the time he or she is imprisoned as an adult.
"When you can save that many people (from sex abuse), it's
hard to argue the youth center is the place to cut to save some
money," Kauffman said.
McKernan cut $2 million from the the youth center's $10
million annual budget, effective July 1. The cut caused seven
layoffs and left 26 vacant staff poSitions unfilled. Since July 1,.
youth center Superintendent Dick Wyse has been forced to trim
another $180,000 from the budget. That reduction has produced
three more frozen positions, two more layoffs and "massive
overtime," according to Wyse.
The future looks even more grim for the youth center.
McKernan's financial chief Sawin Millet recently predicted a $]
billion shortfall in the upcoming two-year state budget. Millet
ordered all state agencies to submit budgets cut by 10 percent in
order to meet the anticipated shortfall.
"It's extremely tiresome. We keep pointing out problems. But
no one is responding," said state Rep. Cush Anthony, a leader
of the Coalition for Juvenile Corrections, which has urged
McKernan to restore $2 million to the youth center budget.
"Of course, (Kauffman's resignation) is a significant loss,"
Anthony added. "But there's nothing we can do about that. I
understand where he's coming from."
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POPCORN SKOPPE
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99
EXCHANGE
STREET
PORTLAND
871-0380

Treat yourself to our delicious gourmet popcorn, the perfect light
snack for munching on at home, at work, or on the go. Our
beautifully decorated canisters make excellent gifts.
See us for parties, fund raisers , etc ...

372 Fore Street. Portland. 773-6884 • Open 7 days
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proceeds to benefit Merrymeeting AIDS Support
Services & The AIDS Project
$10.00
Sept, 1 0 - 27 Thurs - Sat 7:30 Sun 2:00

had been paying. Some
schizophrenics, who were
unresponsive to all other
forms of treatment, were
virtually reborn on Clozaril.
Maine and 32 other states
had filed suit against Sandoz
Pharmaceuticals and
Caremark Inc., charging the
two companies with violating
federal and state antitrust
laws in their selling and
distributing of Clozaril.
Claiming to be concerned
about adverse side effects of
the drug, Sandoz insisted that
Clozaril users pay for an
after-care system that
included weekly blood tests
administered only by
Caremark. The system cost
patients about $9,000 a year.
After the lawsuit was filed,
Sandoz stopped bundling the
drug and blood tests. The
annual cost of Clozaril
treatment dropped to about
$5,000, according to Mike
Fitzpatrick, director of the
Maine Alliance for the
MentallyDl.
The settlement reimburses
Mainers who bought the
drug with about $50,000. It
also bars conditions on the
sale of Clozaril and lowers its
price for future buyers
through $3 million in credits
to states that filed suit.
"The most positive thing
about the suit," Fitzpatrick
said, "is the statement it
makes for the future of
psychoactive drugs - that
they don't get bundled,
patients don't get gouged
and companies don't make
profits off the emotional pain
of people."

14 School Street, Brunswick call 729-8584 for reservations

Beef, chicken or shrimp stir-fry
cooked with fresh veggies in our wok,
served on a crusty Italian roU.

-.....:~

Fores[ Ave .. Portland (EXlf 6B, 1·29S):
11·9pm Moo·S. •. 11 ·8pm Sundays

"I can't afford to shop at
Joseph's, "
Oh yes, you can!

~OSEPH'S

GO AHEAD
HAVE FUN
Try a Matrix Essentials
perm. Designed for
your hair texture and
type. Fuller, shinier,
more natural hair. So
easy to manage, you'll
have time for fun.
Call today.

",matrix
HAIR AND SKIN CARE

The New Fall Season
Fine Clothing for Men & Women
Surprisingly Affordable.
41 0 Fore Street Portland, Maine 04 101
Men's Store: 773-1274

Women's Store: 773-4454

HAIR ~CHANGEI
... and Jacia/ salon
8 EXCHANGE ST PORTLAND 775-2555 8:30-7 M-F • 8:30-5 SAT
OPEN SUNDAYS 10 - 4
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Casco Bay Weekly celebrates the Casco Bay
Region's eclectic art scene, Find out about
Greater Portland's vibrant arts, music and
theatre in this up-to-the-minute issue.
October 1, 1992
Advertising Deadline September 25,1992.

Waterfront debate
remains fluid
It was another week of
talk, but little action, about
bringing opposing sides of
the waterfront debate to the
bargaining table.
The Munjoy Hill Neighborhood Organization could
have pushed business
interests to negotiate with
community groups. But the
group's executive board
decided not to take a position
on the city's zoning proposals
until it polls its members.
The organization plans to
focus on the waterfront
debate in the next issue of its
newspaper The Munjuy Hill
Observer. A ballot will be
included in the issue, asking
residents if the brganization
should support or oppose the
city's proposals. The ballot
will also ask what issues the
organization should be most
concerned about.
The paper will come out
around Sept. 25, and the
organization hopes to have
ballots collected and tallied
by Oct. 3, just two days
before the proposals are
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The Theater Project

The mast unique gifts
under the sun.

7

James Galway
with

Christopher O'Riley
Fri ., Oct. 2

~ 1, • ..

I

.ftDAWN :'BIW-li~
~ RASS~

UPSHAW
C"--J

Sat., Mar. 13

j

Stril1Q Quartet
Thu., Apr. I

Wed., Oct. 21

m

Garrick Ohlsson

mark
rU5$en (~~m.Qi
Georces Bizet

Tue., Jan. 19

Shanghai Acrobats
and Dance Theatre
of Shanghai
Wed., Nov. 4

t:JEw'i'Q~K

Tuc., Nov. 17

Bf1\N'D" Pittsburgh
Thu., Apr. 22

fmcrsol1

Midori

Ballet
Theatre

~~
Thu., Feb. 18

Vienna
Oboir;Bovs

Tue., Feb. 23

American
Indian
Dance
Theater
Wed., Oct. 14

Wed., Dec. 9

Fri., Feb. 5

1
!.
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And what a season it promises to be! From the first lyric notes ofJames
This year, you need only purchase tickets for three events to realize a
Galway's flute to the funktastic finale of the Rebirth Jazz Band, PCA is
subscription and a discount in price. Call 772-8630 so you won't have to
presenting 13 evenings of world-class entertainment. See these
••••
scramble for tickets or risk a sell-out. And may you experience
"e"o== .. the Me', T,"glewood .nd on the "'g" of
i6. all the joy this season has to offer.
PCA
Europe, or see them herefor one night only.
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''I'm a small-animal veterinarian. I take care
of people's pets as opposed to agricultural
or farm animals. Primarily dogs and cats ...
but we see anything that's important in
somebody's life that needs medic~l attention.

We also raise sheep. I've always felt that the
kids needed to have a sense of where their
food comes from . It's good for them, and I
think it gives them a lot greater appreciation
for life in general."

"We Jpy to really involve the kids in·alot 01
dillerent kinds 01 learning opportunities:'
"",'" l,iF

"

""""'"'ili1'
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sla ted to go to the Ci ty
Council.
Planning Board Chairman
Joe DeCourcey wanted more
time to work on the proposals. But city councilors,
including Tom Allen, Charlie
Harlow and Peter O'Donnell,
have said they want to hold
the board to the Oct 5.
deadline.
Meanwhile, open and
back-channel negotiations
continued in efforts to bring
business and community
group leaders together to
hammer out an agreement on
zoning amendments.
Alan Caron continues
talking to key players in an
effort to shape a new Waterfront Alliance. The old
Waterfront Alliance continues a "dialogue" with
community groups, according to alliance member
Armand Demers.
"There's a lot of talk about
more talk," reported USM
professor Orlando Delogu,
who helped spearhead the
1987 referendum that bapned
non-marine uses from the
waterfront for five years.
But so far there's little
movement. Delogu said that
might be because some pier
owners are reluctant to
compromise on zoning.
"They feel the wind in their
sails and think they can win it
all until they are dissuaded
that what they get will
precipitate another (referendum)," Delogu said.
&ported by Paul Karr, Bob
Young and The Associated Press

weird news

"All of us enjoyed visiting the Energy
Information Center at Maine Yankee:'
"Jonathan and Catherine really had a
wonderful time. They loved the fish.
They loved the bicycle. I think the

Information Center is well presented,
interes ting, factual ... and a good
learning experience. It was a lot of fun."

5usenB-e¥
Topsham

Just stop in anytime, Monday through Saturday, 10
a.m. to 5 p.m., or Sundays, 12 noon to 4 p.m. We're
located four miles south of Wiscasset off Route 1. For
more information, call us toll free at 1-800-458-0066.

Maine Yankee

RELIABLE ELECTHICITY FOR MAINE SINCE 1972

or Texas Republicans
responded to Presidential
candidate Bill Clinton's bus
tour through the heartland
with their own twist - an
Elvis impersonator hot on the
heels of the Clinton-Gore
mystery tour.
"Bill Clinton thinks he's
Elvis, but we've got the real
thing," said a press release
issued by Victory '92, the
GOP's Texas organization.
The Elvis-alike was to
follow much the same route
Clinton and vice-presidential
nominee AI Gore did during
their two-day swing through
Texas Aug. 27-29 on their
way to Louisiana. Public
appearances by the impersonator were to include
performances of Elvis classics
and bologna sandwich
suppers, according to Mark
Sanders, a spokesman for
Victory '92.
"Dead rock stars, dead
policies," grumbled Garry
Mauro, Clinton's Texas
campaign head, in response
to the stun t. "This is about as
serious as their plan for
creating jobs in Texas."

mistakes
ByAl Diamon
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16
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American squirm
Republican congreSSional candidate Linda Bean's latest TV
ad assures voters she's got her temper under control and her
priorities straight. Now if she could just get her earlier statements under control and her stories straight everything would
be swell.
By now you've probably seen the ad featuring former Bath
Iron Works employee Myrna Jasper ripping Democratic
Congressman Tom Andrews for supporting cuts in the defense
budget to eliminate the B-2 bOmber. "He made his own party so
angry," says Jasper, "they're threatening thousands of jobs at
Bath Iron Works." She continues, "And now I know how much
we need Linda Bean. Because Linda won't get Congress mad,
she'll get Congress moving."
You've got to wonder about a candidate who doesn't want to
annoy any incumbent congresspersons. You've especially got to
wonder when that candidate, back in March 1992, issued a
news release that began, "Maine people are angry at Congress .. . "
The tone of that earlier release indicated Linda felt Mainers
had every right to be pissed off. In that document Bean vowed
to cut congressional perks and pay, although with her new "go
along to get along" attitude this apparently will be accomplished without annoying anyone on Capitol Hill.
She also promised to oppose bloated federal spending. To
earn her vote she said a program "must serve the national
interest, rather than a special interest." The B-2, which Republican Sen. William Cohen dubbed wasteful and unnecessary,
apparently meets Bean's "national interesf' standards.
But maybe not. Bean told the Forecaster newspaper it was
Andrews' "arrogant personality" and not his opposition to the
B-2 that was to blame for the suffering of Maine defense
contractors at the hands of a vengeful Congress. The Bean
personality, we are assured, is firmly "pro-defense."
As for whether or not Linda is pro-consistency, the jury is
still out.

American squirm, part 2
When Republican President George Bush pledged to rebuild
hurricane-damaged Homestead Air Force Base in Borida, he
caught flack from Andrews. Andrews ripped Bush for blatant
pork barrel politics, and for making "a mockery" of the process
of deciding which military bases should be closed.
Two days later when Democratic presidential candidate Bill
Clinton announced his support for rebuilding Homestead,
Andrews' office was strangely silent.
No point in getting anyone mad at you.
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Go yopr own way
Contrary to a report in this column last week, Congressman
Andrews will not be taking part in the Maine Press Association
debate Sept. 12 at the Bethel Inn. The Andrews campaign said
the congressman has a previous commitment.
All the other 1st and 2nd district congressional candidates
still planned to show up.

We are hungry men
Democratic legislative candidate Eliza Townsend of Portland
is getting support from some unusual quarters. Portland Police
Chief Michael Chitwood and Casco Bay Weekly Editor Monte
Paulsen are listed among the celebrity chefs for a Townsend
fund raiser Sept. 20.
The event is called "Let the Men Cook for a Change," and for
a donation those with strong digestive systems will be able to
partake of the culinary creations of such Democratic stars as Joe
Brannigan, Jerry Conley, Peter O'Donnell, Jim Oliver and Herb
Adams.
The event raises questions that go beyond the gastronomic to
the ethical. Police chiefs and journalists are supposed to keep
their distance from partisan politics. Chitwood and Paulsen
may find their support of Townsend does more damage to their
credibility than their stomach linings.

Oak Computer Desk
$M9"

$289

Oak
Bookcases

$99

CLARK'S
UNfINISH~D

Nobody truly enjoys the dirty job of spreading rumors, damaging
reputations and destroying careers. But occasionally you can squeeze a
little bit of pleasure out of it. Send the residue to this column, care of
Casco Bay Weekly, 551A Congress St., Portland, ME 04101 .
Or call 775'{;601 .

'Version of tliis story appearea In
the Boston Phoenix.
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an interior window into the kitchen, where Mom or Dad might
be preparing dinner.
'The panorama when you walk in is an important family
communication issue," he says. "By eliminating barriers, you
create a feeling of intimacy and ease of communication."
The kitchen contains a breakfast nook, which Linville calls
an intermediate space. After giving their parents a hug,
children would sit at the table to play or do homework. This
way, individuals perform the tasks that need to be done, yet
take comfort in each other's presence.
After dinner, the family would move into the adjacent
family room to read or watch television. ''This is a place to
rest," says Linville. "Being leisurely together is an important
need in the family unit."
Privacy also is a growing need, and Linville says more and
more new houses contain separate bedroom suites for parents.
"Parents want a place where they are not as freely accessible,"
he says.
Ideally, the suites are multifunctional and thus become a
kind of free zone where parents can escape for brief periods. In
addition to a sleeping spa~, the suites usually have a connecting bathroom and sometimes another area where adults can
read or work or simply enjoy a view.
'This teaches the family an important lesson," says Linville,
"that we can have a sense of community and our own place of
refuge, too."
Not all families have the wherewithal to build an ideal
house from the ground up or to make structural modifications.
But designers say both interaction and privacy can be promoted with subtle touches.
For example, a small table in the kitchen would keep a child
and parent within comfortable talking range. One designer
talks about a man who bought an extra-large sink for his
kitchen so he and his wife could stand next to each other every
night and do the dishes and chat. And King Arthur, of course,
learned years ago that a round table fosters conversation and
unity better than a rectangular one.
If a house has only one area to serve as both family room
and living room, a well-lived-in, comfortable couch would
transmit feelings of belonging and ease. So would a low
table that children could use
without getting reprimanded.
The critical thing, designers say, is that if there is only
one room for socializing,
appearance should not rule
decorating choices.
"Homes that become
showplaces for company,"
says Satenig St. Marie in her
book "Homes Are for
People," "not only inhibit
interaction, they also indirectly say to the family that outsiders are more important than
family members."
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What makes a house a home?
New designs focus on psychology more than fashion
• By Elizabeth McBride

Paint
Bold
Brushstrokes
Sculpt
Stretch
Imagination
Dream, Draw
Create
Saturday classes
for kids, ages 9-12,
begin October 3

Poriland ""'1001 01

97 Spring Street
Portland, Maine 04101
207.770.3002

Oliver Wendell Holmes put it simply: A home is where we
love. Yet many of us think of home improvement as a trivial
and materialistic pastime.
That, some deSigners say, is a mistake. For with conscious
manipulation, we can create a dwelling place that not only
looks good but helps us love well, too.
"Oftentimes, design is considered decoration," says
Suzanne Scott, University of Wisconsin professor of interior
design. "But a design of a home can either help or hinder the
nurturing of relationships."
A kitchen with multiple work spaces, for example, encourages family interaction. Separate closets for spouses, on the
other hand, can satisfy the need for territoriality that psychologists say is crucial to getting along. And child-sized furniture
lets small children know they are special just the way they are.
Though usually overlooked by both consumers and professional decorators, these kinds of design elements are especially
important for today's family. When members are spread out
during the day at work or school or day care, the home
becomes the one place where the family renews its ties. At the
same time, the home is increasingly used as a refuge where
both adults and children escape the pressures of the outside
world.
"We know that people are spending more time at home,"
notes interior designer Edward Linville. "One reason it's
become such a strong need is that it's the environment over
which we have the most control."

Shared bedrooms
Homes have always reflected patterns of group living. For

example, in medieval times, when life was communal and highly
public, many people shared bedrooms - and beds - and eating
areas were large, brawling and functional.
As Wi told Rybczynski described in his bestseller of a few
years ago, "Home: A Short History of an Idea," it wasn't until
the 17th century, and the emergence of workplaces separate
from residences, that the home began to be considered a family's
private domain.
Over the centuries, we developed such things as lightweight
chairs and soft couches to serve evolving needs (for socializing
in the first case, and relaxation in the latter).
What "feels good" to us in a house has always been more
than what suits our bottoms, Rybczynski says. Comfort is an
emotional as much as a physical and intellectual notion, and it's
shaped by the society in which we find ourselves as well as by
individual taste.

Changing families
Recent changes in American family life may make this a good
time to reconsider how we structure our domestic environmen t.
Says Linville, "To me, the two-wage-earner family is the biggest
impact on housing design."
To illustrate this, Linville pulls out a blueprint for a house he
recently designed for such a family. With a focus more on
psychology than fashion or art, it challenges some of the traditional concepts about planning the interior of homes.
In modern America, family members are easily isolated if
they must disperse into different areas of a house to cook, work
or play, Linville explains. In the house he designed, a child
bounding in from the garage entryway (the front door is more
likely to be used by guests) would immediately see into the heart
of the house. The line of sight runs through the family room and

Defining space
Furniture also can define private spaces. For example, if two
children share a room they can mark off separate territories
with desks or bookshelves. Curtains and rugs will cut down
noise in any room and increase feelings of serenity - research
shows that when people feel crowded, it's not necessarily
beca\!se they are physically cramped but because their senses
are overstimulated.
Spouses can create private spaces relatively simply by using
separate dressers and storage areas or double sinks in the
bathroom. And teenagers, who have especially intense needs
for autonomy, should not have their bedrooms next to their .
parents, if possible.
Far from smothering relationships, establishing territory in
this way actually enhances them, psychologists say. Isolation
studies have found that couples who divvy up space on their
first day together are better able to share a room amicably for
long periods of time.
Single people also can enrich their home lives by paying
attention to their emotional needs. For example, when friends
are family, it's important to have comfortable gathering places
- informal seating arrangements with tables at the right
height for snacks and drinks, and dining tables that invite
lingering.
Whatever improvements you decide to make to your home,
you should be careful not to emphasize trendiness over
personal preference, designers warn. The setting we take a
fancy to, they say, is probably the one in which we will best
work.
And if we are feeling dissatisfied with a home, we shouldn't
assume the problem lies with it. Says Scott, "If the environment
isn't working, it may signal a change in your life you hadn't
really recognized."
A few changes, guided by personal insight, may be all that's
needed to keep your house homey for a long time to come. SIl
Elizabeth McBride 1IUlkeS her home in Madison, Wis., where a similar
version of this story appetlred recently in Isthmus.
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Building a
new home or
remodeling?
We Do Kitchens Best!
Service from start to
finish or guidance for
the Do-It-Yourselfer at

Strictly Kitchens
and Baths ...
where quality service
doesn't SlOp with the sale.

Prices to fit all budgets.
Free estimates.

Strictly Kitchens
and Baths

899 Brighton Ave.
Portland
(207) 761-6697

Bring us one unique image or idea and create
your party theme including

• Invitations • Custom T-shirts
• Large Poster· Party Stickers

GENERATED

,.

.

164 Middle Street, Portland, ME 04101

, I

Call 774-4455 today!

,

,

.~

VISIT THE ECOLOGY HOUSE
learn how to
make your home SAFE
Where BiologiCilI Poilu tall ts May Be
Foutul III The Home
1 Dirty air conditionors
2 Dirty humidifiers
3 Bathroom without vents or windows
4 Kitchen without vents or windows
5 Dirty refridorator drip pans
6 Laundry room with unvented dryer
7 Unventilated attic
8 Carpet on damp basement floor
9 Bedding
10 Ooset on outside wall
11 Dirty heating/air conditioning system
12 Dogs or cats
13 Water damage (around windows,
the roof, or the basement)
Radoll
14 Moves through soil and rock under homes
15 Through the cracks in concrete
16 Into drains, water wells through pipes

/

~
~

Lead ill Paillt on Wood & Metal,
in Ceramics, in Soil
17 Babyscrib
18 Cups & bowls
19 Old paint cans
20 Old paint on walls & woodwork

Available at Ecology House

... Radon Alarm Kit
.. .Lead Check Kit
That can be mailed in for test
For instant results to confirm or
results of radon levels in your
deny your fears
home
.. .Homesick Syndrome guide
Clear & informative manual for
recognizing home health hazards

ECOLOGY
HOUSE
Gifts of Environmental Consciousness
775-4871
49 Exchange st. Old Port

775-7441
Maine Mall, S. Portland

•
version of thfs story appearea 111
the Boston Phoenix.
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"SUMMERTIME AND THE LIVIN' IS EASY"•.• at

Music, theater, art, restaurants, shopping, special outdoor activities ... ies all
right up the street or just around the comer from BACK BAY TOWEll Or if
you prefer the comforts of home - you can share a cool drink on the terraoe
with friends, swim in the private pool, workout in the exercise room and
enjoy a sauna. Whatever you ChOO6C - out on the town - or the comforts of
home - Back Bay Tower can make your summertime living easy. We provide
stale of the art security.
Stop by during the hours listed, or call for an appointment.
Open Sun. 12-4, Tues & Thurs 10-6.

.

772-7050

401 Cumberland Avenue, Portland, Maine 04101

SAVE TIME ...
COME HERE
FIRST!
Lately, a lot of our
new customers
have said to us ...
they wished that
they had come to
Hard Cider Farm first;
it would have saved them
a lot of time.
Isn't it time for you
to Discover...

''The Maine Source of
Oriental Rugs"e?
A broader selection and
unbeatable prices since 1974.
Not only will you save tim~,
but money, too.

HARD CIDER
FARM Oriental Rugs
\

45 Middle Rd .• Rt. 9
Falmouth. Maine 04105
Appointments: (207) 775-1600
In Maine: 1-800-660-RUGS
Nationwide: 1-800-346-6617
Hours: 10-5 Tues.-Sat.

Small but roomy
Expand space with a few simple decorating guidelines
• By Barbara Marquand
In Dianne Hefner's family
room, an antique blanket
chest serves as a charming
coffee table, and a toy chest a
sturdy surface her kids can
use when they get out the
coloring books.
Hefner's house is small, so
she makes the most of space
by uS.i ng furniture that's
functional as well as decorative. It's just one of the many
tricks you can use to get the
most use out of a small
amount of space, says
Hefner, an interior deSigner.
Small houses or rooms
don't have to be cramped or
uncomfortable, interior
designers say. And you don't
have to spend a fortune to
properly decorate them. By
following a few simple
decorating guidelines you
can expand your space. In
fact, sometimes it's easier and
more satisfying to decorate a
small room or house than it is
to decorate a large area. With
a small amount of space, you
don' t have to purchase a
truckload of furniture and
accessories to fill it.
"Small rooms are just as
enjoyable to do as big
rooms," says Hefner. "Sometimes little houses are more
fun because you get an
immediate effect."
If you're living in tight
quarters or have a small room
in the house you don't know
what to do with, consider the
following to make the most
out of your space:
• Pick furniture that can
serve a variety of purposes,
such as Hef~er's antique

blanket chest, and remove
anything that isn't necessary.
Evaluate each piece of
furniture and ask yourself
whether it really contributes
to the room or just adds to
the clutter. If something isn't
going to enhance a room,
don't put it out there.
For example, if you have a
huge set of bookcases that
you use only to store a few
trophies, maybe you should
put the bookcases in storage
and display the trophies on a
single shelf.
• Buy smaller furniture.
That sounds obvious, but
many people buy furniture
that's too big. Before you buy

furniture, measure the room.
Avoid buying overstuffed
couches and love seats with
deep cushions and huge
arms. Camel-back couches
are an alternative because
they aren't as deep and don't
take up as much space as
couches with pillows and
cushions on the back.
Also, shop for television
sets that are small enough to
be mounted on shelves. A
large, free-standing television
eats up a lot of space without
adding much decor to the
room.

When shopping for coffee
tables, keep in mind that glass
coffee tables take up less
visual space than heavy wood
ones. And light-toned wood
takes up less visual space
than dark wood.
In bedrooms, choose
dressers that are tall rather
than wide, and if possible
build storage shelves in the
closet or put a dresser in the
closet.
• Choose colors for walls
carefully. Before you buy
paint, decide what kind of
mood you want to create. To
make a room appear larger
and airier, pick light, cool
colors, such as light blue, light
green and pale rose for the
walls and ceiling. Those
colors recede, making the
room appear larger.
You might want-to paint
the walls and ceilings the
same color to make a room
appear larger. If you paint the
ceiling a different color than
the wall, you break up the
space, and the room looks
smaller than it would otherwise. Of course, small isn't
necessarily bad. If you want
to create a cozy, warm
feeling, you can use darker
colors.
If you wallpaper, apply it
to all the walls, not just one.
Wallpapering just one wall
chops up the space and
makes the room look smalL
Diagonal patterns work well
because they create movement.
• Match the carpet with
the walls. Choose a carpet
color that has the same value
as the color of your walls. A
darker shade will break up
the space and box in the room.

• Pick fabrics with
positive and negative space.
You might use one key fabric
to decorate a room, picking
patterns with light backgrounds. Treillage floral
prints with light backgrounds work especially
welL Use that fabric for your
largest piece of furniture as
well as for window coverings
to bring pieces of the room
together.
• Leave space at entrances. You get your first
impression of a room when
you enter, and if you immediately confront a piece of
furniture, the room will seem
crowded.
Create a focal point - one
area in a room that will draw
your attention. If a room
doesn't have a focal point,
your eye will bounce from
one thing to another, Anderson says. The focal point is
usually the largest thing in
the room, such as a bed in a
bedroom or a large painting
in a family room. Many
rooms have natural focal
points, such as picture
windows or fireplaces.
Enhance those focal points by
hanging pictures above them
or placing accessories aro~nd
them. Maintain the balance
of a room by making the
focal point the most importantpart.
• Encourage light. Use
mirrors to borrow space from
other areas. But be sure to
hang them so they reflect a
pleasant scene, such as a
garden outside a window,
not your neighbor's garbage
cans_ You can hang strips of
mirrors, perhaps alternating
them with wallpaper or even
cover a complete wall with
them.
For the ceiling, a soft,
semi-gloss paint will reflect
light, which can make the
room appear larger.
• Hang pictures that draw
the viewer into them. A scene
of an English garden with a
path winding up to a distant
cottage will draw the eye into
the picture more than a stilllife of a basket of fruit.
Pictures that draw in the
viewer help expand the
walls.
• Ask an interior designer
for help. Although amateur
decorators usually can sense
when something is wrong
with a room, they often can't
pinpoint its cause. Many
people typically don't
consult interior designers
because they don't think they
can afford to buy furnishings
from them. But most designers are willing to walk
through your house and give
one-hour consultations to
provide.decorating tips. Cost
ranges from about $45 to
$125 per hour, depending on
the designer's experience.
The consultation can provide
a map for you to follow as
you decorate and help you
avoid making expensive
mistakes, such as buying the
wrong furniture, later. ~
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Colorfully DecorlltedTerra Cotta

The JUST ME card

"Don't go home without it!'

JUST ME

The best card selection in Portland:
Avanti, Carlton, DesignDesign,
Gordon Fraser, Marian Heath,
Renaissance, Cape Shore,
Anne Killian & More.

IlIIE IUE

Popcorn Bowls by Nancy Carroll

490 CONGRESS ST, PORTLAND 207-775-4860

780 Bridgton Rd_ (Rt 302) Westbrook· 854-0160
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CLARK'S POND PLAZA
(NEXT DOOR TO OLIVE GARDEN & RED LOBSTER)

SOUTH PORTLAND

772-1400
OPEN: MON-FRI 9 TO 9
SAT 9 TO 5
SUN IOTO 5

PAUL MITCHELL
SIGNRTURE SRLON

, Be what you want, but always be you. '
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COLORS

PERMS

Designer.. .. __now only 9.95
::
Designer.. now only 29.95 & up
: :
Designer.. now only 24.95 & up
,
: Advanced Designer. .. now only 14.95 ;; Advanced Designer.. now only 34,95 & up; ; Advanced Designer.. now only 29,95 & up;
1995
:, :, Master Designer.. now only 39.95 & up :, :, Master Designer.. now only 34.95 & up:,
·
Master DeSlgner
.. . now 0 nIy
.

:r
,

.~; ;r Prices
depend on length & condition of hair. Y: ;r Prices depend on length & co~dition of hair. '1;
Must present coupon. Expires 9.30.92 c>::
Must present coupon· Expltes 9.30.92 C:

Must present coupon • ExpIres 9.30.92 C> : :
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Course Schedule

PERIOD I (8:15-9:35 A.M.)
AC 123 Federal Taxation
CS 230 COBOL I'
EN 170 Basic Writing
GE 110 Business Writing
GM 262 Medical Computer Technol."
LS 257 Environmental Sciences
MS 180 Intro, to Medical Science
PL 261 Law of Business Organization
SS 150 Basic Keyboarding
PERIOD II (10:15-11:35 A.M.)
AC 122 Principles of Accounting III
AC 220 Cost Accounting
CS 235 Business Systems
EN 170 Basic Writing
LS 195 Psych. of Personal Dynamics
LS 258 World Regional Geography
MS 185 Medical Science III
PL 262 Law of TortS/Personal Injury
SS 150 Basic Keyboarding
SS 168 Word Processing Theory'
PERIOD III (11 :45 A.M.-1 :05 P.M.)
AC 120 Principles of Accounting I
AC 266 Accounting Lab'
BA 105 Principles of Marketing
CS 130 Computer Science Concepts
EN 270 Experiences in Literature
LS 190 Psychology
LS 195 Psych. of Personal Dynamics
MS 166 Clinical Procedures III'
PL 249 Legal Office Procedures
SS 262 Document Production

we

We

PERIOD II (8:05-10:30 P.M.)
AC 120 Principles of Accounting I
AC 121 Principles of Accounting II
EN 170 Basic Writing
GE 110 Business Writing
GM 280 Medical Office Procedures I
LS 184 Group Leadership/
Conference Tech.
LS 190 Psychology
LS 195 Psych. of Personal Dynamics
PL 260 Civil Law & Procedure

with a separate ($75) lab fee.

.e
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we
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we
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New Classes Begi n
September 21, 1992

PERIOD I (5:30-7:55 P.M.)
AC 220 Cost Accounting I
BA 105 Principles of Marketing
CS 231 COBOL II'
EN 170 Basic Writing
LS 192 Intro. to Sociology
LS 195 Psych. of Personal Dynamics
MS 187 Medical Science IV
PL 163 Real Estate Law
PL.: 249 Legal Office Procedures
SL 161 Document Formatting
SS 247 Office Procedures

* Indicates a course

we

WordPerfect
for Windows
(Tues. & Thurs.)
and

Lotus 1-2-3
for Windows
(Mon. & Wed.)

4-Week Course

5:30-8:00 p.m.

Admissions Office
Open Daily Until:
Monday: 8:00 p.m.
Tuesday: 8:00 p.m_
Wednesday: 5:00 p.m.
Thursday: 8:00 p.m.
Friday: 5:00 p.m.

Call for more information at:
774-6126 or 1-800-639-3110.

901 Washin ...~...'nAvenue - Portland, ME - 04103 - 207-774-6126 - 800-639-3110
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the Boston Phoenix.
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• IRELAND TODAY: Steve
Concannon: Memories of an
Irish Immigrant. (1 hr)
• MUSIC DF THINGS THAT
ARE DONE: Irish
Development. (1 hr)
• COMMUNITY HEART a
SOUL: Economic
Rev~alization. (1 hr)
PrOQrams premiere Fri. 7-1 Opm. and are
repeared Sat- Moo.1-4 & 7-10pm and
Tues.• Wed .• & Thurs. 9am-nooo.
Cable Channel 37 in Portland. So. Portland. Cape Elizabeth. Falmouth. & scar·
borough. Channel varies In Gorham.

YOU'LL iV\.~ OVER
OUR FLAPJACKS!
Saturday, Sept. 12
8·11 am
Good Eats Cheap
($3.50 bigs; $2Iittles)
At the

Swedenborgian Church

•

SWEDENBORGIAN CHURCH
302 Stevens Avenue
Portland. ME 04103
(207) 772-8277
Rev. Ken Turley
Service: lOam Sunday
Magical Music
Childcare provided

Guitar Studio
Workshop
Private Professional Instruction

JA1l • BLUES • ROCK
Beginner to Professional
17 years teaching
experience.
Also .. .

"'i&s
Gv·,t(),{,
LeCisons
WESTERN PROM, PORTLAND

Co-owning a home
How two single people can buy property together
• By Elizabeth McBride
Buying a house together
seemed like a simple deal
between brothers -until one
of them found a job in another
state and wanted out.
The one left behind couldn't
afford to buy his sibling's
share, yet balked at selling the
property to a third party. His
brother was forced to take legal
action that ultimately forced a
sale_
"It was very acrimonious,"
recalls their attorney Bill
Abbott. "And they ended up
paying me a lot in legal fees."
Their wrangle is only one of
a host of messy situations two
single people can get into if
they decide to buy property
together, Abbott notes.
What happens, for example,
if one party loses his or her job
and can't afford the mortgage
payments? Who is responSible
for the bills? What if a romantic
relationship sours? Can one
owner sell his or her share to
another person without veto
power by the second owner?
And what if one party dies?
Who inherits the property?
Since the 1986 Tax Refonn
Act eliminated most of the
benefits associated with rental
properties, more and more
singles - siblings, lovers, or
just friends - are investing in
property together.
"People are recognizing the

only tax advantage left is
buying a house," Abbott notes.
But while the rights of
married people are spelled out
by law, singles are relatively
unprotected . In fact, the only
law that applies is partition,
under which a judge can order
a house to be sold if the owners
cannot resolve a dispute.
The best way to avoid
problems, experts say, is to
have a co-ownership agreement drawn up before the
mortgage is signed.
"A lot of people think this
takes some of the fun and
romance out of buying a
house," notes Daniel Kauper,
vice-president of ACS Financial
Group, a financial planning
company. "But if you wait
until a problem comes up, it
will have an emotional
component that will make it
very difficult to resolve.
Individuals should approach
buying property together the
same way business partners
approach it."
The first issue home-buying
partners must decide is
whether they wish to hold title
as "joint tenants" or "tenants in
common." Under joint tenancy
arrangements, if one partner
dies, the survivor inherits the
late owner's share. If title is
held as tenants in common, a
deceased partner's share passes
to his or her estate.
In most cases, unmarried

partners who are not romantically involved choose to be
tenants in common. This
arrangement allows a partner
to sell his or her share to
another unrelated party and
protects each partner from the
other's creditors. In other
words, if one owner defaults
on mortgage payments, the
other is not responSible
(depending. of course, on what
the mortgage says).

However, Kauper notes,
"As a matter of practicality it
would be messy if the bank
foreclosed on one-half of the
property."
The value of co-ownership
agreements is that they allow
partners to anticipate such
consequences and ensure that
neither party suffers if the
partnership dissolves.
At a minimum, a coownership agreement should
specify under what circum-

stances a partner can opt out
and what choices the remaining partner has if one of those
events occurs. For example, can
a co-owner sever the partnership anytime he or she feels
like it, or are death and
disability the only allowable
triggers for separation?
In one case, Abbott drew up
an agreement for two women
friends who had decided to
purchase a house together as
joint tenants because neither
had children to leave fhe
property to in the event of
death. Their agreement
stipulates that either can be
released from the partnership
by giving 60 days notice. The
other partner has the option of
purchasing the second share or
putting the house up for sale.
An agreement should also
fix terms of purchase. Does a
co-owner have to buyout an
exiting partner in one cash
payment or can he or she make
monthly payments plus
interest for a number'of years?
Partners also need to agree
on a method for assessing the
value of the property if a share
is to be sold to a co-owner. One
option is to use the original
purchase price plus, say, 2
percent per year for inflation.
Another is to have the property
reappraised by a mutually
agreed upon appraiser. If
either owner rejects that
estimate, then each hires his or

her own appraiser. If those two
appraisers can't agree, they
hire a third, whose appraisal is
binding.
Abbott also recommends
that co-owners hold insurance
policies on each other's life.
That way if one dies the policy
covers the cost of buying the
deceased's share from his or
her estate.
In addition, an agreement
should detail who pays what
portion of specified costs, such
as mortgage payments,
maintenance, repairs and
utilities, and whether any
differences in outlay are to be
repaid in the future.
Abbott recalls one situation
that involved two.people who
intended to get married but
who were both still going
through divorce proceedings.
Because the woman in the
partnership had more cash on
hand, she paid the entire down
payment. Under the coownership agreement, her
partner was required to pay his
half after hi~ divorce was final.
If the house were sold before
the divorce, she would recover
all of the down payment from
the purchase price.
Co-owners who are making
unequal contributions toward a
house also should be aware
that the partner making larger
payments may be subject to
gift tax, Kauper warns.
He suggests, too, that coowners have wills drafted to
indicate who inherits the
property if the owners di~
simultaneously.
Under the laws of some
states, Kauper notes, if there is
no evidence to the contrary,
party A's share goes to A's
estate, which might be A's
parents, and B's share goes to
B's estate, and maybe that's B's
parents. The parents may not
even know each other and
may, in fact, live at opposite
ends of the country.
To avoid this situation, both
wills could contain a provision
ensuring that if the owners
died together, the house would
pass to a specific party they
had identified.
Beyond the basics, a coownership agreement could
stipulate just about anything,
ranging from who has access to
which areas of the house to
who pays for pet damage.
Depending on how involved
they are, agreements cost about
$100 to $200. The important
thing is that the prospective
partners recognize the fact that
no matter how optimistic they
feel about the future, the
unthinkable can happen.
Attorneys never recommend hoping," Abbott notes.
"They recommend planning." mJ
U

Contact USM's Center for Real
Estate Education (68 High St.,
Portland - 874-6520) for all
sorts of information on housing
trends, the housing market and
other housing issues; generic
forms (like purchase and sale
agreements); and books on
how to buy property. The
center also holds seminars
periodically on the homebuying process.

STOP DIETING AND LOSE WEIGHT!
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Service
Appointments taken

Learn which colors
are best for you.

Salon!

Call for details.

865-9214

13 Royal Ave (off School St) Freeport • M-F 9-7· Sat 8-4

828-4849
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NOW OFFERING

Walk-ins welcome

*.A- L ife*Design*.A-** Katherine J. Moody. DCH
N
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Learn what you need to succeed

in 4-session workshop starting soon.
First session FREE! Call for info and registration.
"/ can say 'NO' to fallening foods and mean il!" -P.T.
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- COME VISIT EITHER DINAMATION'S SEA MONSTERS:

Overstock
Furniture
Samples

Curtains, Rugs,
Fabrics,
Prints,
Gifts

&
Lamps_

&

Don't
Miss
It!!

Much
More!!

•

"DINOSAURS OF THE DEEP"

-

•

(robotic pre-historic sea creatures up to 38 feet long)
OR

•
-

i
i

THE MAINE AQUARIUM

,

-

(at the regular admission rate)

•

•

with this coupon (to be validated) then redeeij1 it only at anyone of
the following participating Burger King® restaurants located at:

-.
_

_
•
_
•

i
i
i
-.

STURBRIDGE YANKEE WORKSHOp
The Nation's Cenler for Fine Home Furnishings Since 1953

September 10, 11, & 12 from 9AM-6PM
90

Road, .

UNUM on outer Congress) Portland

_

•
•
_

1071 Brighton Ave.
316 Allen Ave.
233 Route 1
Portland. ME
Portland. ME
Scarborough. ME
449 Forest Ave.
375 Gorham Rd.
Portland, ME
South Ponland. ME

FREE

~:~ Whoppe~

One Burger
Medium Size Soft Drink

•
_
•
_

'.
-

Validation no.:

,

Admission to Di.narnation·, Sea MorllttZ exhibit is $4 for adult. and $3 for children under age 13,
WITII THIS VALUABLE COUPON IT'S ALMOST UKE VISmNG DINAMATION'S SEA
MONSTERS EXHIBIT FOR FREEl
This coupon &ood for up to SIX PEOPLE INYOUR GROUP when each yiaits either MAINE
AQUARIUM OR TIlE DINAMATION SEA MONSTER EXHmrr. ( Dinamation Sea Monmr
exhibit on display ncJ.tlo the Maine Aquarium until Oct. IS, 1992.)
Redemption of this coupon at the aboY< Burger King~ ",.tauranU good through Oct. 31.1992.
Coupon nOI valid with other promotion prog.rams,

•

(ProcccdI to bedl cxp&nlioa d oW' hartu Je8l cxhibi t and c:omlnletian of. atr&Ddcd harbor &aI can: fa.::ility.)

_ . _ . _ . - - - - - - - - - - - ______ 1 _ 1 _ 1 -
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LEARN 10 FAUX FINISHES
FOR ONLY $90.00
SATURDAY WORKSHOPS 9AM-3PM
-Sept. 26 -Nov. 14 -Oct. 24 -Dec 5
-Registration deadline for all
Fall Workshops is Friday, 9/25_
-Class limited to 12 students_
-Non-refundable deposit required,
Sponging ' Ragging' Marbling 'Inlay . Blocking · Combing & More

CALL
878-9884

CREATIVE
LIVING
ENVIRONMENTS

Ie

Eonn!!. dlewing, breathing lead paint is 0 serious problem. Call us.

LEAD DETECTION SERVICES
Ala"alo • Aff"dabl.· Fast· IIoo-O"'ucf¥.

TOU FREE 1·800-78&-6891 OR 766-5501
romANO, IIJINE

SEND THE FTD®
GRANDPARENTS'DAY
BOUQUET AND YOU CAN
WIN A FAMILY . .
".&...1'-'

Send theFTD
Grandparents' Day
Bouquet and you
can win the FTD
"Grand Family" Reunion.
Just call us today
for details.

Price $23.99
Price may vary out of to wn.

SUMMER
CLEARANCE
40% Off
Selected
Spring
Separates
& Sportswear
JONES NEW YORK
FACTORY STORES

NEW FALL HOURS

Elizabeth McBride, who covers
home issues regularly for Isthmus,
always plans her articles with
lawyerly precision.

version of this story appearea In
the Boston Phoenix.
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You can do it!

10, 1992

130 ST. JOHN ST./PORTLAND, ME
761-1580

r

Mon thru Thurs 9-8
Fri & Sat 9-9 • Sun 10-6
31 Main Street • The Mikasa Building
Freeport, ME • 865-3158
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MAKEUP LESSONS!

"Learn How To Bring Out Your Best Features"

Bring in the makeup you are
currently using and we'll introduce
you to AVEDA 5 new
super-pure cosmetic linel
• formulated wI natural.
plant-derived ingredients
• no syntheOcs or petrochemicals
• never tested on animals

173-4457
We're Maine's onfy AVEDA concept salon.
NOW OPEN ~ONDAYSr

ON THE CORNER or MIDDLE Ik EXCHANGE STRUTS
IN THE OLD PORT

Getting a copy of your credit report

How my dog ruined my credit

Lavender. .. Rosemary... Lemon...
Refresh your skin with a soothing
herbal facial using the
Dr. Hauschka Preparations.

(A true story.)
• By Monte Paulsen

1 hour treatment - $35.
For appointment,
information,
or brochure Call
ThERESA BERMAN
Licensed Aesthetician

207-799-2792

Broadway
South Portland
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I've never really understood
the murky world of
moneylending. FOT instance, I
never understood why, when I
was in college and had no
money, every credit card
company in the free world was
stuffing my mailbox with preapproved credit cards; whereas
later, when I finally had a job
that paid enough to get me off
the macaroni-and-cheese diet
plan, banks and credit card
companies treated me like I
had the plague.
So when CBW HOME
ISSUE editor Ellen Liburt
begged me to review a new
booklet published by Fleet
Bank entitled "Understanding
Credit Reports," I thought this
might be my big chance to
learn some super-secret insider
tips that could get me a new
boat and a pocket full of nolimit gold cards.
The booklet explains in
simple tenns how credit
reports are compiled, what
companies compile them,
where credit reporting information comes from and how
the reports are used to determine whether or not a consumer should be allow~ to
borrow money or charge a
purchase.
"There's nothing like the
smell of a new car, the luster of
a new credit card, or the pride
of home ownership," explains
the 32-page Fleet booklet,
authored by Harry S.
Zuckerman, "Whether it's your
first, or another of many credit
approvals, there's always a bit
of a thrill when the news
arrives. It just feels good to get
what you want!"
Now I knew what my life

had been missing.
Charles Conway, the
Fleetmeister in Charge of
Explaining Things to Reporters
with Bad Credit, explained my
problem.
"Most people never give a
thought to their credit report
until they attempt to make a
major purchase, such as a
home or car, and then they get
turned down as a poor credit
risk," said Fleetmeister
Conway. 'Then the alarms go
off, but it's too late."
The booklet explains that
there are three huge credit
reporting companies - TRW,
Equifax and Trans Unionthat hold the lives of us creditmongering peons in their cold,
computerized hands. Even
mega-mega bank Fleet described these "Big Three" as
"Discs whirling. machinery
humming, tapes advancing
and retreating. companies
striving to achieve and
maintain market balance."
That's pretty much what I
found, too. When I first called
the local number for TRW, I
was still on the phone 20
minutes later, still lost in Voice
Mail Hell, still unsuccessful in
my attempt to speak to a live
human being. Things were
little better at Equifax, where I
was referred from one 800
number to another, then
transferred to four different
stations within the New York
office before finally having a
very pleasant conversation
with "Alice," who had gone to
summer camp in Maine and
remembers the place very
fondly and inquired after the
weather and my health, but
who was only a temp and
didn't know why I had been
transferred to her.

'The room for error is
enormous," said the
Fleetmeister, who explained
that the Big Three enter almost
two billion pieces of data into
credit reports every month.
And as a result of one of those
little errors, "you could be
prevented from obtaining a
loan, or from charging a large
purchase," he said. "You really
need to stay on top of the data
being entered into your file,
and the only way to do that is
to request copies of your
reports from the three companies who prepare them."
On my second try, I did
manage to obtain a two-page

computer printout of my own
credit history from TRW's
office at 39 Darling Ave. in
South Portland.
The report is red, white and
blue, and it has lots of numbers
and letters and asterisks and
other territorial markings of a
dot-matrix printer. It may have
been in English, but I'm not
sure.
With the help of an almosthuman employee at TRW, I
learned the following about my
financial rap sheet: The
computer thinks that I work in
Dallas, Texas, and-live in
Portland's West End, at the

former offices of Olsco Bay
Weekly~(Both of which were
once true, but not at the same
time.) MasterCard thinks I'm
cool, American Express isn't so
hot on me, and Visa is still
pissed off about a credit card
they issued to my dog.
Perhaps I should explain.
Back when I was in college,
I had no money. But I did have
a dog named "Daffy." One day
at the campus center there was
this table where students could
sign up for free subscriptions
to national magazines (another
thing I've never understood).
The only problem was, there
was a limit of three subscriptions per student and I wanted
four. So I signed up for three
myself, and one for my dog.
With the help of my address
and student ID number, Daff E.
Dog became a subscriber to
Esquire magazine, She seemed
to especially enjoy the issues
with perfume samples tucked
inside.
And Esquire seemed to enjoy
selling their mailing list.
Among the many fine things I
subsequently discovered in my
mailbox was a Visa card with a
pre-approved $250 limit, The
name on the card was "Daff E.
Dog."
I told Daffy about our
windfall. She wagged her tail.
She always had a generous
disposition. Then I took a
dozen friends out to dinner,
ordered an extra meal to take
home to Daffy (dogs were not
allowed in the restaurant) and
paid with her Visa card. That
pretty much wiped out the preapproved limit, so I gave the
card to Daffy, who seemed
proud to be the only cardtoting canine in town. She
toted it around for two days,
showing it to everyone she
met. Then, one afternoon,
perhaps in a fit of Marxist
angst, she chewed it to bits.
I figured that was that.
What I didn't know was
that credit computers are more
like elephants than dogs. They
never forget. There are a bunch
of black marks across my
otherwise red, white and blue
credit report. My dog had
ruined my credit.
Fortunately, the Fleet
booklet includes a section on
what to do if you don't agree
with your credit file. 'The
actual percentage of files which
are disputed may be as high as
30 to 40 percent," explains the
Fleet booklet, But Fleetmeister
Conway warned that "correcting inaccurate information can
take a great deal of perseverance by the consumer."
"Understanding Credit
Reports" is available free of
charge from Fleet Financial
Group by writing to the Fleet
Consumer Education Initiative,
Fleet Financial Group, RI/
MO /292, 111 Westminster St.,
Providence, RI 02903.
And it's a good thing the
book is free, I don't think Fleet
would have loaned me - or
Daffy - the money to buy it. !Q

Monte Paulsen pays CIlsh for most
things t~se days, Daffy has
moved on to a place where all
things are fra.
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FRF,Il Soda or Ice Cream when yooyiay
Miniature Golf at the regular rate - Bring this adl

"The Family Fun Celller"
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Brunch so tasty you'll
to lick your plate.

.

OPEN TllIW OCTOBER

erving Sundays 9-2

'Tony's Comedbeef Hash .Omletles • Eggs Benedict
'Fruit Filled Crepes .Salmon & Eggs 'Cheese Blintzes
'Usa's Baked Beans 'Greek Soul Food .Almond Crusted
'Serving Bloodies & Ceasat5

Miniature Golf· Golf Driving Range
• Par 3 Pitch & Put GoIfCrur.e·

"\.-..'~~~.
~:~~l Day • SoftballJBaseball
711 Cumberland Street (River Road) Westbrook
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Our d.col.
Mother and Child
Pendant
14Kgold$129
Sterling $39

d. cole jewelers
10 Exchange SI. Portland 772-5119
Hours: Sun. 12-5 /vI.on.-SaI. 1(}6

NEW FALL HOURS

Christmas is back in the Old Port

MON-SAT· 12"3.5-8

STARTING SEPTEMBER 1st SUN 12-8

Introducing ...

Enjoy a Panoramic
View of Casco Bay

Country 9{sle{

Specializing in Seafood and Homemade Desserts

"We're more than a Chrislmas
Shop." We also fealure Collon
Throws, Runners, and
Placemats ... Prints, Wrealhs,
and a wide selection of Home
Decorating Accessories.

...... ..... . .'"....
57 Exchange Street
Old Port, Portland
773·7217
Open Man-Sat 10-7, Sun 12-6

BAILEY ISLAND, ME.

Rl. 24, just 13 miles from Cooks Corner, Brunswick

\

.·
,

LOG CABIN RESTAURANT
833-5546

·,.''

Clirist1tUlS, etc.

Byer'8 Choice Carolen
Please also visit Country Polpourri, 2 Wharf St., Otd Port

GOOD EATS AND DRINKS

THREE DOLLAR DEWEY'S
446 FORE STREET • OLD PORT • PORTLAND, MAINE

VOTED BEST BAR
207,772,3310
Maine Times and Maine Sunday Telegram
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want more variety, buy the
spaghetti attachment ($23~
and make round spaghettl,
too.
If you prefer your starch
as rice, relax. There is a
Non-stick Electric Rice
Cooker with your name on
it for $69. Never again will
you suffer the embarrassment of sticky or burned
rice, because this little gem
has separate cycles for
cooking, warming and
steaming. It even comes
with a "rice serving paddle"
and a measuring cup.
Not all new kitchen
utensils are this expensive.
For example, you can begin
to make a good impression
for only $19.95 if you use a
Tropical Ice Shaver when
you serve drinks. ~f you're
offering a cold relish tray,
knock yourself out with a
pair of "extra-long stainless
steel tweezers" ($6) that

~
The\Vhip and Spoon
For people who cook, eat and enjoy...
Ki !chen Accessories
Serious Cookware
Beennaking Supplies

~

m

Maine-made Products

Specialty Foods
Imported Wmes
Fresh Coffee Beans
Gift Baskets

On Portland's Waterfront
161 Commercial Street! 774-4020
In South Portland's Mallside Plaza
198 Maine Mall Roadl77 4-7191

• OPEN 7 DAYS •

is FREE.

151 Middle Street
Portland
772-0704
Fax 774-1908
Mon-Fri 7-8, Sal. 10-5

Kitchen gadgets for the '90s
A round-up of products you don't really need,
. yet can't seem to live without
• By Deirdre Neilen

Yankee
Lanes
867 Riverside St.
Portland

87'8-BOWL
Don't Be Left Out!

NEW I=ALL LEAGUES
Now forming for individuals and teams
We can also assist you in forming your own league.
MONDAY

CASINO
LEAGUE
SATURDAY

MONDAY

4 per team - mixed league
Start. Monday Sept, 21st at 8:30 PM
Everyone receives Cailino Trip,

SATURDAY

CARNIVAL
CRUISE
Starts Sat., Sept. 12, 5 PM

MONDAY

SATURDAY

Mixed league with a "Fun Format"
- Firat place team wins cruise to
sunny Caribbean

Call today to sign up for 6 PM mixed
leagues on Monday & Tuesday Nights.

~'
8

~
.. '

For further information'
8
please call our league co-ordinators ....
:~,~
.... .
Herb Hasse or Cindy Burgess
>~
-,,~.
at 878-2&95
",,~,
\.

~~.

~~

Kitchen gadgets are the
new status symbols. They
are to the'90s what cars
were to the '50s: personal
statements of aspiration and
achievement.
The 3O~to-50-something
crowd can well remember
the late-night ads of the
Ronco Corporation. They
featured kitchen gadgets
that looked like rejects from
a B-movie about the Hydra.
These fake-iron gizmos
promised to dice, slice and
splice the ugliest and
deadest-looking vegetables
in the world faster than you
could say Freddy Krueger.
To the turgid voice-over
of an adenoidal male
extolling the cost, multi-uses
and positions of the Ronco
item, a hyperkinetic female
appeared to experience
multiple orgasms as she put
the little sucker through its
paces. She smiled beatifically as pieces of carrot,
cabbage or onion shot past
like shrapnel.
Times change. This is the
kinder, gentler nation, after
all, so it's no surprise that
the kitchen also reflects a
quieter revolution. At the
same time, the emphasis on
upscale has encouraged
techno-wizards of engineering and design to work their
magic on the kitchens of
those who seemingly have
everything.
Once again, better
manufacturing and ad vertising have combined to give
us products we don't
actually need, yet can't seem

to live without. These
kitchen toys often have
esoteric names and obscure
functions, but some of them
are rather fun to use and do
make great gifts.
You won't see them on
television (except for the
home shopping network),
but you will find them
gloriously laid out in
catalogs from fancy mailorder houses (Brookstone's,
Williams-Sonoma, S.s.
Pierce), and restaurant
supply places or upscale
shops.
In its prime, Ronco's
knife sharpener went for
about $11.95 "plus postage
and handling." It was gray,
ugly and shapeless. Today
we offer the Chef's Choice
Knife Sharpener, which in a
"two- or three-stage operation lasting a matter of
seconds" will sharpen the
entire length of any knife
(pocket, paring, carving) for
only $80.
If this seems too tame, try
their Electric Super Slicer
E30; it has an "electronically
controlled stainless steel
blade" that automatically
adjusts its speed according
to the density of the food
being sliced. One blade
handles everything: paperthin slices of prosciutto or
hunks of liverwurst. Cost is
only $225.
AJInosteverybodyloves
homemade bread, but few
workaholics will admit to
having the time to make it.
With the National Bread
Bakery Machine ($399 mailorder price), you can make
your bread and eat it, too.

This machine asks only that
you put the correct ingredients in, add yeast and push
the timer. You can speed up
the process so your loaf is
ready in two and threequarters hours or, you can
strive for authenticity,
prepare you loaf before
bedtime, set the timer, and
in eight hours wake up to
the smells of just-baked
French, Italian or raisin loaf.
Probably to accompany
that bread you should set

the timer on your automatic
German coffee machine and
espresso maker ($169), and
while the coffee's perking,
crank up your electric Acme
Juicerator ($225) and "ream
oranges, grapefruit and
lemons quickly and efficiently." You can also make
peach, apple, carrot and
even spinach juice, and here
is the best part: This
machine's made in the USA!
Pasta lovers can celebrate
the '90s kitchen, too, because it contains an Atlas
Electric Pasta Machine
($200) that first mixes and
kneads dough, then rolls it
out and cuts it: perfect
fettuccine every time. If you

make extracting olives and
pickles from their usually
impossible jars a snap. And
Idon't cry when a recipe c~lIs
for J)tinced onions or garhc;
simply roll the herbs

Our

Ketde & Carter
98 Washington Avenue
Portland, ME 04101

• Remnants
• Irregulars
• Polyester
Filling (great

STEPHEN H. MACKENZIE

for craft.

• Comforters ISingles & Set• • Sheet Size

General Practice of Law incJu~i~g:
_ drug/criminal defense - personal injury . .
_ personal and small business bankruptcy and reorgamzauon

Pannels of
Bonded Fiberfill

• Bedspreads
• Accessories

West Point Pepperell
initial consultation

ANTIQUES • TV'S • TOOLS. SILVER. GOLD. SILVER· DIAMOND~
•
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Classes Available

Gold, Silver, Diamonds, Guns, Musical
Instruments, Watches, Rings, Cameras,
Antiques, 1V's & Tools

~

A complete line of stained glass
supplies, gifts and custom work.
Please call for information.
10% discount for students

I

~ 498 Congress St. portland, ME 04101 , 772-3932 ~
~

......

~...-; WE BUY, SELL & TRADE •
~
f

Evening & weekend

appointments available

Yl Pane Of grass
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"We Buy Anything Worth Buy ng

~
I-

775-0028
No Charge/or

Main Street, Biddeford • 2~-8255
Mon-Thurs 9-4:30 - Fn 9-6
CASH OR TRAVELERS CHECKS ACCEPTED
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Saco, Maine 04072
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CARPETS

Clark Carpet's concern for a balance between floor
performance and cost is only one that makes our
services unique.
With our large and diverse selction of vinyl, ceramic tile,
cork, wood floors and carpet we can help you coordinate
product and design to suit your budget and enhance
your home.
Please stop in. We have a gift for you in our showroom.
Plus free carpet buying guide & other information.

Free Estimates • Ananclng Available
Credit Cards Accepted
14 Oak Hill Plaza
(Behind McDonalds)
Scarborough

1-800-244-0944 •

LlLI~IHTUHATIONAl HOME fURNISHINGS

ELLSWORTH High S~, 667·3615
BANGOR 170 Park St., 942-6880
PORTLAND 288 Fore St., 77+1322

FABRIGANZA
Come see us for beautiful home
fabriCS and wallpapers usually
available only to the trade,
but now at Fabriganza
at 20% below
retail.

~am~ ~a~
~~liYtr~!

HARMON'S
584 Con gress Street
Portland

117 Brown street
Westbrook

774-5946
Free

the Boston Phoenix.

Attorney at Law
is pleased to announce
the relocation of his office to

OtTers Everyday
Savings On Martex &
Lady Pepperell

• Towels
• Sheets & Pillow Cases
• Velux Blankets
• Cotton Thermal
Blankets

:~~:~;~~~~~~$~~.~)
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COMFORTERS, AND COMFORTER SETS

a~d

whWr. - 11lere's a Cookie
---"""'opper gadget ($1.95) that
prevents you from licking
your fingers after you place
each cookie on the sheet.
This invention is no fun, but
it does insure a full recipe
actually gets baked.
, Of course, no '90s
kitchen is complete without
some form of food processor. And don't try to fake it
with one of your mom's
blenders either. As soon as
the recipe calls for "adding
the oil in a steady stream
while beating the rest of the
ingredients," you'll be
exposed as a culinary fraud.
You might as well give in
gracefully and ante up the
$200 required for one of the
name brands.
Buying new kitchen
gadgets can satisfy that
consumer itch for the good
life. They're lots cheaper
than trying to buy an
Infiniti, and they take up
less room, too. They make
less noise than the Ronco
prototypes, but promise to
provide the same mix of
utility and amusement.
You can call for catalogs
(Williams-Sonoma (415) 4214242; Brookstone's (617) 7420055; 5.5. Pierce (BOO) 3424468) or just stop by local
shops. In a short time you
can own a status symbol
equal to a mink, but with
none of the worries. After all,
when's the last time someone ran up to your Cuisinart,
threw paint on it and
screamed "Murderer"? !til

•

PI

SPECIAL SALE ON SELECTED
GROUPS OF

19

r

854-2518
at both locations, All

credit cards accepted on

orders,

2 MILK STREn IN THE OLD PORT
Portlancl-761.2711 -Open M • FlO· 5
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MOVIES:
WED-FR1 7,9
SAT-SUN 1,7

SEPT. 9-13

·.'UlSTER
BOX
SAT-SUN 3,9

SEPT. 12-15

MON-11JES 7, 9

SEPT. 16-22

WED-FR1 7,9
SAT-SUN 1,7

ONE WEEK

MON-11JES9

10 Exciwll" St., Pordand 77Z-9600
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CAFEaIICKEN
SAlAD

grilled breast of
chicken sliced over
fresh greens &
vegetables with
choice of homemade
dressings

Carpentry as black a
Plane truths: one man's tale of fear and loathing on the carpentry front
I

fM

G
Honey, wherels
JeHytlsh Heaven?

'It's Sunday now, dear,
5:00-7:00 pm, with Rachel
&/orJoanne.'
'Oh, Right. Thanks, pookums.'

International
Floors, Ltd.
Discover the
perfect TEXTURE
for your home
in our showroom .

• Sisal
• Berbers
• Carved Rugs

• Wool Carpeting
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the channel, figuring maybe
tenon fit precisely into
Shaker
home
built
in
I could find a ball game or a
• By Dan Kennedy
every mortise. He did not
Harvard, Mass., in 1790.
professional wrestling
say, "Shit! The goddamned
Hey, no sweat. Before his
match
or something. What I
There he was, in his redshelf's a quarter-inch wider
half-hour
was
up,
he
would
got
was
''This Old House."
and-black-plaid flannel
on one side than it is on the
use
an
estimated
$3.4
billion
And
Norm,
standing there
shirt, blue jeans, work
other!" He did not say,
worth
of
tools
to
make
.-this time in a "This Old
boots, and that leather
"This wood sucks - it
perfect mortises, perfect
House" T-shirt - nailing
carpenter's belt that holds
split!" He did not smash a
grooves, perfect joints,
two-by-fours onto a frame.
so many tool it's a wonder
hammer down on his
and
perfect
perfect
slots,
I'd
had it. I walked out to
he can even stand up
dovetails
to
make
an
the kitchen and turned on
straight - every man's
absolutely perfect piece of
the radio. A talk show host
nightmare, talking to me in
furniture.
was interviewing someone
smooth, soothing tones.
My
wife
stared
at
the
who'd been nameO by his
"Now, before we get
tube,
transfixed,
almost
listeners
as the moststarted, I'd like to reassure
hypnotized.
"He
is
every
admired
New Englander.
you that if you'd like to
woman's
hero
who
has
a
"This should be interestbuild an exact copy of
significant other who
ing," I thought. The smooth
today's project, a measured
doesn't do Norm things,"
tones sounded familiar.
drawing is available. And
she
said.
"We
are
gleeful
Then he said, "We'll be back
you'll hear more about that
with
every
nail
he
plunges
right after this with ... Norm
before this program ends,"
in. We swoon with every
Abram.
he said.
completed project and just
Aaaaahhhhh!
Oh, I had no doubt about
wjsh
he
were
living
next
I turned off the radio and
that. Nerm Abram is
door
to
us."
picked
up part of an old
nothing if not helpful. After
thumb and say, "@#&!*$!!!"
I
kept
watching.
Norm
St'mday paper that was
all, this bearded, bespecNo, he didn't. What Norm
used his drill press. He used
sitting in a corner. I flipped
tacled Beelzebub knows the
did was show off a perfectly
his radial-arm saw. He used
idly through the pages. And
truth: Buying plans to try to
joined corner, in which
his
router.
He
used
his
there was ... Norm Abram,
duplicate the stuff he builds
about 59 dovetails meshed
dovetailing
jig.
He
used
his
talking about how to pick a
on "The New Yankee
within a tolerance of 1/64 of
electric screwdriver. He
contractor, why he cares
Workshop" makes about as
an inch.
used two kinds of sanders.
about the rain forest, and
much sense as borrowing
"Well, that makes a
He
even
used
his
handmade
where he buys his plaid
one of those tiny kitchen fire
pretty nice joint," Norm
panel-cutter,
which
he
extinguishers from Satan to
shirts.
said, leering into the camera
attached to his table saw so
try to douse the flames of
with a twisted grin. "With a
he could cut boards that
As far as I can tell,
hell.
little bit of glue, that's going
were exactly 14 13/16
carpentry's
always been one
Today Norm was going
to stay together for years."
inches
wide.
of
the
black
arts. My father
to build a bathroom vanity
"Look at his joint!" my
cut
was
Naturally,
every
amassed
vast
quantities of
modeled after a dry sink
wife exclaimed. I switched
perfect.
Naturally,
every
he'd found while touring a

tools in our basement that
should have been sufficient
to build a full-scale replica
of Monticello. He bought
books with titles like
"Cabinet-Making Made
Easy Enough for Bozos like
You" and "The Perfect
Dolt's Guide to Perfect
Joints." The cellar was
stacked with magazines like
Home Carpenter and Carpentry at Home and Homes and
Carpentry. And he built: a
pine bookcase, a plywood
cabinet and an end table
. that he painted bright
orange (at my request). As
best as I can remember
that's an all-inclusive list
covering about 25 years.
Oh, the things he built
did what they were supposed to do. But he'd labor
for hours, working through
the weekend, sweating and
swearing and ripping things
apart and starting over and
ending up with something
that, while serviceable,
looked more like a project
made by one of the lessdimwitted kids in juniorhigh shop class than an
object that evoked Shaker
craftsmanship.
But compared to me, Dad
was a regular ... Norm
Abram. I have 10 thumbs
firmly mounted on two left
hands. I have the patience
of a mongrel dog in heat.
~'m allergic to sawdust. My
Idea of a major homeimprovement project is to
buy some shelves"minimal assembly required," please - and, after
much head-scratching, try
to put them together with
my trusty screwdriver.
Sometimes I even suc-

"ALL GROWN-UP5
WERE ONCE CH ILDREN
ALTHOUGH
FEW OF THEM
REMEMBER IT."
-AntOine de

5t. Exupery

~~child

FALL PROMOTIONS
Kitchen Islands ... Butcher Block Carts ...
and More ...

institute

~6-~PP®

142 High St.
L-;::r;~---Suite

37 Exchange 51.
Portland·871-1484
Mon- Sat 10-6· Sun 11-5
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Portland, ME 04101
(207) 828-0988

Are you a pizza fanatic? Ever eaten truly GREAT izza?
. .
.
what they would say if you brought them home p
f Does your f~l~y like pleasant surpnses? Now, just imagine
.
.
some 0 our award-wlnnmg pizza We'll
h lb' .
speCIal dIscount coupons' Select a hot from t h .
.
even e p y glvmg you two
made-to-order pizza that' you bake in ;our ~m:~::: ~~: to go or try a FOodee's Take 'n' Bake, a fresh,
.
you want to. Just select one of our 5 heart • healthy
crusts, then ask for one of our 16 intemational co b'
(including 5 kinds of cheese') Either way you'll hm matlO?s-or, create your own masterpiece from 30 fresh toppings
.
,
ave a winner.

-

.

PHONE

FAX
874 - 4922

774 - 4100

EElS Gives You "Freedom ofChoi
• S Heart-Healthy. Crusts
(Sourdough, New York-Style. 6-Grain
Rye. Deep Dish. Whole Wheat)

•r---•
•
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• 16 Original FOODIE'S Combinations
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$Z.OO OFF

ONE
Eat-In, Take-out, OR Take 'n' Bake
16·' OR DEEP DISH PIZZA

• Not valid In combination with 0Iher offers
_ _10/15/92
_ _ Cash
_ value
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• _Expires
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"
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(Mediterranean. Pesto Fajita. Reuben
(S Yo o~mEs, Incl. S Kmds of Cheese
Sizzler, French El Greco. Hawaiian, Bar-B-Q. Mexic;. ~~ an reate Your Own Masterpiece!)

$1.00 OFF
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ONE
Eat-In, Take-out, OR Take ·n' Bake
FOODEE'S
10" OR 12"
l
.J, IS Coupon
Wi'th
Th'
PIZZA OR CALZONE

•
•

ONE

ONE

•

•

Take 'n' Bake

•

16" OR DEEP DISH PIZZA

Eat In
Take out

•
•

------------------------- -----======,
·
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__
____
_ _offers.
_____
• Not .valid
in combination
withothcl'
..E!£'lI'es 10/15/92 Cash value 1/2Q¢

the Boston Phoenix.
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Dan Kennedy's 10 thumbs don't
stop him from typing. A similar
version of this story appeared in

PERHAPS
YOU WOULD LIKE TO
MEET YOUR
ER CHILD.

HARDWOOD STOOLS ~
Sale $35.95
I, L"#'II
i
,p.,\
'
I
· r "( 'I'
OAK STOOLS
!I U \ ;
Sale $49.95
J
U

ceed.
. I. got back to the den just
time to see the end of the
bathroom-vanity project. It
was now the next morning,
and Norm was wearing a
blue-and-black-plaid shirt.
He glued a laminated top
on the vanity, beveled the
edges with his router, and
put a finish on it - one coat
of something or other,
followed by four coats of
polyurethane.
"Make sure you have a
dust-free environment
before doing this," he said.
Yeah, sure, Norm.
"Imagine the satisfaction
of being able to build a
piece of furniture like this in
your own home workshop,"
Norm said. "And then
being able to look at it and
use it every day."
He flashed another
Satanic grin at the camera as
he described the Nantucketstyle cherry table he'd be
making next week. My wife
Sighed.
I started to cry. !Ie
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Take 'n' Bake
m
FOODEE'S
With p·:s C
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-

-~ I

10" OR 12" PIZZA OR CALZONE

•
•

---------- --------------------~
At Woodford's Comer

688 forest Ave. Portland, ME

Hours:
Mon.-Thurs. 11A.M - 9PM
fri.-Sat. t tAM - tOPM
Sunday 4PM - 9PM
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town planner you would
have found that although
advocating some changes in
zoning in the coastal protection zone, I do not ad vocate
any changes not supported
by the scientific research
conducted by Chris Heinig
under contract to the Town of
Brunswick, and further, my
proposed changes would
increase the dedicated open
space over what is now
required.
In a small town it is
difficult for a business person
to become involved in the
community without being
accused of conflict of interest
at times. It is hard to forgive a
reporter and an editor for
writing such an exaggerated,
fictitious and damning story.
I hope I have cleared this up
for your readers and for my
friends, neighbors, employees
and family who are insulted
by it.

Fighting for human dignity
In response to "Portlander joins Amnesty board" (Newsbriefs,
8.13.92), I would like to express my gratitude to those Casco Bay
Weekly readers whose continuous support has turned Amnesty
]nternational into such a powerful peoples' movement.
Amnesty has saved many lives, including mine. Light years ago
while in solitary confinement, chained to the stone wall of my cell,
it was hard to believe that] might live to tell my tale, let alone tell
the stories of other victims! As in many countries the untold stories
of the prison cells are the forbidden tales whispered in fear.
While in prison my immediate concern was to remain sane
through the darkest nights of my life, to survive another torture
session and to manage to eat the prison food with closed eyes and
a closed mind to its taste and smell. At times] would also try
really hard to picture in my mind the delicate body of my woman,
only to remember the dark sorrow in her eyes the day the secret
police agents took me away.
Then I could not have imagined that one day I might be able to
trust people, fall in love with someone and laugh and kiss again.
Thousands of sunsets later, freedom still tastes better than anything else. There are times when
I find it hard to believe I have
survived all that suffering and
indignity of the routine torture
sessions. Yet my tears, hot and real, remind me of those days lost
in pain.
My path from a cell in a hot prison in India to my office on
Portland's Preble Street, where I help AIDS clients live with
dignity, has been a difficult path filled with fear and hope. The
path has always been strewn with self-doubts and the desire to
conform. Once in the United States, it was tempting to forget it all
for the life of a passive consumer, wasted in front of a TV.
But refugees and those in exile can't leave their past with its
undeserved pain at the airport like a piece of unclaimed luggage.
You carry your past, and your accent, all your life. However, your
suffering is your personal skill which allows you to speak and hear
the language of the oppressed. And it can be your secret password
to many places of interest.
Here in Portland I have found a new family, the family of
human rights activists. We share a common belief in human
dignity and the power of individuals to help others. My undying
commitment to fight indecency and injustice in every society and
government has made me a member of this family. _
Contrary to the popular belief that the battle to protect human
rights is fought only in foreign lands, the violation of basic rights
of citizens can happen here as weI!. The poor in this society are the
victims of social and economic injustice. Human rights violations
do not necessarily start from gun barrels of the secret police and
end in torture chambers.
Deprivation of equal rights and the lack of educational opportunities, jobs and affordable health care and housing are violations of
basic rights of citizens. In this city, residents of Kennedy Park and
Riverton Project are separated from the rest of us by a different
postal zip code and the size of their size of income. Also their
rights as citizens are judged to be less important by an indifferent
system. Those standing in the breakfast line at the Preble Street
soup kitchen are prisoners of their destiny and hopelessness, shut
behind high walls of prejudice, chained to the weights of physical
and sexual abuse, and lost in the dark abyss of drug and alcohol
abuse.
Tragically in this country there are more people in prison than
any other country in the world. The United States, along with
China, Iraq and Iran and one or two others, are the only countries
with teens on death row waiting to be killed by the state. As
citizens we need to object to the bad company that our government chooses to keep. The police brutality has reached such a
point that Amnesty International has published a report expressing its concern.
Closer to our homes and hearts, the gay community of Portland
- which is requesting equal protection under the law - has been
accused of asking for special privileges.
]n recognizing the pain level of our society, we realize that
human rights are no longer an issue in Africa and Asia but a vital
local concern. As long as the governments of the United States,
China and Iraq execute their young people for different excuses,
with every execution part of our freedom will also die.
Needless to say, the battle to fight indecent regimes here and
abrOjld is every citizen's responsibility. With our pens and our
faith as our only weapons we shall fight for the weak and the
fallen. For it is better to light one candle than to curse the darkness.

citizen

Reza Jalali

To

~)t{~
Robert L. Morrell
Brunswick

Site problem

seen
No conspiracy
In Brunswick
The "conspiracy theory"
you and your reporter made
up and accused and convicted me of is totally false
("Conflicts of interest,
"7.23.92). Your readers
deserve better than the story
they got. Never did your
story back up the accusations
and innuendoes with any
facts or basis for the headline.
That does make one wonder
what motivated this reporter.
I conspired with no one
about the new Brunswick
High School site selection. I
have always felt that a
Pleasant Hill Road site would
be best and have actively
promoted it. ] don't think I
ever discussed the issue with
any of our employees,
however, nor do I have any

Steven Gagnon stands on Portland's
• By Colin Malakie
Elm Street Sept. 4, offering what turned out to be trips
to AI Martin & Folwartshny's Locksmiths. If you need a
key cut for your rocket ship, look no further.
idea how any of them voted.
The citizens of Brunswick
have never had, in my
memory, a better chance to
learn the issues and make
intelligent, informed decisions than in this high school
matter.
I do feel the selection by
the voters of the Maquoit
Road site is the better of two
bad choices. ]t is unfortunate
that a Pleasant Hill Road site
was not more thoughtfully

letters
Casco Bay Weekly welcomes
your letters. Please limit
your thoughts to 100 words,
Include a daytime phone
number and address to:
Letters, Casco Bay Weekly,
551A Congress St., Portland,
ME 04101.

and aggreSSively pursued by
the Brunswick Town Council.
On the cover and elsewhere you say that I and
others "convinced their
neighbors to build Maine's
most expensive high schoo!,"
then buried on page 11 you
admit "scant evidence exists
that they influenced the
decision to build at Maquoit."
I did neither.
Many Brunswick citizens
on both sides of this issue
have spent countless hours
working toward the best
solution for Brunswick
students. I deplore the
acrimony this issue has
engendered.
In your editorial you say
that I want councilors to
change the tough zoning
restrictions in the coastal
protection zone. Had you
checked with the Brunswick
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I was disturbed by your
recent article on the siting of
the Brunswick High School
(7.23.92). It reflected a
distorted perception, displayed a disregard for
responSible journalism and
assaulted the good and welldeserved reputation of
several Brunswick citizens,
all for reasons I can only
ascribe to perversity.
The Brunswick High
School issue was to me, as it
was to most townspeople, a
great concern, and the cause
of much anguish. Once
attention became focused on
the two si tes, Spring Street vs.
Maquoit Road, the siting
debate became a frequent
topic of discussion. On one
occasion, several months ago,
Robert Morrell and I were
lamenting the divisiveness
the issue had generated and
Bob expressed his preference
for the Pleasant Hill Road site
and went on to wonder why
it wasn't an option worthy of
fu her pursui t.
Bob's stated preference for
Pleasant Hill and his thought
that it might not be too late to
pursue gave me pause to
think. Maybe the town still
had an opportunity to choose
something other than what I
considered the lesser of two
poor alternatives.
Having served five years
as chairman of Maine's Board
of Environmental Protection,
I was very familiar with the
state and federal wetland
regulations and I knew that
wetlands made Spring Street
a no go. For a variety of
reasons I had reservations
about Maquoit Road.
I called my friend and
Council Chairman Reggie
Pinkham, and made a very
simple proposal. If I could
convince him that wetlands
made Spring Street impossible would he support a
move to Pleasant Hill? I
further promised to try to get
adequate council support for
such a move. I did a little

extra ground work and
waited to hear back from
Reggie. He never took me up
on the offer.
Why at this date do I take
the time to relate this story?
Primarily to answer a
question any good reporter
would have asked. If Mr.
Young had asked Mr. Morrell
his preferred site, he would
haveleameditwasthe
Pleasant Hill Road. Mr.
Young might have even
learned that, to the extent
Bob's influence was brought
to bear on this issue, it was to
further the cause of the

visit the center at any time to
observe our programs and
talk with the people we serve.
You will see and hear a
different story than the one
printed in CBW.

P~~

Nonsense

E. Christopher Livesay
Brunswick

Failure to observe
On behalf of the Maine
Center for the Blind and
Visually Impaired, I am
compelled to respond to the
inaccuracies, omissions and
biases in the recent article
written by Mishe Pietkiewicz
("Blind fight for better
vision," 8.20.92).
The reporter failed to
report that we graduate 20-30
trainees per year from our
rehabilitation center program
who go on to college or enter
supported or competitive
employment in the community. She also did not report
that we provide a computer
technology program which
serves over 70 people per
year who represent a wide
variety of occupations,
including teachers, counselors and lawyers.
We find it interesting the
reporter chose not to report
that we employ a number of
professional staff who
happen to be blind or
visually impaired and that
we provide independent
living services to over 500
persons with severe vision
loss in their homes across the
state.
The industries program at
the center is only one of
several choices in training
and employment opportunities we provide. No one is
forced to work in this
program or live at the center.
Those interested in working
in the community are
referred to state rehabilitation
counselors who work with
them on placement. Persons
who wish to live independently are given training in
independent living skills.
We serve a wide range of
persons with blindness and
visual impairment, from
those who are college
educated to those who are
severely multi-disabled. We
employ a highly trained and
dedicated staff to meet the
individual needs of this
diverse population.
It is to bad that Ms.
Pietkiewicz spent almost
three days at the center and
although she saw she didn' t
observe, she listened but did
not hear. The worst kind of
blindness and deafness is that
of the mind.
We invite the public to

BOOKS ETC
From
plans
& permits
to pounding
the last
nail!

C~-~~

Robert J. Crouse
Executive Director
Maine Center for the Blind
and Visually Impaired

Below, residents and workers at
the Maine Center for the Blind
and Visually Impaired respond
to "Blind fight for better vision";

I am not treated like shit,
I'm treated like any other
human being here. I take
pride in my work. I'm happy
here. Could be better, could
be worse. The article in the
paper was a bunch of
nonsense.

UW t- tj.cv..1
Robert E. Clark

See for yourself
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Distributed by
Random House
Publishers
$28.00

38 Exchange Street, In the Old Port· 774-0626
Mon. - Sat. 10-6, Sun. 12·5

L-_ _ _ _

Delicious. Homemade

MEXICAN-de
(,\l\Sl.~

We're not retards, and I
think the public should come
in and observe what we do
and see for themselves.

Lance Cross

Where they
want to be
This is not a concentration.
camp. We work here because
we want to and we take pride
in our jobs. We don't have to
stay here if we don't want to.

AMIGOS

MEXICAN FOOD SINCE t 972

_ LUNCHTues-fr11 1:30-2:00 - DINNERT-lh 5-9. fr1-Sat 5-10_ LOUNGE Tues-Fr1 11 :30am-doslng. Sat-Mon 4pm-doslng -

R.~~~

SALE'

Raymond DupuiS

Not a prison

CLEARANCE SALE

I have lived at the Maine

Center for the Blind ·for five
years. It is not a prison. We
can come and go as we want
to. The staff treat us very
well. I and some other peoFle
here work outside in the
community. The staff is
always there to help you with
a problem or a question you
may have. There is always
staff if you need them at any
time.
It's a great place to live.
You learn a lot of helpful
skills.

Id\f\ p ~
Brian Plourde

Proud of center
I wish to express my views
of the Maine Center for the
Blind. First of all, Aug. 22 of
this year marks 56 years at
the center for me. The center
has been a big thing for me
and still is. I am the last of the
group of people that were
here in 1936.
I am thankful for the
Maine Center. It provides a
place to live and the people
there are doing a good job to
make the center what it is
and it is a working facility. I
am proud of it. These are my
thoughts.

G((
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Gilbert Plourde

9 DANA ST.
OLD PORT.
PORnAND
772-0772

Going On Now
J.1"~.....

FREE
A 4 week repair class
with each bike purchase

.

ALL MODELS ON SALE
.... Great Savings
.... Mountain & hybrid & road bikes
.... Diamond Back, Univega, Bridgestone

lAC*Y~CYCLE
333 Forest Avenue, Portland (207) 773-6906
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The Casco
Bay Weekly
Calendar:
10 days and
more ways
to be
Informed,
get Involved
and stay
amused.
Submissions for Entertainment Weekly sections must be
received In writing on the Thunday prior to publication.
Send your Calendar and Listings Information to
Ellen L1burt, Casco Bay Weekly, 551A Congress St.,
Portland, ME 04101.

Entertainment

• Woodn't it be love-ah-ly to
take a ferry ride out to Peaks
Island this evening for an
opening at Hard Ware Cafe
and Gallery for the painted
wood works of Dana Moses?
The reception runs from 4-8
p.m. in the Peaks Island
Mercantile at 115 Island Ave.
Call 766-5631 for more.
• Find the bop grace of Bud
Powell, the angularity of
Thelonious Monk and the
harmonic probing of Bill
Evans with pianist-composer
Tony Zano, performing
tonight at cafe no, 20
Danforth St. Zano has played
with the likes of Lee Konitz,
Pepper Adams and Charlie
Mariano, among others. Hear
him tonight with bassist
Marty Ballou. Call 772-8114
for details.

• Get the jitters: Swing by
the Jitterbug Swing Dance
tonight from 8-12 at Casco
Bay Movers dance studio, 151
St. John St., Portland (in
Goulet Supply building). The
studio offers a beginner
workshop from 8-9, then
dancing from 9-midnight to
'50s rock, rockabilly and
classic swing recordings.
Admission is $5, and
everyone's welcome. Call
774-2718 for more.

• Up with Down ... er,
Uptown: The Uptown Block
Party, a festival of commu-

chea thrill:
Keep discrimination at bay
Join Equal Protection Portland on a cruise in Casco Bay
Saturday, Sept. 12 to raise money for their efforts to protect
Portland's human rights ordinance. The group was formed to
educate people about the importance of equal rights for all of
Portland's citizens. It's working toward the defeat of the fall
referendum to eliminate the city's recently approved ordinance.
This Casco Bay Lines excursion runs from 2:45-6 p .m. Tickets
are $10 and are available at Amadeus Music,
Drop Me A Line and Condom Sense.
.,-r;:;wTiiii",""""
With your help, Equal Protection
Portland will sail a steady course
toward equality for all in the fall.
For more information call 774-4940.

nity, arts & culture, happens
today from 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
in Portland's Congress
Square. Sponsored by diverse
cultural and business community members, the day
includes traditional Cambodian folk music by the
Samaki Ensemble at 11 :30
a.m., Portland Museum of
Arts' parade of classic autos
at noon, Portland Brass
Quintet's tunes from baroque
to jazz at 3:30, Casco Bay
Movers' jazz dance for kids
and a street funk dance for all
ages at 5, and readings
throughout the afternoon by
local poets and authors. The
only thing that's confusing
about this celebration is its
name: When did Downtown
Portland became Uptown?
Call Casco Bay Weekly at 7756601 for more information.
• Pining away in Freeport
Get involved in the lifestyles
of plants and animals in the
pines community with '1n
the Pines," a free program at
Wolfe's Neck Woods State
Park today at 2. Meet at the
benches by the second
parking lot. Call 287-3821 for
pinaceous particulars.
• For high fidelity sound,
check out the fourth annual
Fiddle Contest and Old Time
Country Music Show in
Kennebunk tonight. The
contest, which begins at 8,
features fiddlers from all over
the region and the Old Time
Radio Gang with Allan
"Mac" McHale, Smokey
Valley, Russ Miller and Dick
Monroe. Contestants have
five minutes to present three
songs to the panel of professional judges - a slow song,
a fast one and a third in any
style of the fiddler's choice.
The fiddling will take place,
appropriately enough, in the
Town Hall, at the comer of
routes 1 and 35. Tickets are
$8, $7 for River Tree Arts
members, $6 for seniors. Call
985-4343 for more.

concludes today at the
Cumberland County Fairgrounds. All five groups of
Maine Native Americansthe Passamaquoddy,
Penobscot, Maliseets, Micmac
and Abanaki - as well as
Native groups from Canada,
Florida and Massachusetts,
will participate in singing,
dancing, drumming, and
other activities for children
and adults. Sample traditional Native foods, and meet
exhibitors, demonstrators
and traders from the Four
Directions. Admission (for
both Saturday and SundayO is
just three bucks (paper, not
deer). Children under 14 are
admitted free. For more
powerful inf01 call 657-2120.
• It's a busy week for the
other 1/5 of the Earth's
population: This is the week
of the Moon Festival, a
traditional Chinese festivaL
You can celebrate it with the
Chinese American Friendship
Association of Maine
(CAFAM) tonight at cafe no
(20 Danforth St.) by drinking
green tea, nibbling moon .
cakes, and listening to poems
read in Chinese and English.
Everyone's welcome. The
event is free, with proceeds
from the tea and cakes going
to CAFAM. Call 772-8114 for
lunar details.

• Teddy bears all: The high
jinks of Fergie and Di have
nothing on those of England's
high command in the 12th
century. See it all - and even
more! - in "Edward II," a
film based on Christopher
Marlowe's 1592 play about
the homophobia surrounding
King Edward II's relationship
with his male lover and his
subsequent, violent fall from
power. Call The Movies at
Exchange St. at 772-9600 for
show times.

• Pow, wow! Native American Appreciation Day, a twoday cui tural exchange,

• Let freedom root: Plant a
tree with the Yarmouth
chapter of Amnesty International tonight at 7, to honor
the group's prisoner of
conscience. After the planting
at the west end of the Royal
River Park, the meeting will
continue at Yarmouth's
Merrill Memorial Library,
Main Street. Anyone interested in finding out more
about the good works of AI is
encouraged to attend. For
more information, call group
coordinator Debbie Ahrens
at 846-1046.
• American manners: an
oxymoron? Find out at a
showing tonight of "Trouble
in Paradise," a 1932 comedy
of manners by Ernst Lubitsch.
The story - which details a
romance between hardworking jewel thieves and
the foibles of the rich on
whom they prey - spoke
volubly to the escapist
fantasies of audiences
suffering through the height
of the DepresSion. It's also a
showcase of modeme and
art-deco deSign.
"Trouble" was Lubitsch's
favorite film, though he's as
well known for "Heaven Can
Wait," 'The Merry Widow"
and the 77 other films he
made before his death in 1947.
"Filming the Fashions," a 1933
Fox Movietone short featuring
a fashion show, will also be
shown. View both at 7 p.m. on
the lower level of PMA. Call
775-6148 for details.
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Friday
September 18th
8 pm
USM's Luther Bonney
Auditorium
Portland Folk Club
More Inro: 773-9549
$2 DISCOUNT
With this Ad!
Good only on
One $10 Regular
Adml&'iJon

Come to Freeport,

tUo,,,

• great music
e great beer & wine

• Tlaur.dGy. September 10th
TONYZANO
MARTY BALLOU DUO
• Fri& Scu, SepL 11th & 12th
from Bo.ton
THE [.EILO MOUNARI
QUINTET
• Sunday. S.ptember 13th
Chin...., & AmerieaD F riendobip
A....od.tion'. 4th Annual
MOON FESTIVAL 7-9pm
• Wedne.day. September 16th
n.e Vinl_ Reperalory Co.
"JACQUE BREL. .."
re.ervatio ... welcome

do....! ouad_y. till labor dey
cloeed monday.
20 danfordlOL • 772-8114

NOW PAYING
U to

00

$

CASH
for

Used CD's
Right on the corner
Or Lower Exchange Street

in the Old Port ·174-6010

For
Ordinary
People

"Now's

Your
Chance!"
Center For
Performance
Studies
774-2776
Be~innning

Week of eptember 21

• Wheeler deal: Folk feminist
Cheryl Wheeler shows off her
sweet, clear voice - and a
great sense of humor tonight (and tomorrow) at
Raoul's Roadside Attraction,
865 Forest Ave. Tickets are
$8. Call 773-6886 for more.

from 8-11. Musicians John
Schnell on trumpet, Ray
Comils on keyboards, Mark
Fenderson on bass, Bill
Manning on drums and Rick
Gordon doing triple duty on
clarinet, flute & sax prOvide a
swinging good times for alL
The dance benefits the
Crohn's Disease and Ulcerative Colitis Support Group
of Greater Portland. Tickets
are $12.50; call 878-8234 to
reserve yours.
• A woman and her significant brother: Ann Dodsona mainstay of the folk scene
for years, and diva of her
own Sunday public radio
show - appears tonight with
her brother David, a prizewinning songwriter. The two
will sing and play at 8 in
USM Portland's Luther
Bonney Auditorium. Tickets
are $8; call The Portland Folk
Club at 773-9549 to reserve
your tickets.
• Press the flesh at a preview
for "Vinalhaven at Bowdoin:
One Press, Multiple Impressions," a show focusing on
the creative and technical

processes of printmaking
through contemporary prints
produced at the Vinalhaven
Press on Vinalhaven, Maine.
The exhibit features works by
Susan Crile, Robert
Cumming, Charles Hewitt,
Robert Indiana, Yvonne
Jacquette and Robert Morris.
David P. Becker, guest
curator and exhibition
catalog author, will give a
slide lecture at 7:30 p.m.; the
show will be open for
viewing from 8-10 in Walker
Art Building. Call 725-3275
for further information.

local legend, used to be a
lovely little Maine town
before the ad vent of The Boot
- Bean's is thrOWing an 80th
anniversary bash in Freeport
today and tomorrow.
Though Freeport ain't what
it used to be, the company
certainly contributes generously to the Maine community. The celebration features
lots of free organized outdoor
activities for the whole family
- bike trips, fly fishing
lesson~archery,skeet

shooting, nature walks and
more - as well as entertainment, lots of great food
heavily subsidized by Bean's,
tours of the company's

distribution center and more.
For more information, call
1-800-255-2326.
• Dog day afternoon: Go to
the dogs with OlympiC gold
medal winner swimmer Janet
Evans and her dog today
from 11 a.m.-3 p.m. at
Souther Maine Technical
College in South Portland.
Dog owners and their pets
can team up for medals in a
petathlon. Other games,
clinics, AKC Good Citizen
Tests (for the dogs, presumably, but who knows?) and
an auction of designer
doghouses will also be
featured. For more information call 1-800-873-8546.

• You're invited to an
anniversary party and you
don't have to bring a present!
In honor of 80 years of
"bringing the Qutdoors to
people everywhere," as
LL.Bean's press release says
- though not notably to
Freeport, which, according-to

Meet a woman
and her
significant
brother
Friday,
Sept. 18.

• Shall we dance? On a
bright cloud of music shall
we fly: You are cordially
invited to a benefit ball
featuring black tie music of
the 1920s through '60s,
tonight in the ballroom of the
Portland Club (156 State St.).
Cocktails are at 7, dancing's

• Vintage Rep is alive and
well and living at cafe no.
The company - comprised
of Jane Bergeron, Dennis
Scott, David Blair and
Chrystal Cotsis - returns for
an encore performance of
"Jacques Brei Is Alive and
Well and Living in Paris" which sold out previous
ONLY 2-1/2 MilES TO LL BEAN

Anne Dodson
&
David Dodson

shows - tonight at 8 at cafe
no, 20 Danforth St.
Admission's $10. Call 7728114 for more.
• You won't need to fork
over any cash to participate
in a Readers Theatre workshop on "Spoon River
Anthology," tonight at 7. If
you've got good oral reading
skills, call 797-4652 for details
and Portland location.
• "A Little Lunch Music":
Meet the Portland String
Quartet over a bag lunch
today at noon at First Parish
Church Parish House, 425
Congress St., Portland. The
quartet's musicians will give
an informal preview of the
upcoming season's concerts.
Tickets are available by
calling 761-1522.
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of Maine

Maine's Famous
Natural Phenomenon

Giant Sand Dunes. Narrated
Coach Tours. Nature ,rails
• Sand Mist .1783 Bam
• World's largest Sand Painting
• Gift Shop • Store

Off U.S. Route 1 and 95
• Desert Rd .• Dept. CB •
Freeport 04032
Open May 8th
to October 12th
Tel. (2Q7) 865~962
WITH lHlS AD. $1 OFF
ADULT ADMISSION
UM1-T ONE COUPON PER PERSON

ALSO , CAMPING AVAILABLE

,---------I
I

No matter
WHO you are or
WHAT you do,

~

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

proudly Introduces

OJ

SERNNE
LONDON

PRESENT THIS AD
FOR 75¢ OFF YOUR
FIRST BREW AT
FEDERAL JACK'S
BREW PUB
THE SHIPYARD, ROUTE 9
LOWER VILlAGE
KENNEBLNKPORT
967-4}11

'Temporary Rood'
and other titles
available on tape & CD at

l:wnJiliwI I

from aKls &
uenus de milD
In boston

offers you the
chance to RELAX
and CREATE with
CLAY

CDs. TAPES. VIDEOS

Classes for adults

YARMOUTH MARKETPlACE
Yarmou1h. ME (2On 840-4711

772-4334

any 15 min fran Por1krod

Open 7 days a week. 10 to 10

118 Washington Ave. Portland

,Iu. fRIDA' HDUS( PARTY, •• pl I I & II
with DJ SlRNN(. MIt MIN, and 0 J Rl. 21.

no tou.r b.r.... 11,12 liter•• p.n 9-21m
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BEAUfIFUL ffiINGS FOR YOU
AND YOUR HOME

MARY ALICE REILLEY

ANTIQUES

Entertainment

Specializing in
English
Country Pine
Furniture and
Antiques

Continued from 100dtly CALENDAR

GIfTS, CL01HING,
MINIATURES,
~S,JEVVELRY

Lots & lots of new
things arriving

daily.

Both Located at
83 India Street Portland ME 04101 (207) 775-5011 • Mon-Sat 11-5

their chance 10 play prolessional baH.
Penny MarshaH directs lhiscomedy about
the All-American Girls Prolessional Baseball League. Starring Geena Dellis, Lori
Petty, Tom Hanks and Madonna.
Martha (Sheila Florance) is 18 years ok!
and dying 01 lung cancer, yet she refuses
to slop living, oraven to stop smoking. A
funny and uplifting movie about doom,
based in part on the often tragic Iffe 01
actress Sheila Florance. Written and directed by Peter Cox.
...... Inatlnct
Michael Douglas retums to the "Streets 01
San Francisco" as a detective in this erotic
murderthrilerdlrected by Paul Verhoeven
("Total Recall"). Slick, entertaining,

Philiphose
Chiropractic Clinic
Dr. Alexander Phlliphose, RN, DC

If you think chiropractors just treat backaches,
disc pains, sciatic problems or whIplash.,. you
don't know modern chiropractic.
$~-----------------~5
I
This Coupon Worth $25,00 When Presented By
I

I New Patients For Services Rendered on Initial Visit. I
I
Offer Expires 10/15/92.
:

$25 ,~! rv:~ :'tre~t!>!~P!rt1.:~ !,2!:1.!92, ,$25

homophobic.
Batman Aetum.
Balman (Michael Keaton) returns to battle
the combined forces 01 the Penguin (Danny
Dellitol, an evil industrialist (Christoph...
Walken) and the Catwoman (Michelle
Pfeilferj. Directed by Tim Burton. Lotsa action can't mask the lack of a cohesive plot.

Be.uty .nd the ....t
Disney's animated extravaganza based
on the lairy tale.

Toda,.'. chiropractor
doe. much more than
Juot ,ct bacb to work,

Real Health Care For Real Problems

778 Main Street, South Portland

828-1490

Dates effective Sept 11-17

Honey, I Blew Up the Kid (PO)
12:45, 2:50, 5

Death Beco"," Her (PQ-13)
1,3:15,5:30,1:40,9:50

Plnocchlo (0)
lAth•• W. ., . II
Vet another enco,.. lor the hard-core.
Murtaugh has plans to reti,v but can~
help being sucked into one last lree-forall case - this tin1e involving stolen fil'&anna from the poice department - with
partner Riggs. Stars Denny Glover and
Mel Gibson.
Mon.ter In • Boll
Spalding Gray, the maestro 01 mon<>logue, loIlows up "Swimrring to cambodia" with stories 01 his advenlures in Hollywood, Nicaragua and Moscow, describing adventures as diverse as Interviewing
LA. residents kidnappped by aliens to
accompanying "Swimming to CambodIa"
to Russia.

Out

on • Limb

While rescuing his sisler from a logging
town called Buzzsaw, a financial whiz
(Matthew Broderick) has his walet slolen.
He has 24 hours to find Ihe wallet, which
contains a phone number worth $160
minion dollars.

P.trlatOa_
Harrison Ford steps in for Alec Baldwin as
CIA analyst Jack Ryan in this sequel to
"The Hunt lorRed October. "Inl..-national
terrorists and an IRA splintergroup target
Ryan and his family after Ryan loils lheir
attempt to kidnap a member 01 England's
royal family. Also leatures Anne Archer as
Ryan's wife and Thora Birch as Iheir
daughter.

your own backyard.
Disney'sanimaled classic about a wooden
puppet who musl prove himsell worthy 01
being a "",I boy.

child. As his obsession graws he takes a
Two narcissistic, ag&-obsessed women
couple of years off to raise his daug,ter and
-an actress (Meryt Streep)and an author
begins 10 monitor her !!Nery mOlle. Finally,
01 beauty books (Goldie Hawn) - Ilia lor
seeking total control, he kidnaps his child
the love 01 a plastic surgeon (Bruce Willis).
and frames his wifs's innocent ex-lover for
Both are wiRing to go to any lengths to
the crime. OIl yeah, he murders several
defy the aging process, Including swalinnocent bystanders along Ihe way. Also
lowing a potion they believe win grant
stars Lolita Davidovich and SI!!Nen Bauer.
them etemal youth - with dire conseI);racted bySrian DePalma, responsiblefor
quences. Directed and produced by Rob"Carrie,· 'The Unlouchables· and "Bonfire
ert Zemeckis and Steve Starkey, the team
ofthe Vanities."
responsible for "Who Framed RogerRabRapid Fire
bit" and the "Back to the Future" triogy.
Brandon Lee, Bruce's son, stretches himEdward II
self as an actor by playing a martial arts
Edward II's altair with his lowbrow male
expert who helps a veteran Chicago cop
lover infuriates his barons and his French
break up a heroin cartel.
queen and ultimately leeds to his overthrow and execution. Derelk Jarman has
transtomned Christopher Marlowe's play
of t 592 into an indictment 01 homophobia
in present~ay society.

-and-

2nd set of prints

EVERYDAY

Enchanted AprIl
Four very different British women rent a
castle near Portofino, Italy, to escape
their troubled lives and "sit in the shade
and remember batter tines and batter
men." The beauty 01 Italy rejuvenates the
woman and helps them rediscov ... their
romanlic and idealislic selves. Slars
Miranda Richardson and Joan Plowrighl.

with the Big Deal .
30

>""'.

~~-~EE

f ~ster

Fra",:"" .','"

.

One Hour
Service
Available
30 City Cam.r, Portl.nd 772'7296
71 u.s. Rout. 1, Scarborough 883-7363
MondO)' • Friday 7:30 - 8:00
Saturday 1:00 • 1:00

Wayne Szalinksi (Rick Moranisj, the same
ecatterbrained inventor who shrank his kids,
now ~nds his problems magnifIed when he
aCcidentally zaps his son Adam with an Slngl. White Female
enlargi ng ray. Not surprisingly, thelawering
Alison Jones' (Bridgel Fonda) search lor
toddler, who graws to 112 leet, wreaks
a roommate ends when the seemingly
havoc on his family's unsuspecting comdemure Hedra Carlson (Jenniler Jason
munity. Also starring Marcia Strassman.
Leigh) arrives at her doorstep. But this
Hon.ymoon In Vegas
perfect setup tums into roommate hell
Sarah Jessica Parker plays a New York
when Hedra also moves inlo the most
schoolteacher who heads to Vegas with
personal aspects 01 Alison's lIe, imitatlhe intention 01 getting married. Things
ing lhe way she dresses, walks and talks,
gel dicey when her fiance (Nicolas cage)
winning over her friends and attempling
lreels her like a chippy and loses her in a
to seduce h... boyfriend. The two charachigh-stakes poker game. Also stars James
lers arewe! developed up to a point, then
caan. "Honeymoon" transcends a fairly
SWF deteriorales into the usual blood·
simpleminded premise with a very funny
bath.
pc;>rtrayal by Cage 01 the earnestly inepl ...terAct
paramour.
Atnlshy lounge singer(Whoopl Goldbarg)

Hou-'tter

Goldie Hawn plays a con artist who has a onenight stand with a'l ateMect (Slavs Martin),
moves into the man's home and ptelends to
be his wits while trying 10 win his heart.

1:15,3:15

Unl-rul Entry (R)
5:10, 7:05,9

Honeymoon In Vega. (R)
1 :10,3:20,5:30,1:40, 9:55

Enchanted AprIl (PO)
1,3:10,5:15,1:20,9:40

Pet a.m.tary 2 (R)
12:45,3,5:157:25,9:45

Out on a Limb (PO)

goes Into hiding in a convent after witnessing a crime. She takes ov... the choir
and lransmutes them into superb jazz
singers, thereby alltacting the attention
01 the thugs involved in the murder.

A group 01 security experts are hired to
break into "impenetnlble" places to test
security systems. They are led by Martin
Bishop (Robert Redford), a fugitive from
the '60s. When a govemmenl agency
discovers Bishop's true identity, he and
his "sneakers" are blackmailed into participating in a covert operation. Directed
byPh~AIdenRobin90nC'FieldofDreams'l

Three Nlnj. Kids
An FBI agent is ordered to track down an
evil martial arts master. In retaliation, the
master plols to kidnap the agent's three
sons. Little does he know that lhe boys,
ages 6-12, have been instructed in the art
01 ninjitsu by their grandlather and are
more than a match lor any bad guy.

7:20,9:20

"Who'. Afraid of Virginia Woolf?"
Spend an evening with Georgeand Martha
Sept 24-Oct 25 - Thurs-Sat, 8 pm, Sun,
7 pm-alMad Horse Theater, 955 Forest
Ave, Portiand. Tix: $14 & $16.797-3338.

2

FALL SALE
20% OFF
Rhododendrons.Ye~

&other broadleaf evergreens
potted or balled & burlapped

September 5-13

Down.ast Oay Men'. Choru.
holds aud~ions Sepl 12 lrom 2-5 and
Sapt 13 from 4-6 al First Parish Unilarian
Universalist Society, 425 Congress St,
Portland . For more inlo call 839·4506.

Hoyts Clark's Pond

Maine atate Ballet

333 CIa/1('s Rd., S. Portland

holds auditions forthe "Nutcracker Suite"
Sept 12, 10 am lor children 12 and under
and t pm lor those 13 and over, at 11
Bishop SI, Portland. For more info call
878-3032.

879-1511

Dales effective Sept 11-17

(PO)

1:20,4:10,7:30,9:55

The PorIl.nd Pia,..,.

A L.agu. of Their Own (PO)
12:40,3:20, 6:50, 9:30

Unforlliven (R)
12:30,3:10,6:40,9:20

Thr. . Ninja Kid. (PO)
1:30

Unlawful Entry
Alter a young couple's home is vandalIzed, the police officer assigned to their
case begins to lerrorize them. Stars Kurt
Russell, Madeleine Slowe and Ray Liotta,
who docs a nasty lum as the cop. This
movie is excessively violent and has little
redeeming social value.
Wind
Matthew ModIne plays a skipper whose
sa~ing blunder costs the United States
the America's Cup lor lhe Iir.;t tIme ever.
Now he's oul to win ~ back, wilh the help
01 his girlfriend, played by Jenniler Grey.
Directed by Carroll Banard ("The Black
Stalion").

Slnlli. White Female (R)
1 :10,4:20,1:40,10

Rapid Fir. (R)
1 :40, 4:20, 1:40, 10

Twin P. .Ica:

Me (R)

Fire Walk with

Saco RiverGrange Hal presents Moliere's
play Sept 18, 19, 24-26 - Thurs-Sal,
1:30 pm - Salmon Falls, Bar Mills. Tix:
$7, $5 students and seniors. 929-6472.
"Torch Song Trilogy"
The Theater Project presents Harvey
Fierstein's musical about the world 01 an
entertainer and the people in his ile Sept
10-27 -Thurs-Sat, 1:30 pm, Sun, 2 pm
- at the Theater Project, 14 School St,
Brunswick. All profits to benefil
Merrymeeting AIDS Support Services and
The AIDS Projecl.Tix: $10. 729-8564.

AUDITIONS

1 :30, 4:05, 1, 9:45

SlIII., Act

27

"T.rtufll."

David Lynchdirects this prequel to the TV
show, which focuses on the seven days
preceding Laura Palmer's mysterious and
untimely death. Stars Kyle MacLachlan,
Sheryt Lee, Harry Dean Stanton, David
Bowie and Chris Isaak.
Boy Singe,. of Maine
Unforglven
is aud~ioning boys age 8 and older Sept
Clint Eastwood plays an aging gunslinger
14from3:30-4:3O pmatTheNorth Deering
Congregational Church, 1364 Washingwho leaves his secure, but sloppy, life as
a pig farmer to pursue Ihe $1 ,000 bounty
Ion Ave, Portland. For info call 799-3809.
placed on the heads 01 two men who Cathed,.1 Chamber SInge,.
attacked and disfigured a young prosl~
hokIsaudilionsSapt 10,15, 22,22and 29
tute in Big Whiskey, Wyoming of 1880. He
from!>-7 pm by appointment at St. Luke's
and his ex-pardner(Morgan Freeman) a re
Cathedral, 143 State st, Portland. For
joined bya young, would-be bad guy who
details call 172-5434.
wants to shoot everything in sight but is Children'. Th.atre of Maine
practically blind. With its unhurried pacannounces auditions lor on-slage and
ing and lhoughtful examination 01 viobackstage talent lor "James and the Gilence, "Unlorgiven" paints a down-t<>ant Peach" and "The Christmas Carol"
earth picture 01 how the West was "won"
Sept 10 Irom 3:30-8 pm al King Middle
by a bunch 01 inepl losers. Also slars
School, 92 Deering SI, Portland. No exGene Hackman and Richard Harris.
perience necessary. Call 814-0311.

Sneak.... (PQ..13)

3:30,6:30,9:10

Patriot Oa"," (R)
1,3:40,1:10,9:45

Wind (PO-13)
12:50,3:50,7,9:40

hold auditions lor "The Foreigner" Sept
21-22 at 7 pm at Portland Players, 420
Cottage Road, S. Portland. For more inlo
call 799-7337.
Portland Stage Company
holds auditions lor Equity and Equity eligible candidates only Sept 10 lrom 10
am-6pmand Sept 11 from 1-9 pm. Bring
eight copies 01 your resume and pholo
and be prepared \0 perform two conlrasling monologues. Toschedulean appointmenl call 174-1043.

O'DONAL'S

~

~.

~
NURSERIES

Open Mon. through Sat. 8·5;30, Sun. 9·5, Thurs, till 8
At the junction of Rts, 22 and 114, Outer Congress Street, Gorham
just five minutes from the Maine Mall
Phone: 207-839-4262

'all usual guarantees are vdIiiJ

The Movies
10 Exchange St., Portland
172-9600

Matinees Sat & Sun

Monst., In a

BOil

STAGE

(PO-13)

Sept 9-13
Wed-Fri 7, 9; Sat-Sun " 1

Edward II (R)
Sept 12-15
Sat-Sun 3, 9; Mon-Tues 1,9

"J.cqu_ Brei Is Alive and Well and
LIving In Pari."

A Woman's Tal. (PO-t31
Sept 16-22
Wed-Fri 1, 9; Sat-Sun 1,7;
Mon-Tue9

Nickelodeon
Tempie and Midde streets,
Portland
712-9151

Dates effective Sept 11-17
Second shows TUn Sat-Sun only
No 1:20 Sat and Sun

Hon.y, I BI_ Up the KId

poster ~ras",epte",ber\
. 30 aCri\IC d red In e
free ZO'A poster or e
pnoto

Photo

Ralalng C.ln
John Lithgow stars as a psycho psychologist who becomes obsessed with raising his

Sep/mlber 10,1992

....k.,.

Twin P_ks: Fire Walk with M.

174-1022

Plnocchlo

FREE
Konica Film
FREE

Due to scheduling changes after
CBW goes 10 press, movie goers
SRI advised to confirm times
with theatres.

Maine Mall
Maine Mall Road, S, Portland

Pet Sematary 2
They're furry, they',.. peeved, they'redeed
and they're buried in Ludlow, Maine -

Death Becom_

WHAT'S
WHERE
General Cinemas

A t.e.gu. of Their Own
In 1943, an the basebill-playing men were
at war overseas and women were given

AW_n'.Tale

Phlliphose Chiropractic Clinic

In this adaptalion 01 E.M. Forster's novel,
the clash batween different segments 01
early 2oth-cenlury British society is I'&ftected in the relations between the boh&mian Schlegel sist.... and the conventional Wilcox family. Slarring Vanessa
Redgrave, Anthony Hopkins, Emma Thompson and Helena Bonham-Carter.
Thoughtful examination 01 Fosler's philosophy "only connecl" the
interconnectedness 01 lives - and 01
women's place in pre-fibaration society.

SILVER
SCREEN

773-8815

•

H_rd.End

shows of Basic Instinct
Beauty and the Beast TUns
Sat-Sun only
Lethal W . .pon III (R)
1 :30,4,1,9:40

Baalc

Instinct (Rl

,.

Vintage Repertory Company presenls a
musical review 01 the works of Jacques
Brei, Belgian singer/songwriter, Sept 16
- Wed, 8 pm - at cale no, 20 Danlorth
SI, Portland. Tix: $10.712-8114.

"Looaen Upl"
Improv comedy group performs Sept 16
- Wed, 7:30 pm - at The Gorham Connection, 390 MainSI. (Route 25), Gorham.
839-5401.

"Melody Hour Murders"
at The Mystery Cale Dinner Theatre,
Baker's Table Banquet Room, 434 Fore
SI, Portland . Shows every Saturday at 8.
For info and reservations call 693-3063 or

1-1100-834-3063.
"SI.uth"
Port-Star ProductIons presents Anlhony
Shaffe(s play Sapt 14-16 - Mon-Wed, 1
pm -at The Garage Sound andAri Gallery,
92 Oak St, Portland. Tix: $6. 775-0514.

1 :20,3:45, 6:50, 9:45

Howards End

(PO)

1, 3:55, 6:30,9:15

Housesltter (PO)
1 :40, 4 :20, 1:20,9:20

Batman Returns (PO-13)
1 :10, 3:50, 6:40, 9:30

Ralslllll Cain (R)
1 :50,4:30,1:10,9:50

Beauty and the Bealll (0)
1:20

Pride's Comer Drive-In
651 Bridgton

Road, Westbrook

797-3154

Dales effective Sept 11-17

TBA

ooops ...
Sometimes it helps to be
detail-oriented: Last week
CB W neglected to print the
date of Portland's Uptown
Block Party on the insert in the
middle of the paper. If you're
not clairvoyant, you'll be
happy to learn that this
community celebration of arts
&: culture takes place Saturday,
Sept. 12, from 10 a,m. to 6 p.m,
in Congress Square, We
apologize for any confusion
the omission may have caused.

CON

CERTS

FRIDAY 9.11
Archie, cma " Ray Fisher
(tnlditional Scottish) 7 :30 pm, The Choc<>late Church, 804 Washington St, Bath.
Tix: $10 in a~vance, $12 at door. 7293185.

SATURDAY 9.12
Michael Cooney
(Iolk) 8 pm, Pickard Theater, Bowdoin
College, Brunswick. Tix: $10 in advance,
$12 at door. 832-6863.

Fourth Annual Fiddle Contest
(country) 8 pm, Town Hall, cornerofroutes
1 &35, Kennebunk. Tix: $8, $1 RiverTree
Arts members, $6 seniors. 985-4343.

SUNDAY 9.13
Country Music Spectacular
(country) 1 pm, The Roost, Buxlon. Tix:
$1, $3.50 kids. 854-5520.

WEDNESDAY 9.18
B-52'. and Violent F.mmes
(rock) 1:30 pm, Cumberiand County Civic
Cenler, t Civic Center Square, Portland.
Tix: $22.50, $19.50. 71!>-3458.

Continued on pIIg< 28

If you're not using that sports equipment
we'll pay you for it. Of course, we also
anymore, why not sell it to someone who
sell equipment. So don't leave that equip~------..:..."
will? Just bring your quality
PLr-lY IT r-l6r-lin ment around the house to colused equipment of all kinds
lect dust. Sell it to us and 'we'll
to Play It Again Sports and
Jllr'"
K
Jl put it back in the game.

c: nC)IQTC:

Sports Equipment That's Used. But Not Used Up.
311 MARGINAL WAY· PORTLAND - 773-6063
250 CENTER STREET -AUBURN - 777-PIAS

Septll"ber 10, 1992
Th. Whig. (hard-edged garage rock)
Granny Kliam's Industrial Drinkhouse, 55
Markel 51. Portfand. 761-2787.
TBA The Living Tree Culture Club. 45
Denforth St. Portland. 874-0022.
Plan.tary C1tlzen (rock) Moose AIey. 46
Markel 51. PorUand. 774-5246.
Legend (rock) Old Port Tavem.11 MouHon
St. Portland. 774-0444.
8hockre Oazz tunk) Raoul's Roadside Attraction. 665 Forest Ave. Portland. 7736886.
The Upeettera (R&B) Spring Point cafe.
175 Pickell st. S. Portland. 787-4627.
Jenny Woodman (rock) T-Birds. 128 N.
Boyd 51, PorUand . 773-6040.
Paragon (pop/rock) TIpperary Pub.
Sheraton Tara Hotel. S. Portland. 7756161.
Curf.w (rock) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at
Port Biliards. 39 Forest Ave. PorUand.
775-1944.

"

H1."

CON

OLD
WORLD
RECIPFS

,

Pizza
Calzones
Dinners
Sandwiches

CERTS

UPCOMING

SUNDAY 9.13

\

Moon F_1vaI (poetry)cafeno. 20 Danforth
St. PorUand. 772-8114.
Acou.tlc rock artlat (acoustic) Geno·s.
13 Brown SI. PorUand. 772-7891.
Big Chletltth. Continenlal.(R&8) Casco
Bay lines SullYll9r Music Series. Casco
Bay Lines Ferry Terminal. comerofCommercial & Franklin streets. 774-7871.
TBA The Living Tree Cu~ure Club. 45
Danforth St. PorUand. 874-0022.
Th. L.ooIc(rock)OId PortTavern. 11 Moulton
St. Portland. 774-0444.
TBA Raoul's Roadside Attraction. 865 Forest Ave. Portland. 773-6886.
OHbenldoe (acoustic) Spring Point Cafe.
175 Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-4627.
H.adlln.r Com.dy Night with AI
Ducharm. and Bob aautreau (comedy) T -Birds. 126 N. Boyd 51. Portland.
773-8040.
arvwf It Snarl (acoustic) Wharfs End. 52
Wharf 51. PorUand. 773-0093.
........mon.(acoustic)TheWrongBrothers' Pub at Port Billiards. 39 Forest Ave.
Portland. 775-1944.

Ann. It David Dod8On
911.8192 (folk) 8 pm. Luther Bonney Auditonum. USMIPortland. TIx: $10 in advance, $8 at door. 773-9549.
From Good Hom. .
9/18192 (Iotk rock) 9:30 pm. Active Wave.
58 Ocean Park Road Saco Tix ' $4 282
7670.
•.
. .
-

Italian
Kitchen

CLUBS

151 Middle St. Portland (next door to Vldeoport)
lOam Mon-Sat 774-8668

THURSDAY 9.10
Tony Zano and Marty 88l1ow Duo (jazz)
cafe no. 20 Danforth St PorUand 772, .
8114.

Son. of Shame (eclectic grunge/garage
rock) Geno's. 13 Brown St Portland 7727891.

i:, BLOCK PARTY!
September 12, 10 am to 7 pm

in Congress Square

'--"'~----=

•.

Second Step (funk) Granny Killam's Induslrial Drinkhouse. 55 Market St PorUand
761-2787.
•.
TBA The Living Tree Culture Club 45
Danforth St. PorUand. 874-0022. •
Plan.tary CitIzen (rock) Moose Alley 46
Market St. Portland. 774-5246.
•
Legend (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11 Moulton
St. Portland. 774-0444.
TBA Raoul's Roadside Attraction. 865 Forest Ave. Portland. 773-6886.
~8)' Rocket Ruaty (karaoke) Spring
Poinl cafe. 175 Pickett SI. S. Portland
767-4627.
.

Je~ny Woodman and Bob Jr (rock) T~rtt;: 126 N. Boyd st. Portia"'!. 773Deejay Greg Powera (karaoke) Tipperary
PUb. Sheralon Tara Hotel S. Portland
775-6161.
•
.
Open Mlc w1th Chrl.aoett (b.y.o. acousIIc). The Wrong Brothers' Pub al Port
~~~rds. 39 Forest Aw. Portland. 775-

fRIDAY 9.11
The Jennifer Porter Quartet (Swing jazz)
Abraham's House of Coffee. 548 Congress st. Portland. 87~2237.
Daw Roberta (acoustic) Bramhall Pub
769 Congress 51. Portland. 773-9873. .
Lello Molinari Qulnt.t Uazz) cafe no. 20
Danforth 51. PorUand. 772-8114.
To. .t andth. MIIlden. (original pop rock)
Geno's. 13 Brown 51, Portland. 772-7891.
H.. ".,,~ to Murgatroyd (power pop alt",:"allve) Granny Killam's Industrial
Orinkhouse. 55 Markel St. Portland. 7612787.
TBA The living Tree CuHure Club 45
Danforth 51. POrtland. 874-0022. •
Plan.tary C1t!zen (rock) Moose Nley 46
Market St. POrtland. 774-5246.
•
Legend (rock) 0kIPort Tavem.11 Moulton
SI. Portland. 774-0444.
Th. Zan Trlcutera (Dead cover band)
Raoul's Roadside AIIraction. 865 Forest
Ave. Portland. 773-6886.
Th. Upaett.,. (R&B) Spring Point cafe
175 Pickett St. S. Portland. 767-4627. '
J.nny Woodman (rock) T-Birds. 126 N.
Boyd SI. Portland. 773-8040.
Marc Brann (acoustic) TIpperary Pub
Sheraton Tara Hotel. S. Portland. 77i.
6161 .
Curf_ (rock) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at
Port Bnliards. 39 Foresl Ave Portland
775-1944.
•.

SATURDAY 9.12
DIIw Robert. (acoustic) Bramhall Pub
769 Congress St, Portland. 773-9873. •
Le/lo MOlinari Quintet Uazz) cafe no. 20
Danforth St. POrtland. 772-8114.
Watt. Gnu and Common Ailment. of
Maturity (original instrumental and song)
Geno·s.13BrownSt. PorUand. 772-7891.

MIIlne 88llroom, 614 Congress 51. Portland. Every Sat 9-midnighl Cost: $5. No
nlServationS required. 773-0002.
The Moon, 425 Fore 51. Portland. Open
nightly. 8 pm on ... Naked Thirstdays: no
cover. drinks $1.25 & drafts 25¢; Fri-Sat
until 3 am; Sun-Mon: chern free. Co-=
$3. 772-1963.
Salut. ., 20 Milk 51. Portland. Open nighUy
until 1 am. No cover. 774-4200.
T-Blrd'., 126 N. Boyd St. Portland. Sun:
comedy night; weekdays: special events;
Fri & Sat: rock & roll. dance. 773-8040. Whe ..hou.e DIInceClub, 29 Forest Ave.
Portland. Progressive music. Fri: chern
free. all ages with deejay; Sat: women's
night from 9-1 with deejay Deb. 8749770.
Zootz,31 ForestAve.Portiand. Wed:chemfree; Thu",: cutting edge dance; Fri: live
national acts; Sat: deejay til 2:30 am. live
at The Cave; Sun: request night. 7736187.

;. .

ART
OPENING

Free Street Studio
8 City Center. Portland. Opening receplion Sept 12 for sculpture by Karen Dow.
paintings of Chris Mir and paintings and
sculpture by Lyn Mir. Gallery hours: MonSall0-7. Sun 12-5. 774-1500.
Hard_.. Caf. It aallery
115 Istand Ave. Peaks Istand. Opening
reception Sept 10 for the painted
woodworks of Dana Moses.Through Sept
20. GaUery hours: Mon-Fri 11-7. Sat-Sun
10-6. 766-5631 .
Th. Trov. OIIl1ery
112 High st. Portland. Opening reception
,
Sept 13 Irom 2-5 lor "Blue Hill
I
Vision."abstractoils and acrylics by Scottish painter William Irvine. Showing
Southern Main. Blu•• 8ocIety(all-blues
through Sept 27. Gallery talk and slide
jam) Raoul's Roadside AIIraction. 865
presentation Sept 20 at 2 pm. Gallery
Forest Ave. Portland. 773-6886.
hours: Thurs 5-8. Fri-Sat 12-5. Sun 12-4.
Open Mlc w1th Ken arlmal8}' (acoustic)
772-1961.
Wharts End . 52 Wharf St. Portland. 773Campu. C.nter Cafeteria
0093.
USMlPortland. Opening reception Sept
11 from 5-7 of "Replay," a juried show
----_-!'IW~I
. _=...;.........;......-:~....._~: Mlfn- u'" :30-7
Open Mic wlth Nell Collin. (b.y.o. aIecFri 7:30-2. 775-6245.
•
Iric)GrannyKilam'slnduslriaIOrinkhouse

r

MONDAY 9.14
n

..

AROUND TOWN

Lewl. Gallery
Portland Public Ubrary, 5 Monument
Square. Portland. "0- Portland," an
exhibit of black and white photographs
by lloyd Ferriss. showing through Sept
30. Gaiety hours: Mon. Wed & Fri 9-6;
. Tues & Thu", 12-9; Sat 9-5. 871-1700.
MIIlne Cotor ..",Ice Gallery
4 Milk st. Portland. "Maine Business/Art
'92" an exhibitofCibechrome prinlsof11
local cOllYTl9fCial pholographers. On view
through Nov 15. Gallery hours: Mon-Fri
8:30-5:30.774-4300.
Nancy Margoll. OIII1.ry
367 Fore 51. Portland. Decorative arts.
including jewelry by Ronald Hayes
Pean;onandceramicsbyPeterSaengher.
Through Sept. GaHery hours: Mon-Sat
10-6. Sun 11 :30-4.775-3822.
M.and.r aallery
40 Pleasant St. Portland. "My!hscapes:
Aboriginal Dreaming," showing through
Oct 31. Gallery hours: Tues-Sat 12-6, or
by appointment. 871-1078.
Pin. Tree Shop It 88yvl_ aallery
75 Market st. Portland. "Selected landscapes" by Gordon Allen, Consuelo
Bailey. Carol L. Conti, Helen 51. Clair,
Wendy Newcomb and Mallhew Smith.
On view through Sept 30. Gallery hours:
Mon-Sat 9:30-5:30. 773-3007.
Portland Chamber t1f Commerc.
145Middle51, Portland. Works of 10 local
artists. including Gerda Andersen. David
Dupree. Raymond Lord. Stuart Nudelman.
Salazar. Steve Sechak. Leif Johnson.
Glenn Murray. Lyda Pola and Laurie Hasty.
On view through Sept. Galleryhours: MonFri 8-5. 772-2811. ext. 223.
Portland Coff. . Roaatlng Company
111 Commercial St. Portland. "The It of
This." the photosofTom Marino. Through
Oct 15. Hours: daily 7-7. 761-9525.
Portland MUHum of Art
Seven Congress Square. PorUand. Hou",:
Tues. Wed. Thurs 10-9. Fri & Sat 10-6.
Sun 12-5. Admission: adults $6. senior
citizens and students with ID $5. youth 618 $3.50. children 5 and under are free.
Museum admission is half-price 100noon
Saturday. 773-2787 .
"Endangered Landacape.
Lynn Butler photographs places threatened by development. from New York's
Coney Island to the south of France.
Through Nov 1.
"Th. Holocau.t
Contemporary American sculptorG90rge
Segal has distilled the meaning of this
atrocity in a life-size composition of haunting white plaster figures . Through Oct
"Artlsta You Love: Monet, Renoir and
Other Ma.ters
Works by European masters of the past
two centuries from the Joan Whitney
_".~"""-"
' "
' -'-'
-allent Wltn...
Judy Ellis Glickman's photographs of
Polish ghettos and death camps of

55 Market St, Portland. 761-2787.
•
Treblinka. Auschwitz and Birkenau.1aken
TBA The Living Tree Cu~ure Club. 45
over the pastfour yeers. On view through
Danforth St. Portland. 874-0022.
Oct 18.
The l..ook(rock)OId PortTavem. 11 Moulton
*Th. Elegant Auto: F. .hlon and Dealgn
St. PorUand. 774-0444.
African Importa and N_ England Arta
of the 19~
Mark Lu .... (fotk) Raoul's Roadside AI1 Union St. Portland. Original artwork &
On&-of-a-kind automobiles. art-deco furadvice to collectors. Hou",: 10-9 Monniture and jewelry. pariod paintings and
traction. 665 Forest Ave. Portland. 7736886.
Sat. 12-6 Sun. 772-9505.
otherproductsfromlhiseraof revolutionOpen Mlc Night w1th P.ter al. .8On Alb_'.
ary Industrial design. Through Nov 8.
21 Pleasant St. Portland. "Inleriors." the *The Art of Dlacovery
(acoustic) Spring Point Cafe. 175 Pickett
51. S. Portland. 767-4627.
re~list paintings 01 Sherry Edmonds.
An exhibition of maps from the age of
Jim Duffy and MariJane BrInk (koustic)
shoWlllg through Oct 17. Hou",: 7 am-l0
eKploration. From Sept17-Dec 13.
Wharfs End. 52 Wharf St. Portland. 773pm. 774-0016.
Portland Portrait OIIl1ery
0093.
Th. Baxt.r aall.ry
4 ~ilk Street. Portland. Portraits by Alex
Portland School of Art. 619 Congress St.
Gnidziejkoand Bruce Kaminski. Showing
Portland. Exhibilion of student work.
through Sept 26. Gallery hou",: Tues-Sat
Through Oct 18. Gallery hou",: Tues-Sun
11-5. or by appointment. 773-7665.
11-4. Thurs 11-9. 775-5152.
Robert J. 88m. . Interlora
COng .... Squa.. Gallery
1 Monument Way. PorUand . Botanical
42 Exchange St . Portland. Group show of
paintings of Elizabeth Sarah Look. show"Jacqu. . BreI I. Allv. and W.II and
gallery artists. including Philip Barter. Jill
Ing through Oct " . Hours: Mon-Fri 11-6.
Uvlng In Parla- (musical revue) cafe no.
Hoyand Brita Holmquist. showing through
Sat-Sun 11-3. 773-3481.
20 Danforth 51. Portland. 772- 8114.
Sept. Gallery hours: Mon-Sat 10:30-5. The Splrtted Gourmet
Open Mlc with J _ Jam.. (b.y.o.
774-3369.
142 St. John St, PorUand. MiKed media
acoustic) Geno·s. 13 Brown St. PorUand .
Dean Velentga. Gall.ry
worksof Johanna Moore. showing through
772-7891 .
Sept 18. Hou",: Mon-Fri 10-6. Sat 10-2.
60 Hampshire St. PorUand . Paintings,
Cattl. Call (rockabilly) Graooy Killam's
773-2919.
prints and constructions of Charles Hewitt.
Industrial Drinkhouse. 55 Market St. PortThrough Oct 11. Gallery hours: Thu",-Sat Th. SteIn aallery
land. 761-2787.
" -4.Sun 12-4and by appointment. 77220 Mik St, Portland . New work from Rick
TBA The Living Tree Cu~ure Club. 45
2042 .
Eckard, John Lillielon and Kate Vogel.
Danforth St. Portland. 874-0022.
Rob Levin, John Nygren. Rick and Valerie
88chelora' Night (topless) Moose AMey. Fresh Market Pa.ta
58 Market St. Portland. Abstract paintBeck and more. showing through Sepl
46 Market St. PorUand. 774-5246.
ings 01 Richard Garagas Ihrough Sept 12.
15. Gallery Hours: Mon-Satl' -6. Sun 11The l..ook(rock)OId Port Ta vern. 11 Moulton
4. 772-9072.
Hou",: Mon-Tues 11- 6:30. Wed-Frl 11- 8.
St. Portland . 774-0444.
Sat 11 -6:30. 773-7146.
Thos_ Mos.r Cablnetmakera
BeBop Jazz En......bl. Gazz) The PortFrost Gully Gallery
415 Cumberfand Ave. Portland. Woodcut
hole Restaurant. 2OCustom House Wharf.
prints by William Evaul and painlings by
411 Congress St. Portland. Work of galPortland. 772-5575.
Lynne Knobel. showing through Oct 10.
lery artists. Gallery hours: Mon-Fri 12-6.
Lou Moore It Sk.leton C..w(Dead cover
Hou",: Mon-Sat 9-5. 774-3791 .
or by appointment. 773-2555.
band) Wharts End. 52 Wharf St. Portland.
Greenhut OIIl1erl. .
773-0093.
146 Middle St. Portland. Group show of
Open Mlc Night with Th. Cool Whip.
gallery artists. including Kathleen Galligan.
(b.y.o. jam) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at
George Lloyd. Duncan Slade and Sarah
Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave. PorUand.
Knock. showing through SepI30. Gallery
775-1944.
hours : Mon-Fri 10-5:30. Sat 10-5. 772- Bowdoin ColI.ge Museum of Art
2693.
Walker.Art Building. Bowdoin College.
BrunSWick. The museum is open to the
J_eleraWork
public free of charge. Hours: Tues-Sat
30 EKchange St. Portland. An exhibition
10-5. Sun 2-5. 725-3275.
of jewelry by eight designers. No set gal_
*Th. Art. of the Samurai Sword
lery hours.
a _ DIInce, Inc., locations to be anA historical survey of samurai swords and
J.well Gallery
nounced. Smoke- and chern-free dances
sword guards from the 12th- l91h centu345
Fore
St.
PorUand.
Impressionist
and
with swing. Latin & ballroom music Friries . Through Oct 4.
realist oils and watercolo", by Bm JeWell.
days from 9-12 pm & Sundays from 3-6
Paul Black, Cynthia McMullin and olher "looking at Print.
pm. $5. 773-3558.
Selections depicling the hislorical techlocal artists. Stained and painted glass by
Th.UvfngTNe Culture Club, 45 Danlorth
niques and processes of printmaking.
Bill Jewell and BurtWeiss. Onviewthrough
51. Portland. African. world beat. reggae
Through Nov 1 .
Sept. Gallery hours: Mon-Sat 10-5. or by
and a~ernative rock. Open Tues-Sun. 874appointment. 773-3334.
0022.
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OUT OF TOWN

DANCING

Conlinw:d on p"g~ 30

1992·93 Dance Classes
for Children age. 2.16
Fall term begins September 14
NEW EXPANDED PROGRAM!
• Modern Dance
• Ballet
• Creative Movement and Pre-Ballet
• Parent-Child Movement
• Character Dance
• Tap Dance
• Ballet/Inter-arts
• Advanced Workshops

To receive complete schedule
and registration information

= CALLVsi2
25A fOIEST AYEIUE

'OallAID, MAIlE

For Your Children's Outgrown Quality
Clothing • Toys • Books • Equipment

H ldS'SCUH
THE QUALITY RESALE SHOP
Gently Worn Items for Children

Always Buying' All Seasons· Infant - Size 10
Drop Off or Call for an Appointment
Mal Plaza· S. Portland (by Ames and BookJand) , Mon.-Sat. 9:30am _8:30pm

==

n2-7333 or 1-800-564-7333

Great Conversations
begin in

29

31

September 10,1992

30 G!sco &y Wakly

Entertainment

DISCOVERIES

seEN
!

•

•,
I

For information
on how to
become
part of
Casco Bay
Weekly's
Art Scene,

Stmi"6 Si/per Pi" $29

Photo by Robert Dill_"te

Featuring the
largest selection of
hand-crafted
jewelry in the area.
We also have an
extensive line of
pottery, toys,
porcelain, pewter,
wind socks and so
much more ...

10 Pepperell Square • Saco • 283-2953
M-F 10-5:30 • Sat 9-5

ARE ABLE TO TOLERATE SPELT QUITE EASILY

Om tinued from pagt 29

ART
• ... ul etl'llnd: The MexIcan Portfolio

The major photogravure reproductions of
Paul Strand's photosofMexico published in
portfoliofamat in 1940. Throug, Oct 11.

*Recent Acqul8ftlona II
Selections of recent additions to the permanent coHection at the lwentleth Centll"( Galery - paintings. photographs,
works on paper and sculpt"",. Through
Sept 26.
"VInalh ....n lit BowdoIn
The creative and technical processes 01
printmaking through the examination 01
contemporary prints produced at
Vonalhaven Press. Through Nov 29.

"Ann Orlmm
Acrylic paintings 01 landscapes and buildings, on view through Sept in Moulton
Union. Lancaster Lounge. Hours: Monlhurs 7 am-12:3O am, Fri-Sat7 am-2 am,
Sun 7 am-t 1 pm.

*The North ""-ican Indian
The photos 01 Edward S. Curtis. On view
through Nov in the Hawthom&-Longfetlow

call 775-6601.

Library. Hours: Moo-Sat 8:30 am-12 am,
Sun 10 am-12 am.
*The floi'll of Maine
The drawings 01 Kate Furbish On view
through Nov in the Hawthom&-Longlellow
Library. Hours: Moo-Sat 8:30 am-12 am,
Sun 10 am-12 am.

Saco Frame Center

The Chocolate Church Gallery
804 Washington St, Bath . "Domestic

20-50%
OjJall

Space." stililile paintings of Janet Conlon
Manyan through Sept 27. GaMery hours:
lues-Fri 9-4 . Sat 12-4. 442-8627 .

Cry of the Loon Art Oallery
Route 302, S. Casco. "Women's Perspective ," the work 01 seven Maine artists. Showing through Sept 13. Gallery
hours: lues-Sun 9:~S: 3O. 655-5060.

,

H
r.

F.... port HI.torl.,.1 Society

Icon Cont-"'"'ry Art 19 Mason St, Brunswick. Paintings and
drawings 01 Peter McGlamery. Through
Sept 2S. "Over the Rainbow," the tapes-

in Stock,
through

tries of Morris Davie Donmfeld. Through
Oct 17. Houno: Mon-Sat I-S. 725-81S7.

Maine Maritime Mu. .um
Maritime History Bldg. 243 Washington
St, Bath. Hours: daily 9 :~5. 443-13t6.

"The Maritime Folk Art 01 A. De Clerck
Paintings by Belgian artist portraying the
coastal and deepwater vessels that entered the ports of Antwerp and Liverpool
in the last days 01 sa~ . On view through
the year .

• New Worlda: North Atlantic . . .farlng
In the Era of Diacovery

Rare world maps and nautical charts ,
earty navigation instruments, ilustrations
01 fine art and archaeological material
bring togethertheOidand the NewWOI1ds
in the Age 01 DiscoY8!Y and beyond. On
view through the year.
.8om from CoaatIng
This exhibit inclUdes watercolor paintings, drawingS. sketch~and o"s by John
Faunce Leavitt, focusong on hIS mad&from-memory renditions of the last g~
eration 01 coasting schooners that plied
the coast ot New England until the late
19309. On view through tha year.

THE TOP
MAINE
JEWELERS
DESIGNS
AT
Do y~~ think primitive art is all

; ~~ ~ 1.- ,1 __

Gold Rings with Tourmaline &c Diamonds

.U .1tJUta by Step~a~e ~n~gs.
jdmdiibbiW'

.JMii'P

...

. . • . • . .

EARTH TONES?

WE ARE
PROUD TO
WELCOME

Discover the vibrant work of Australi~'s best
contemporary Aboriginal artists. ~elr color
sense will amaze you. As for claSSIC earth
tones, we have them too!

Tracy Johnson

Open Tuesday-Satur~ay 12:00-6:00 pm
and by appomtment. .

In. tfie oU Port
50~tstTut

portlanJ · maine
(20 7)· 761 ·4432

Charl.e s Hewitt paints images
from a personal tarot deck

Muaeum at Art 01 Ogunquit
183ShoAlRd. Ogunquit. Hours: Mort-Sat
10 :~S. Sun 1 :~5. 64&-4909.

·Amen.,.n M..te.

The paintings 01 American impressionist
Walt Kuhn. through Sept IS.

.\mag" and Word.

AbstraCt exp<eSSionist paintings and drawings of Henry Meloy, through Sept tS.

Mu. .um 01 Art, Olin Arte Centa.

Bates College, Lewiston. Paintings. ~ts
and sculptuAl by Lewiston-born artist
Charlie Hewitt, showing through Oct 11 .
Hours: lues-Sat1~, Sun I -S. 786-6158.

O'Fa ....n Oallery

58 Maine St, Brunswick. "Meanin~lul Figures," the paintings and draWIngs .01
Sigmund Abeles and sculpture by Chnstopher Gowell. Through Oct 17. Gallery
hours: lues-Sat 100S. 729-8228.
8ebaacoclegen Artiste OIIl1ery
Route24.Greatisiand. Works by 21 Maine
artists. Hours: lues-Sun 1O-S. 833-S717.

Thomea Memorial Ubl'llry
6 Scott Dyer Rd, Cape Elizabeth. "Paintings and Records of the Hayloft Art SocI-

ety" a group formed in t922 and dlS-

ba~ in t 99t . Showing through Sept

t 9. Galleryho\J'S: Moo,Wed, Fri9-S. luesThurs 9-9. 799-1720.
Continued on pagt 32

TRY ~LP~lli1f . THE

Charles Hewitt has some serious things to
say about the human oondition. With good
reason. For one, he's lived for years in New
York City's Bowery, the homeless capital of
America. Every day, entering or leaving his
loft, he has his nose rubbed in some pretty
gruesome life realities. For another, he went to
Berlin, filled with anticipation, to see The Wall
come tumbling down. Only it didn't exactly
come tumbling down. Instead it came down in
small crumbles, obstinately. It had been built
to last - a symbol of di vision and imprisonment. Hewitt
doesn't
observe these
sorts of things
dispassionSee Charles Hewitt's
ately.
"Paintings, Prints and
Ugly
Constructions" at Dean
subjects have
Velentgas Gallery, 60
H.mpshlre St., Portland,
been painted
by appointment only
before, of
through Oct. 11.772-2042. course. But

Hewitt's drawn the viewer in nose-to-nose with
his images, their symbolic value becomes
apparent. And because they're symbolic they
invite interpretation. For the most part they're
harsh. When they're not specifically harsh
they're dream-like and enigmatic. But they are
always narrative.
"They're personal images," Hewitt said.
"They're inspirational and private - sort of a
personal tarot deck."
In this exhibition the images, which appear
in a multitude of variations, consist of a fish
clenched in a fist that's rising out of turbulent
wateri of the nuts and bolts that construct a
hated wall that won't oome downi of dogs,
sometimes with saws through them, leaping
over flaming citiesi of hearts and fish with saws
through them as well.
''These are symbols of martyrdom," Hewitt
explained. One, entitled "Memorial to David,"
combines images in a reference to David
Wojnarowicz, a young artist in New York who
died of AIDS. Wojnarowicz had the honor of
being among
those artists
deemed inappropriate and
consequently
blacklisted by
Jesse Helms.
"Memorial" is a
mixed media
piece on canvas,
an oil painting
woven through a
photograph of the
dead artist. The
man's image
emerges through a
fish that has in
tum been pierced
bya saw. Red
drops of blood
decorate the piece.
In its composition
and richness of
color it is not
unlike some
Renaissance
paintings - Fra
Angelica's ''The
Beheading of Sts.
Cosmos and
Damian," for
examplepaintings about
. harsh subjects,
which are nonetheless beautiful.
The visual
interest in this
exhibition, apart
from the compelling nature of the
images - their
sharp clarity, their
futurist
sense of
Ch.....' Hewltt',·1992 "Offering" combine, enlgm.tk but vlscer.llmage, in.
movement and
mixed media construction.
Hewitt's rich use
the risk of painting them is creating ugly
of oolor - derives from his repetition of them
paintings. The German expressionists got so
in clusters of different media.
engrossed in it that they upset Hitler, who was
First he makes a woodcut. From this he
busy with his demented effort to beautify the
makes a print. Then he paints the block in
world_ He didn't like looking at ugly things, so
dense, saturated colors. Combining it with
he banned - and burned - a lot of important
scraps and oddments of found materials, he
expressionist works and filled the museums
makes a construction. The framed black and
with Aryan family portraits instead .
white print and the oolorful construction hang
Hewitt understands this risk. He underbeside each other on the wall as a single piece.
stands that one doesn't exactly like looking at
In one, "Hard Tack," he reiterates the image in
Francis Bacon's paintings about anxiety and
yet another material, oil on canvas, making it a
the menace of total extinction, or Goya' s
triptych.
paintings of the destruction of reason. One
"I feel," Hewitt said, "that if the images can
looks at them because one should, because
survive all these permutations, they're duthey're good, and because there's a definite
rable."
morbid fascination. So Hewitt, in his exhibition
Unlike his large and demanding oil paintings
of small paintings, prints and oonstructions at
currently on exhibit at Bates College, the pieces
the Dean Velentgas Gallery, tricks the viewer
in this exhibition are small, exquiSite and
into wanting to look at them. He makes them
accessible. Rather than frightening you away,
beautiful.
they draw you in for grand dialogue on an
One's first impression upon entering the
intimate scale.
gallery is that it's filled with small, highly
Margot Brown McWilliams
colorful, almost deoorative images. But once
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HIGHER IN COMPLEX CARBOHYDRATES
40% MORE PROTEIN THAN WHEAT
HIGHER IN MINERALS & TRACE ELEMENTS
65% MORE ESSENTIAL AMINO ACIDS
GREAT TASTE, MORE EASILY DIGESTED

Available fresh.baked Tuesdays and Fridays at -

Port Bake House
205

Commercial

St., 773.2217 • 263 St. JOhh St., 773.5466
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FREE LARGE COFFEE :
c :) with $1.25 purchase or more...
I
with this coupon exp. 10/1/92: one per customer

25 Pearl 51. P~rtland OFFICE DELIVERIES 9·1 pm
next 10 TGI Fridays ($10 min, 1/2 mi radius)

~ __ ~72-7~ __ Mon-Fri 6:30am-5:30.Q!)1.:..Sat 7-4" Sun 8-4 _ _ _ _
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"Swine Dining"

L___ ~ Ocean St..!...So·lortland .!..767-7!.:1! ___:
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$5 GIFT CERTIFICATE
1440 AM Home of the Smart Shopper
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Towards Your Next Purchase On The Smart
Weekdays on 1440 AM
l1AM - 12:30PM

" Plschase of $20 or more
"
• Con not be combined with

Or/y dne certilccte per cus!OlOOr
• Not redeemable tOf cash

----------------------~

OPEN HOUSE

:

You're invited to preview
the new fall looks in Makeup & Color Analysis
from
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flnelle

COSMETICS
Wednesday September 16th
6:00pm - 8:00pm
Soheyla Hair on 19 Temple Street
(next to Green Mountian Coffee)

1
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" S ' ' ' ' ' "'. I
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services

Consultant Michelle Dorian
will introduce you to:
• Skin-Skan Analysis
• Hydrophilic Skin Care
• "Fun of Color" Analysis
• Makeup & Clothing Coordinating
FREE GIFTS

:~~reln~~tio~~11774-74~
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Entertainment

Fall Classes in Portland
Fall Evening Schedule
Classes begin September 28 and end December 17,1992
Ac211
Ac301
Ba321
Ba422
Eh112

Monday (5:30-9 pm)
Managerial Accounting
Advanced Accounting I
Marketing
Sales and Sales Management
Literature and Research

Wednesday (5:30-9 pm)
Ba361 Financial Concepts
Ec201 Economics I (Micro)
Eh299 Maine Writers
Milll Intro to Microcomputing
Scl41 Ecology

Ac121
Ba201
Ba490
Ehl11
Eh121

Tuesday (5:30-9 pm)
Principles of Accounting I
Business Law I
International Business
Composition
Speech

Ac271
Ba202
Ba310
Eh221
Msl12

Thursday (5:30-9 pm)
Accntg. Information Systems
Business Law IT
Organization & Management
Business Communications
Finite Mathematics

Leem .bout Chin.
The Chinese-American FriendshipAssoc

(

Monday and Wednesday
Ac121 Principles of
Accounting I
10: IS-Noon
Ba101 Introduction to Business 1O:1S-Noon
8:1S-1O am
Eh111 Composition
PYlll General Psychology
8:1S-1O am

Tuesday and Thursday
Ba201 Business Law I
8:1S-1O am
Mi 111 Intro to
Microcomputing 8:1S-1O am
MS111 Intro to Algebra
1O:1S-Noon
PllOO Intro to Paralegal
Studies
10: IS-Noon
Monday, Wednesday and Friday
Ac121 Principles of Accounting I 11:30-12:1S

I

Video classes are also available

presents a lecture by USM senior Bruce
Landry Sept 12 at 7 in rooms B & C.
Campus Center. USMlPortland. Formore
info call 774-6511.

OmtimU!d from p<l~ 30

MatIovich Society

ARI

presentsB.J. Broderdiscussing "Intimacy.
UHimecy and Immediacy: Meaningmaking
Amidst AIDS," Sept 10 from 7:30-9 pm at
Rines AudHorium, Portland Public Library,
5 Monumenl Square. Portland . For more
info call 657-2850.

PoIltl.,.1 Dlac .....on

VIII .. Pllrioll G.llery
Route 9. Kennebunkport. "Artist and Mistry by Maine Women." including Laurie
Austill. Marilyn Blinkhom. Lynn Dureya.
Brita Holmquist. Cynthia Hyde and Nancy
Nevergole. Through Sept 15. Gallery
houno: daily: 10-8. 967-5900.

concerning upcoming elections Sept 15
at 8 pin at the Jewish Community Center.
57 Ashmont st. Portland. For info call
775-67(12.

ew_ Chlld..n' • ..",Ic_

hosl"Sharing the Challenge: Innovations
in Child and Family Services," a day-long
conference featuring 18 workshops by
mental health and education professionals who wort< with special-needs children
and their families Sept 18, with registration from 8:45-9:30 am. at 50 Moody St,
Saco. Cost: $55. $45 if registering before
Sept 11. For more info call 284-5981.

Yort. In.tltut. Museum
371 Main St. Saco. "Kaleidoscope: Maine
Contemporary Misls.· an invitational
show of peinting and sculpture, showing
through Sept. Hours: Tues. Wed & Fri 14; Thurs 1-8; Sat 1-4. 283-3861 .

Fall Day Schedule (Tentative)
Classes start September 28 and end December 18,1992

r,

OTHER

Wlndh.m Dam. Town Commltt. .
meets Sept 14 at 7 pm at Windham Community Center, Windham. For more info
caM 892-6591 .

Main. Cont.mporary Drawing
Danforth Gallery is accepting submissions for its drawing exhibit, judged by
Sigmund Abeles of UNH. Subm~ slides
by Sept 22. For more info send.l0SASE
to: "Maine Contemporary Drawing Exhibit," Danforth Gallery. 34 Danforth Sl
Portland, ME 04101.

Writing Long Fiction

invites area artists to subm~ applications
for a one-month exhibition within the
library's Lewis Gallery. Call 871-1758 for
more info.

HELP

Introductory slide lecture by David P.
Becker. guestcuralor and exhibition cataIogueauthor for "Vinalhaven at Bowdoin: ACOA Open M . .tfnga
One Press. MuHiple Impressions," Sept
Sundaysfrom6:30-8 pmatJackson Brook
18 at 7:30 pm at Kresge Auditorium,
Inst~ute, ,175 Running Hill Road, S. PortBowdoin College. Brunswick. 775-3259. ' land . For more info call 883-5006.
W...rcolor Workahop
MoI.......t Recoftry
Learn the a rt of watercolor Sept 19 from
Teens in recovery from addiction meet
8:30 am-12:30. Cost: $20. For location
Thurs from 4-5:30 pm. For screening apcal 775-5390.
pointment can 773-3000.

Toasting Portland's Asian culture

Th. AIDS Project (TAP)

,

SENSE

sponsors the following support groups:
HIV-negalive partners of HIV-positive
persons. Mondays from 6-7:30 pm; HIVpos~ive persons and all who have been
affected, Tuesdays from 1 O:30-ooon; HIVpositive persons. Thursdays from 5:307:30; women with I-IV/AlDS, twice a month
from 1 :15-2:45. Groups meet at 22 Monument Square on the filth ftoor. Other support groups: mothers. sisters and loved
ones of HIV-positive people. every other
Wed; women's support group, second &
fourth T ues of each monlh. Call TAP for
locations.The groups are fac~itated by
TAP case managers w~h the purpose of
making a spaco for those affected by
AIDS to share their feelings and concerns
in a confidential setting . For further info
cal Sandy at 774-6877.
meets the second Mon each month at
7:30 pm in West Scarborough Methodist
Church, Route 1 , Scarborough. For more
info call 883-2871.

A.R.T.S. Anonymoua
A 12-step support group for creative
people in recovery meets Mondays at 7
pm at St Luko's Cathedral. Use Pari<
Street entrance.

and-answer session follows . For more
info call 729-6858.

meets IirsIthreeWednesdays of the month
from 2-3:30 at Williston weSt Church, 32
Architectural Walklng Toura
Thomas St, Portland. For more details
Pejepscot Historical Society and
cal 773-0652 or799-3179.
Brunswick A.A.U.W. sponsor walking Th. C.nter for Grieving Children
tours of Brunswick .wery Friday at 10:30
is a non-profit organization to help chi~
am. Meet at the Pejepscol Historical S0dren grieving the loss of a parent, sibling
ciety. 159 Park Row. Brunswick. Cost:
or other loved one. Support groups ~t
$2. includes guide booklet. For more info
Wed & Thurs nights and are divided by
cal 729-6606 .
ages. Free services to children & families ..
Demyatltying Cfaaalcaf MuaIc
For more info. cal 874-2878.
Nancy 3. Hoffman and Jan Thomas. the Chronic F.tlgue ~rom.
Sisket and Ebert of classical music. offer
support group meets every second Thurs
lheir opinions. explain terms and give
of the month al 7 pm in the T eleconfermusical examples in this six-class course
ence Room. Central Maine Medical Cenbeginning Sept 18 at lonta Institute Center, 300 Main St, lewiston. For more info
terfor Sensational Living. Trefethen Landcal 839-6297.
ing. Peaks Island. Cost: $40. Call 7M- Crohn'. DI..... and CoIIt18
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4454 for~tails .
Expforlng Art Deco

SUNDAY

OCTOBER 4

ExpioretheMDeco tradition in art, architecture. design and everyday living Sept
17 &24 and Oct 1 &8atPortlandMuseum
of Art. 7 CongresllSquare.Portland. Cost:
$3OIseries (members). $35Iseries (nonmembers), $I01c1ass (nanbers). $121
class (nort-members). Call175-6148. ext.
252. to pre-register.
Fiction Wortcahop
with Dianne Benedict.wery other Sunday
alternoon from 3-6 in Portland. Cost: $95.
For more info call 721-0624.

7:30 P.M.

Pordand City Hall Auditorium
ALL SEATS RESERVED

TICKETS A VAILABLE AT CUMBERLAND COUNTY CIVIC
CENTER BOX OFFICE Z07.775.3458 FOR INFO OR
800.541,4308 AND Tii5<iii'(Jv.JSTGRo OUILETS Z07.775.3331

PRESENTED BY STAGE LEFT PRODUCTIONS L'ID.

F....~ HI..o ...... 1Society
-

~ts"Elrnerl.Porter:FreeportBuilder
and Contractor," an exhibit of 19th-ceotury planes and tools at 45 Main St,
Freeport, Mon-Fri from 8-4:30. On view
through Sept 30. Call 865-3170.

support group meets every third Thurs
from 7-8:30 pm in Room 3, the Dana
Center. Maine Medical Centor, Portland.
For more info call 878-8234.
Dlvorc. P....pectl_
SUpport group for people facing problems in divorce; newcomers' group each
week. Meets year-round Weds at 7:30
pm in Woodford 'sCongregationaIChurch.
202 Woodford st. Portland. Donation of
$1.50 requested. For Info cal 774-HELP.

Dyafunctlona' F.mll ...
Adult children seeking recovery meet
Tues. For location call 773-3000.

ElderAbuH
A group of Individuals, concerned about
IssUeS affecting the elderly. have started
a group in Portland. For further info cal
173-0202.
OmtinJU!d 071 p"gt 34

Korean dumplings), kimchee (pickled cabbage), bin dae
follow this imperative of YWCA - the elimination of
You might think that Thanksgiving is a uniquely
tok (yes, mung bean pancakes) and song pyun (rice cakes
racism. We try to host one or two events a year that
American holiday, that Pilgrims picking off wild birds
with beans or sesame seeds).
embrace an ethnic population."
with their blunderbusses invented the thing out of thin
The fun and games will include jut, a vaguely
The five-hour affair will include Korean dancing,
air while the continent's native people looked on in
checkers-like diversion whereby participants toss four
awe. You might also think that Portland has little to
music, games, lectures explaining the country's history,
flat wooden sticks like dice. Depending on how they
martial arts demonstrations - Koreans invented tae
offer in the way of ethnic diversity. You might think
fall, players move around a board. Land on corners and
kwan do, an art that fea tures bone-crushing kicks - and,
that these two issues have nothing whatsoever in
it's smooth sailing all the way; get jumped, however,
common.
of course, food . Among the gastronomic goodies will be
and it's back to square one. Jae ji is for the less sedenWrong, turkey.
jop chile (pan-fried rice noodles), mando (traditional
tary: Contestants keep a heavy coin aloft with knees,
The Korean people have, in fact, celebrated the
harvest season in their homeland for five centuries.
thighs·and ankles much as they'd boot around a
Their annual "Thanksgiving" festival has traditionally
hackeysack.
But the real value of this gathering doesn't lie in the
incorporated music, dance, brightly colored costumes
opportunity to stuff your gullet with Asian f<>9<i or
and an array of seasonal foods made with just-harvested produce like beans, persimmons and chestnuts.
prove your prowess with a monster washer. The real
The Korean Thanksgiving Celebration takes
Sounds esoteric, right? Well, right here in Portland
value is the chance to experience a slice of Portland few
place Saturday, Sept. 12 from 10 a.m.-3 p.m. at
Portland's YWCA, 87 Spring St. Admission Is
you'll get to sample this annual rite of the summer's
of us hear much about. The city's Asian communities
passage. That's because the Korean-American Friendare thriving, and its Korean population is no exception.
S1.50 for adults, Sl for children under 12; food
costs a little extra. The event Is handicapped
ship Association of Maine (KAFA) is teaming up the
"We've been thinking about this for a long time,"
Portland YWCA's Racial Justice Committee - a
accessible. Call KAFA at 772-8675 or the YWCA
said I. P. (pronounced E-P) Boon, vice president of
at 874-1130 for more Info.
fortuitous alliance if ever there was one - to present
KAFA and a shopkeeper on Congress Street. "Some
the first annual Korean Thankspeople in Maine don't know
anything about Koreans - they
giving celebration on Sept. 12,
only know what they've seen on
the same day as the nearby
''M·AOS·H.'' That's bad; that was a
Uptown Block Party.
very long time ago. Things have
"We take (the Thanksgiving
changed. I think this is a very good
celebration) for granted," said
chance to show them what Korea
Kwang Han, a university
is really like, anti. how many
student in Portland who is
Koreans there are around here."
active in KAFA. "It's been going
Indeed, there are probably
on for a very long time, maybe a
about 1,500 Koreans in Maine
couple thousand years." The
festival, he explained, coincides
today, she said.l<AFA is 14 years
with the ancient Olinese Moon
old, counting some 150 Maine
Festival, which annually fall~ on
families among its membership
or around Aug. 15 on the lunar
rolls. And the local Korean
calendar.
population maintains a church on
YWCA's involvement in
Westbrook Street in South Portputting on the festival doesn't
land, sharing it with United
trace back quite that far. During
Methodists. In addition to relia 1970 conference in New York
gious services, the church hosts
City, national YWCA directors
weekly Korean language classes.
called for the elimination of
"The [Thanksgiving] celebration
racism.
started out just as a picnic and
"The national organization
party at the end of the summer,"
Boon said, "and 150 people would
asked us each to have a racial
come. Now we hope this can
justice committee," said Joanne
Sullivan, public relations
happen every year."
director for the YWCA. "And
Daughters of Kor.an Am.rlun FrI.ndshlp Association m.mbers - clockwise from laughing girl, lower
Paul Karr
the basic responsibility of the
right:
Amy
Toodhart,
H.ath.r
Sampson,
Sh
....
libby,
Ch.
Chung,
Monh
.
.
Gustafson,
lin
Young
'ark
racial justice committee is to
and H"lln Kim - assembl. for danc. practlc. Sept. 6..

culture

Alzhel"""'. DI ..... Support Group

Alfred DePew
reads from his works Sept 10 at 7 pm in
the Patlen Free Library. Bath. A question- c:.nc.r Support Group

!,

.

A workshop of eight classes with Denis
Ledoux begins Sept 15 from 6:30-9 pm at
Auburn Adult Education, Edward Little
School. Auburn. For info call 784-9220.

Portl.nd Public Ubrary

"VInalhav... at Bowdolno

For more infonnation call 774-2895 or write
Husson South· 222 S1. John Street· Portland ME 04102

33

The Japan-American Society offers
classes for advanced beginners. starting
Sept 10 from 5:30-5 pm, and beginners.
starting Sept 14 from 1>-7:30 pm•• t 58
Fore St. Portland. For info cal 883-0340.

/
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Entertainment
HuNdreds of musIcIans in Iivf, taped, video and
radio PfRformaNcfs including:
maine new music

the bill frisell
band
,I,

H

The leading
guitarist of the
contemporary
jazz and avantgarde scene. 8 PM, Oct 2,
Portland Performing Arts
Center.

~

marathon

Performances
by eight of
Maine's freshest
composers and
ensembles. 2:30-11 PM,
Oct 3, PPAC.

holds ~s support group ~ting the second third and fourth Mon of the month,
fro"; 7-9:15 pm, at Holy Trinity Greek
Orthodox Church Parish House, 133
Pleasant St, Portland. For mare info cal
774-4357.

P_r Support M_tlng
far individuals with disabilities and other
interested parties. Two monthly ~t
ings: third Thurs of l!Nery month, I -3 ~m
at 1700Broadway West, S. PorUand; third
Tues of every month, 5-7 pm at 1DC? State
St, Portland . For additional details call
767-218Q.

Contin.ud from 1"'g~ 32

new arab music/
new jewish music
The Klezmatics
Jewish jazz
swaps sets with
Palestinian master,
Simon Shaheen and his
Ensemble. 7:30 PM, Oct 4,
PPAC.

HELP

People With AIDS Coalition of M.lne

Empowe,.....,t Group for

offers a spocial ~ting far those recovering M's Living with HIV or AIDS, Tuesdays at 8 pm, at The Living Room North,
377 Cumbertand Ave, Portland. For details cal 871-9211 .

W~en

is now fanning . Aimed al helping women
face and overcome anxiety symptoms,
low sell-esteem, depression, .etc., ~I~
assertiveness training, role-plaYing , spilltuelity and joumaling. For call 874-0158

Family Mem ..... wHh Mentlllllln_?

I '

1
1

• performance poetry
• art music • avant-larde music • radio art
. rock • n"w " hnic music • eledronic music • new music videos
• a Itematlve
contemporary Jazz
• sound installations
• expen.men ta III'V" per farmances

• the
•

piano drop

~
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Paten" WIthout Pa........

~

~

....

P.O.LLI.B.I..E.
PartnersofSulVivors Stop Incest byleaming and Educating offers phone support,
workshops and self-help support groups.
Portland group meets bimonthly. Formore
info call 1-547-3532.

.
A support group - The Aliance for the Tha Rapa Cri.la Center
announces a free, faclitated suPParVdlsMentaly 111- ~ts the second & fourth
cussion group far women survivors ~f
Wed of every manth, from 7-8:30 pm al
sexual assault or child sexual abuse. This
12 CedarSt, Portland. Call 772-5O'Sl, far
confidential group meets Weds . from
additional Info.
12:30-2 pm. The center offers cnsls InterF_IIngAilve
vention, advocacy and support groups
New social group fonning for those age
for survivors of sexual assault and abuse,
35+, separated, divorced ar widowed,
including family and friends of the vicwho would like to meet new people. Cal
tims. All services are free and confiden284-1922 far further details.
tial. Comprehensive training is given to
Flbr0rny81gbi and Chronic Fatigue
volunteers, who are welcomed . If you
support group meets Sat from 10-12 at
have been seKual1y assaulted, call the 24Freeport Medical Center, Freeport. Far
hour hotline al 774-3613. For mare info
mare info caM 846-1373 .
on voIuntooring, call 879-1821 .

Gamble... Anonymoua

~ts Thurs at 7 pm in the First Floor Recovery for Women
Support group for women healing from
Confernnce Room, Brighton Medical Cenabuse and oppression meets Wed at 12
ter, 335 Brighton Ave , Portland. For depm and 4 pm. For info call 773-3000.
tails call 774-HElP.

G.y Support GrouP

.

Recovery, Inc.

.

far gay men concerned With safen:lationships, daling, coming out, etc., ':' now
forming . Call 799-7276 for further Info.

fI

Grandparent. Support Group

Presented by:

Call for lickeh:

Big Sounds From

774-0465

All Over with

support

for lOr~ more
information about:

from the New Music

40 live performa nces at

Consultants, the Lee

Allia nce, Physics

Dealerships, and The

15 Portland locations call

Maine Times.

761 -0591 ,

holds regular ~tinQs the last Monday
of each month to discuss grandparents
seeking custody ar visitation and raising
grandchildren . For info call 883-4553.

of a loved one ~ts T ues evenings fram
7 -8:30 pm. Far location, call 775-0366.

Homel_ Hotline

. .

provides information on aVOiding
hornelessness at 1-800-438-3890.

HOPE Support Group

.

Help available by phone 24 hours a day.
Call 774-HELP.

Juvenila DI.bet. . Found.tlon

.

~ts second Tues of each manth In

Room 1, Dana Center, Maine Medical
Center, 22 Bramhall St, Par1Iiand. Foundation needs volunteers to help rrskethls
the decade of the cure . Call8S4- 1810 far
mora info.

Me...,.....lng AIDS Sup"",,! Semc. .
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offers ongoing support and ... fo on HIV
and AIDS. It currently sponsors an HIV+
support group meeting the first & third
Wed of every month, from 7-8:30 pm: as
well as a familylfriends support group
which meets the first & third Mon of every
manth, from 7-8:30 pm. For more info cal
725-4955.

Need to Talk?

Traditional Five Light Chandelier

Design
Swing Arm Lamp
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Linda Bliss offers free introductory classes
Sept 10 from 7-8:30 pm, Sept 11 from
9:30-11 am and Sept 12 from 9 :30-11 am
atAnandaYoga, 101 MaineSt,Brunswick.
For mare info call 725-6370.

Aatllng. Yoga
leam to do yoga in jumping sequences
Sept 12 from 9-noon and Sept 13 from
100noon at Portland Yoga Studio, 616
Congress St. Cost S251session. Formare
info call 797-5884.

Cancer Support Group
A cancersupport group wil meet the first
1hree Wednesdays of the manth from 23:30 pm at WiHiston West Church at 32
Thomas St, PorUand. The fourth Wednesday the group joins United Methodist
Church group at 7:30 pm, 280 Ocean
House Road, Cape Elizabeth. CaM 7730652 for mare info .

Childbirth CI ......
Discovery Education offers six-week prepared childbirth classes including
anatomy & phys iology of labor, relaxation
& breathing techniques, pain management options during labor, role of coach
or support person, physical & emotional
changes after birth, and much mare.
Classes are held Mon or Tues eves from
7- 9 for sil( weeks. Cost: $60, including
handbook, gift packs and articles. To
register call 797-4096.

.

Fear, anger, anKietyordepresslon can be
brought under confrol . Self-help groups
are free and open to anyone age 18 and
older. Weekly meetings are held Saturdays at lOam at the FatherHayes Center,
69951l!NensAve, Portland ,and Mondays
at7 pm at North Windham Union Church,
Route 302, Windham. For mare info call

SeeIng DIff.rently
Support group for people facing health
issues or emot ional challenges meets
Thurs 10 am-12 pm at Woodfords Congregational Church, 202 Woodford St,
Portland. For mare info call 774-1183.

80S
Alternative non-religious recovery support group for alcoholics meets Sundays
at7 pm in Westbrook Universalist Church,
719 Main SI. Westbrook. For mare Info
cal 775-4850.

So. Maine Area Agency on Aging
offers a trained advocate in Portland, at
237 OK/ord 51 every Friday from 10 am-.1
pm to assist older residents and their
co~ family members and friends
with questions about Medicare, MedICaid , insurance, housing , SOCial servtCes,
consumer issues and others. To schedule an appointment , call the agency at
775-6503 or 800-427-7411 .

TRUTH

..

Support group now farming for famthes
and friends with loved ones Incarcerated
in Maine's prison systems. Lets get togetherto support oneanotherand change
cond~ions in theprisonsysterns. Formore
info send your name, address and SASE
to TRUTH, PO Box 2046, Windham, ME

04062.

.

The Portland Alliance of Gay and lesbian,
Bisexual and Questioning Youth, offers
support and information for young people
age 22 and under, in a safe environment,
l!Nery Friday from 7 :30-9:30 pmat 72 Pine
St (Andrews Square Building), Portland.
For information, writearcall: Outright, PO
Box 5028, Station A, Portland 04101 , tel.
774- HElP.

P.nlc/Anxlety Support Group
Facilitated support group offers the opportunityto share and heal together Thurs from
6:3O-a pm. For location call 839-3370.

Paten" Support Group

sponsored by Parents Anonymous meets
Tuesevesat6:15 in the United Methodist
Church, Brunswick; Tues eves at 6 :15 in
St. EWzabelhCenter, 87 High St, Portland:
Fri mams at 10 in Family Resource Cen- Adult Screening Clinic
on the last Wed of every manth, for blood
ter, Presumpscot St, Portland. VoIuntEl?rs
pressure and testing for sugar, anerT1la
are needed to help staff a Ii'arent Helpline
and cholesterol, from 11 :30 am-I pm at
now in use. Far further info call 871 -7445.
the Peop1es United Methodist Church,
310 Broadway, S. Portland. Ca~ 7673326 for appointment and further .,fo.

leam all about the purchase and preparation of whole foods vegetarian meals in
your home. For deta~s call 774-8889.

Nurturing Femlnlat Con.clouan...
Nin&-session course to find your own
voice and nurture a sisterhood beginning
Sept 15 at the Proprioceptive Writing
Center, 3Q Deering St, PorUand . Cost:
$125. Far mare info caR 772- 1847.

PI.nnad Parenthood
of Northem New England helps 1eenagers at its Walk-In Clinic Fri, 1-4:30 pm and
Sat, 9 am-noon, at 500 Forest Ave, Portland. Confidential services include birth
control, pragnancy tests , pap smears,
STD screening andtreatment . Fees based
on ability to pay. For info call 874- 1095.

Bah.l. Yoga Madltatlon
EKperience thoughtless awareness
Wednesdays at 7 pm in the Faculty
lounge, USM at Portland. Free. Formore
info call 799-5749.

SInging Meditation
Meet T ues from 8-9 in Falmauth to Sing
rounds, chants and songs. Fordirections
caR 781 -0944 .

Sufi Meditation
Join the Portland Sufi Order for meditationsessions based on the works ofHazrat
Inayat Khan and Pir Vilayatlnayat Khan.
Experienced teachers offer sessions working with creative visualization, breath,
sound, light and divine quelities. Sessions ongoing and open to an: no experi ence necessary. Bring a meditation pillow
or bench if desired. No fee, but donations
accepted. Sessions at Expressive Therapy
Center, 150 St. John St, PorUand. For
mare info caM 657-2605.

~ATURALPERSONAL
CARE PRODUCTS AT
HEALTHY DISCOUNTS
Now located at the
Lafayette Center,
Downtown Kennebunk
Open Monday .. Saturday
9:30 .. 5:00

The T_nlYOling Adult Clinic
is a place to go ~ you have a heaHh
concem or medical problem, need a
sports/school physical done, or have birth
confrol issues to deal with . Open to anyone 13-21, every Monday from 4-8 pm, at
Maine Medical Center, 22 Bramhall St,
Portland. Walk-ins seen if they arrive by 7
pm. 871-2763.

offers screening far diabetes, anemia,
colorectal cancer, high blood pressure
and cholesterolleveis Sept 16 from 9:30- Vaget.rlan Society of M.lne
11 :30 am at Windham Community Build~1s the third Monday of every manth at
ing, Windham. For info cal 775-7231 .
6 pm at 35 Saunders St, PorUand, for a
c-ngCla_
potluck get together, vegetaria n support
for people in transition to a balanced,lowgroup ~ting and planning ~ting . For
fat vegetarian eating style Sept 14 and 21
more info cal 773-6132.
from 6-8 pm. Cost: $35 far bolh classes . Women'a Meditation W0ri<8hop
For details caN 774-8889.
leem to listen to your inner voice . For
Dh."". Study Group
mare infOrTTlltion cal 781-0944.
offers experienced med~ators a chance
to increase body-mind awareness in a
practice session with Maria Jackson
Parker, Maine's only certified teacher of
the AleKanderTechnique, Sept I Oat7 pm
in the Shrine Room , 98 Maine St,
Brunswick. For mare info call 729-4960.

H_IIngCla.
is open to all those interested in the sa-

cred art of Sufi healing Sept 14 at 7:30
pm. For location can 846-6039.

Herbal Workahopa
Crystal Springs Fann & Center serves as
a leeming centerand provides a variety of
herbal and educational workshops: Sept
13 from 1-4, "Wildcrafling, Harvesting &
Drying Herbs,· $35; Sept 20 from 2-4 pm,
"The Path of Herbs," $20. Held at 70
Hollis and Buda roads, Dayton. To register call 499-7040.

Iyengar Yoga
Portland Yoga Studio offers a 14-week
session of Iyengar hethe yoga classes
begiming the week of Sept 9 at 616
Congress St, Portland . For mare info call
797-5884.

Kln..lology
Osha meditation daily at 5:30. Cost: $2.
Professional certiflC8te kinesiology training begins Sepl 19 and Oct II , Both
offerings at Center fo: Kinesiology, 44
Exchange St, '204. Info call 871 -8854.

Kripalu Yoga Cia....

WELL
NESS

N.tu ...1 Food. Solution.

is an ancient Chinese martial art based on
mental and physical balance. It's good for
spirituel growth, physical health and for
reducing the effect of stress and tension.
Baginners through advanced classes
ongoing. Far mare info call 772-9039.

Community Health Service.

Ten-week sessions begin Sept 19 at the
Inneriight School of Yoga, On Balance, 4
Milk St, Portland. For info call 772-9812.

Madltatlon CI...
A five-week class , including talks, periods of silting meditation and group discussions, begins Sept 15 at 7 pm at
Brunswick Dhanna SIudyGroup, 96 Maine
St, Brunswick. For info cal 761 - 1548.

Madltatlon In Motion
Experience Kripau yoga free Sept 18
from 5 :15-8:45 attheExpressive Therapy
Center, 150 St. John St, Portland . Eightweek session starts Sept 22. Far info call
799-3058.

Moth ..... Infant Workahop
If you have a new beby (up to three
months), join this eighl-week workshop
faci~ated by an infant psychologist. It
offers support and education for new
mathers beginning Sept 17 from 10-11 :30
am In Par1Iiand. Cost: $80. To regisler, can
874- 1919.

:as

My Choice Pregnllncy R...... rce ctr
offers counseling, referrals and housing
for women and teens experiencing an
untimely pregnancy. Counseling focuses
on the options of parenting oradoption. A
birth mather support group is offered 10
any woman who surrendered a child for
adoption or is considering doing so. For
more Info cal 772-7555.

T'al Chi Ch'u.n

Infertility support group meets the second Tues each manth at7 pm in the Dana
Center Maine Medical Center, 22
Bramhail St, Par1Iiand. For mare info call
774-HElP.

Dial Kids Holline is for teens who have .a
Vete ... n.' Support Servtc. .
problem or need to talk . The hotWne IS
provide vets with the oj>portunity to soopen from 2 :30-5 pm Mor>-Fri. Teens
cialize & gather in relaxed seltlRg . Dinner
caNing in talk to other t~ who are
served Thurs nights, open to the public.
lrained to isten and help. Calls are kept
located at 151 Newbul)lSI. Portland. For
confidential , eKcept when the caller IS In
more info cal 871 - 0911 .
danger. Topics discussed on the holline
range from farniy and school t~ sexuality Wharf Rata
A fellowship of Dead Heads in recovel)l
and relationships, peer relations , birth
~ts Thurs eves at 5:30 pm at the statue
control , 1oneIiness, substance abuse &
on the Westem Pram, rain or shine. For
suicide. If you need totalk, call 774-TAlK.
mora information, call 773-3865.

O~ri~t

Hurricane Table Wnp

Anand. Yoga

892-9529.
Resolve
of M.lne
forbereoved people healingframthedeath

Ing... ham VoIunt_...

:r
,, ',

Isa martial art used to increase flexibiity,
stamina and a sense of well-being. Adult
classes: Mon and Wed, 5:30-6:15 pm and
6:30-7:30 pm: Fri, 8:30-7:30 pm; Sat,
2:30- 3 :30 pm and 3 : 45- 4 :45 pm.
Children 's classes: Sat, 1:15-2:15 pm.
Classes held at Portland Aikido, 25A Forest Ave, Portland. For further info caU
772-1524.

Grieving Support Group

supports health through mutual shanng
and interaction in fac~itatedgroups . HOPE
groups are a safe, nonjudglng and h~1ing environment for' those expenencmg
stress, persooaltraumas, add~ion , grief
loss inner-child recovel)l, spiritual explorat~ and physical wellness issues. AI
are welcome. For more info call 767-4369
ar 743-9373.

r '

Aikido

OUT

SIDE

985 ..3874

&\LUTES
II', IE H ••

n Ri~~~~~Y
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774-4200
proudly presents its new entertainment schedule for your
listening and dancing pleasure

Every Wednesday Night

These mini-weekends, which run through

KARAOKE MADNESS

Oct I, will take you through the foothills of

with OJ Wade Goldthwait... .. -the PARTY MASTER!!!

Back Country Bike Ex"u...lona
the WMe Mountains. They start at noon
on Sat and end about 2 pm on Sun. Each
weekend includes ovemight tent accommodation, one pancake breakfast, one
sweat sauna and mare. Cost: $35 single,
$60 double. To enroll call 625-8189.

Beginning 9/16 EIGHT-WEEK KARAOKE CONTEST
,
Every Thursday Night:

Font River "n"tu." W.lk
Portland Trails sponsors a lour of the 70acre sanctual)l Sept 19 from 10-noon.
Meet at Rand Road, off Brighton Ave,
next to Shaw's in the Pinetree Shopping
Center. Far details call 775-241 I .

Get Your P.ddle Wet
Bringyourkayak, paddleand craziness to
Portland's East End beach every Thursday at 6 pm forsorne water fun. For mare
info call 772-5357.

Maine Audubon Society
needs a few good volunteers to introduce
groups of all ages 10 forest and wildlife
ecology using a variety of games and
hands-on techniques. Training for new
vounteers begins Sept 20 fram6:30-8:3O
pm al 118 U .S. Route I , Falmouth. For
more info cal 781-2330.

M.lne Outdoor Adventure Club
brings together people who enjoy the
outdoors. MOAC offers trips and events
to peop1e of all skil ll!Nels, beginner to
expert. Upcoming : Sept 12, MountWashington Cimb ~ainst Cancer (772-9831 );
Sept 12-13, Carter/Moriah backpacking
(773-0476). Ongoing: Mackworth Island
walk Thurs at6 pm. For updated trip info,
can the Outdoor Hot~ne at 774-1118. For
club and membership information call
772-9631.

Continued on 1"'ge 36

come and

"Burn... Baby Burn...... •

in our

DISCO INFERNO

with OJ DAN "THE MAN" GIROUX
Every Friday and Saturday Dance to the hot sounds of

w the "GODFATHER of FUNK" DJ JOHNNY BABIN ~

and ROCKIN I OJ DAN GIROUX
Sunday Night is

"Hospitality Night"!!!!
with DJJOHNNY BABIN 8-11 PM
EVERY NIGHT:
DRINK &: BEER SPECIAl.SIIII!

Feast on our "HAPPY HOUR BUFFET"
Monday - Saturday
4-7 p.m,

.Proper Dress
Required
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BEST BAGELS IN THE OLD PORT!

FAX
1"'
r
mJ1J
FREE C-'.wd~_~
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THURSDAY

I
. :

'

@

BAGEL
~
HAPPY HOUR ~~(

775-1615

3-5 pm, SATURDAY & SUNDAY
Now Open 7 am- 5 pm every day

OUT
SIDE

Main. Marttl.- Mu. .um
offers a cruise do\'Yn the Sheepscot River
Sept 12 !rom 4-6:30 pm. Cost: $20. For

879-2425 • '5 Temple Street • Portland

more info cal

443-1316.

Outd_ Trip Un.
For the latest bicycling, hiking and other
outside activities info, sponsored by
Casco Bay Bicycle Club and Maine Outdoors'AdventureClub, cal 774-1118.

WaH.'. Neck Stet. hrk
offers nature programs on weekends in
Sept and Oct Upcoming: "In the Pines,"
Sept 12; "Bedrock Geology of Wolf Neck
and VICinity," Sept 13. Meetat2 pmat1he
benches In the second parking lot. For
mora info cal 287-3821 .

trom The PdIl-lJlackened E88 ,
Arf5e5 a SpI'tng-ChIcken !
BREAKf'AST
MON -FRI

6 -l1'JO

$AT&~ON

21 PLEASANT ST. PORTLAND 774'0016

LUNCH

~-FRI

11: '0- 2.:JO

DINNER
EVER'{ NIGHT

5 - 11

7 - 2.

FOR
KIDS
ActIIl9 CI._
The Canter for Performance Studies begins iIs fall session for kids ages 9through
high school the weak of Sept21. Formore
info call 774-2776.
Art Cont_
L.l. Bean invites kids 12years and younger
to submit drawings of nature or the env"
rorment Thebig winnerracaivesan$800
l.l. Bean shopping spree and the design
will be used for aT-shot Send In entries
by Oct 1. For Info call l-aoo-255-2326.

Chinen Ooju ""..te

PoPUand's newest way to shop
The Smart Shopper
exclusively on 1440 AM WLPZ
weekdays 11 AM to 12:30PM
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SAVE
UP TO
500/0
• LOCAL RESTAURANTS •
LOCAL ENTERTAINMENT • HOME IMPROVEMENTS •
• LOCAL ATTRACTIONS • PERSONAL CARE •
• PHOTO PROCESSING • SERVICES •
• NEW PRODUCTS DAILY •
Why Shop Anywhere else?
Try it. .. You'l.1 Save

An introduction to martial arts for kids
ages 7-14 years Sept 19 & 26 and Oct 3,
10, 17 & 24 from 9-9:55 am althe Reiche
Community Center, 166 BrackettSt, Portland. Cost: $15. Register before Oct 3 by
caning 874-8793.

Oymbo... Open Hou. .
for kids 3 months·4 years Sept 11 at
Trinity Episcopal Church, Forest Ave,
Portland. Fer times call 442-8446.

HlkllI9 Club
Portland Recreation sponsors day hikes
1-1 .5 miles long, with special activities at
each site, for kids 9-13 years beginning
Sept 26. Sites Include MI. Agamenticus,
MI. Sebattus, The Roost and Streaked
MI. Cost $5 for all feur trips. Register
before Sept 24 by caling 874-8873.

TeenOpenOym
Teens ages 13-18 play basketball, whiffta
beM, ftoorhockey and more Mons & Weds
!rom 7:30-9 pm at Reiche Community
Canter, 188 Brackett St, Portland. Cost:
SOc. For more Info cal 874-8873.

W. .-Uttl. Soccer
A four·class introduction to basic bal
handing beginning Sept 19 fr'Om 10-1 0:45
am for kids 3-4 years and 11-11:45 for
kids 5-6 years at Reiche Corrmunity Canter, 166 Brackett St, Portland. Cost: $12,
which includes a T-shirt. Register by Sept
16 by caMing 874-8873.

Aquetlc FItn_ .nd Aqu • .Aeroblca
Lifeline offers 100week sessions begin·
ning Sept 14. Registration deadline is
Sept 11. For more info call 780-4170.
a..ketb.1I for Adulta
Pick·up games every Man & Wed from
5:15-7:15 pm at Reiche Corrmunity Cen·
ter, 166 Brackett St, Portland. Cost $2
residents, $3 non-residents. For more
Info call 874-8873.
Hunt.......ty eou...
Portland Recreation offers a six-weak
course starting Sept 16 from 6:30-9 pm at
the Riverton Community Center, 1600
Forest Ave, Portland. Classes are free,
but pre-registration is required . For more
info call 874-8455.
M.ln..... 101' Gam. .
Mainers 55 and older participate in the
sport of your choice Sept 10-12 in Portland and qua~fy for the 1993 U.S. National Garnes. Cost: $8, includes T-shirt.
For more info call 775-6503.
Portl.nd Rugby Club
The Portland Rugby Club welcomes new
and old players to join them in the physical and fast·paced game of rugby. Practice sessions at 6 pm on Tues and Thurs
at the Fox Street field, just off ex~ 7 of I·
in Portland. We schedule matches
fINery Sat for two teams, as well as three
matches for Old Boys (over 35). For more
info call 839-3881 .
_...,.klng N e _
is fonnIng now. Cal 874-2640 for info on
trips and membership.
....Ior Fftn_ for Men & W_n 55+
USM lifeline offers classes ,Mondays.
Wednesdays & Fridays from 10:30-11 :t5
am at the USM Portland campus gym on
Falmouth Street. Programconsists of pr0gressive exen:ises. Registration is ongoing. Call 780-4170 for more Info.
8peed....tlng
If you are eight·yea~old or older and
would like to leam to speedskate, call
781-3699 immediately so thet weekly
practice sessions can be planned.
VoIun_r c:o.c....
South Portland Recreation is looking for
adu~s interested in coaching youth soccer, flag football orlackle football this fall.
Coaches wil be able to participate in the
National Youth Sports Coaches Associa·
tion training sessions. For more details
caI767-765JJ.

m

W.lklJogI....bIca
MI.-etLHeline offer.! 1O-week session beginning
John Saccone (fonnerty 0/ Celebration
Theatre Ensemble) teaches mime to kids
9-12 years begimlng Sept 15 for t 4 weaks
at Casco Bay Mover.! Dance Studio, 151
St. John St, Portland. Call 871-1013.

MII.1e for Kid.
Classes for kids aged 3-7 in besic keyboard, silging and note reeding begin
Sept 17 at Starbird Music Shoppa, 500
Forest Ave, Portland. For more info caR
775-2733.

Outd_Socc ...

Sept 14. Registration deadline is Sept 11.
For more info cal 780-4170.

W_n·. Dlatence F..tlVlII
Run a 3.1 mile course through Portland
Sept 20 at 8:30 am, enjoy an awards
bnlakfast at 9:30 am and maybe win a
prize. Proceeds to benefit the McAuley
Residence of Portfand. To receive an application send a seif-add19Ssed slamped
envelope to Bud Light 5 K, clo Rulh
Hafflafinger, 20 Curtis Road, Portland,
ME 04103.

Children ages 7-12 wil lasm the basic
W_n·.Rugby
skils and rules of the game while playing
The Portland women's rugby t ... m wei·
against other teams. Tryouts are Sept 16
comes new and old players. Join us for
from 3:30-5 pm at Reiche Community
practice Tues & Thurs from 5:30-7:30 pm
Canter, 188 Brackett St, Portland. Regisat Baxter Boulevard field, Portland. Call
ter before Sept 16 by calling 874-4473.
878-5087 for more info.

Portl.nd Public Ub..ry

Invites children to enjoy iIs upcoming
programs: Tales for Twos, Sept 10 at
10:30 am; Preschool Story Time, Sept 14
at 10:30 am; Finger Fun for Babies, Sept
15 at 1:30 pm and Sept 16 at 9:30 am;
Preschool Story Time, Sept 16 at 10:30
am; Tales for Twos, Sept 18 at to:3Oam;
Family Story TIme, Sept 19 at 10:30 am.
The library's located at 5 Monument
Square, Portland. Fer info call 871-1700.

RI.".rton Ub..",

ETC

offers ToddlarTime for 1- to 2-yearolds,
Includilg games, stories and songs, Wed Accent Reduction etu...
at 9:30 and 10:30 am & Fri at 9:30 am;
A licansadlcer1ified speech pathologist is
Preschool Story Hour for ages 3 to 5, Fri
starting classes to help people lose their
at 10:30 am. The library's located at 1600
foreign or regional accent. For info call
Forest Ave, Portland. Call 797-2915.
879-1888.

South..,. M.ln. Child..... •• Choru.
is accepting new members through Sept
21. Membership Is attained by audition or
recommendation by a school music
teacher. For more info call 780-5274.

AI......n D.nce Workahop
Job Huntlll9 .....tegl. .
Spend a weekend with Sisters of Kate
Leam to prepare a resume, research, use
lasming the dance, song and cu~ure of
West Africa and the Caribbean Sept 1213 at Ionia Institute Canter for Sensa·
lional Living , Trefethen Landing, Peaks
Island. Cost: $40 for workshop, including
two dance classes and one percussion
and song class, or $1s/dance class and
$tO for percussion and song class. For
more dalals call 766-4454.

Th. AID. Project
has an urgent need for volunteers with
cars whe can assist clients who need
transportation to doctors appointments,
support groups. grocery shopping and
other life errands. Volunteers are also
needed to cover telephone lines and per.
form light office work at TAP. For more
info call 77 4-6877.

AlD.W.lk

SPORT

ActIngCI._
The Center for Perfonna nee Studies begins iIs faM session of acting classes for
adu~s and kids the. week of Sept 21 In
Portland. For more info call 774-2776.
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a cover letter and Interview Sept 15 at 7
pm in the Wentworth Middle School,
Gorllam Road, Scarborough. To p .... reg.
ister, caR 883-4723.

LMmto ........tt...
Project Link offers free information, referralsandsupporttoaliCumber1andCounty
residents. For more info call874-1140 or
1-800-698-4959.

L.L. ".n 80th Annl.". ..ary
It's an anniversary party Sept 19-20 wtth
great food, nen·stop entertainment, Ii ....
works, tours of Bean's facilities, organized outdoor activities and a New En·
gland bean supper at l.l. Baan, Main
Street, Freeport. For more info call 1-800255-2326.

N.tlve American App ....l.tlon

Two days of games, singing, dancing,
Maine AIDS Walk '92, the third annual
drumming. trading and exhibitions Sept
state-wide donation walk to benefit c0m12-13 at the Cumberland County Fairmunity-based AIDS seMceorganizations,
grounds, Cumbertand. Cost: $3 for two
will be held Sun, Oct 4, at 1 pm. The
days. Kids under 14 free. For more info
Portland 10K walk starts alUSM Campus
can 339-9520.
Center, Portland. Local proceeds to ben· Qu. ., N.tlon
efit TAP, the People Wrth AIDS Coalnion
is a militant group dedicated to the subof Maine and the AIDS Lodging House.
version 'Of heterosexismthrough non·viaThe Brunswick walk begins on the msll in
.ent actions that celebrate and flaunt
downtown Brunswick at 1 pm. Registrasexual diversity. Meetings are held the
tion begins at 11 :30 pm. Money raised will
first and last Wed of every month at 7 pm
benefit Merrymeeting AIDS Support Ser·
at 72 Pine St, Portland. For more info call
vices. For sponsor sheets, call774~77
828-4024.
(Pertland) or 725-4955 (Brunswick).
R.... Crlel. Center

Am ....can Sign unguag.
ASL II classes begin Sept 28 fer eight
weeks and ASL I classes begin Sept 30
for 10 weeks at Maine Center on Deaf·
ness, 175 Lancaster St, Portland. Cost:
$35. To register call 761-2533.

Amarlcen Youth Moat••
meets Sept 15 !rom 6-8 pm at Campus
Center Room, USMlPortland . Guest
speaker Merrilee Zellner gives a talk on
"Traveling Alone." There will be food. For
more Info caR 772-4918.

Celeb..te Oorham Volunt.....

lrains volunteers to be advocales for victims of sexual assault , beginning Sept 14
from 6-9 and continuing for 10 weeks.
Upon completion of training, people will
be prepared to volunleer at the center.
For more info call 879-1821.

R.tlred Senior Volunteer prog.. m
is looking for help in feeding residents of
S. Portland Nursing Home; tutors in math,
reading, science orhistory; and camcorder
owners and operators. Training provided.
For more info, cal 77!Hl503.

Rllm_g. Sele

with a town picnic Sept 19 at Wassamki
In the mood to buy? Vis~ the Prouts Neck
Springs Park, Saco Street, Gorham. The
sale at the Prouts Neck Country Club
park opens at 10amandachicken barbeSept 10. For more info call 883-4656.
cue will be served from noon-2 pm. All . .If-&t..... for W_n
Gerllam volunteer groups are inviled .
Workshop to improve your self· image,
Cost: $8, $3 for kids. Proceeds to benefit
productivity and satisfaction at work Sept
Gorllam Trails. For info caU 839-2416.
11 althe Sheraton Tara Hotel, 363 Maine
ClaolChowl
Mall Road, S. Portland. Cost: $49. Fer
Scarborough Uons host a spaghetti dinner
more info cal 1-800-334-6780.
Sept 12 from 4:30·6:30 pm at the Lions Den, "nlor 0 ....... Dance
Route 114, Scarborough. The "All Yeu Can
Portland Recreation is holding a danee
Eat" dinner costs $4.50 for adu~s, $2 for
for seniors, ages 55 and older, Sept 11
kids. For delails call 883-2130.
from 7-11 pm at the Riverten Community
Th. Enriched Gold.n Age Center
Center, 1066 Forest Ave, Portland. Music
presents a talk on Jewish family customs
by Jack Kazenski and his big band. Cost:
Sept 16 at 12:3Opm. The centeralsoinviles
$3. For more info call 874-8870.
men and women 60 and over to dally lun· SawIng .nd Tailoring
chaonsat297 Cumbe~andAve. Cost: $2.50
Ten-class course for enthusiasttc childonation. For info call 774-6974.
dren and frustrated adults of all levels
Eqll.1 Protectlon/Portl.nd
begins Sept 21 !rom 8-8 pm at lonta
Volunteer to preserve Portland's Human
Inst~ute Center for Sensalional Living,
Rights Ordinance. Help guarantee all Port·
Trefethen Landing, Peaks Island. Bring
land residents, workers and visnon equal
your own machine. Cost: $160, $120 for
protection from discrimination in employ·
kids. For more details cal 766-4454 .
ment, housing, credn and public accom- T.rot for Beglnn ....
modations regardless of sexual orientaIntroductory tarot classes begin Sept 15
tion . For more info call 879-5360 or wrile
from6: 30-8:30 pm and run foreightwaaks.
Equal ProtectioniPortland, P.O. Box 1894,
Call 799-8648 for info.
Portland, ME 04104.
Undoing the at.... of Pa..ntlng

flip owr Fl.plecka

Enjoy a whole g rain breakfast Sept 12
from 8-11 am at Swedanborgian Church,
302 Stevens Ave, Portland. Cost: $3.50,
$2 for kids . Call 772-8277 for more info.

Friend. of Autu m
Support Autum Aquino and her family by
writing letters to the Lakeland School
Board and residents about how AIDS has
affected you and hew Autum became a
part of your Ine. Meet Sept 10 at 6 pm at
the Reiche School, 166 Brackett St, Port·
land, to get addresses and infe. For details can 761-7932.

Equ.1 Protection Fund-..I.lng Crul. .

HashannahandYomKippurSeNicesSept
27 -28 and Oct 8-7. For info call 879-0028.

Intern.tlon.1 Folk Dancing
Dance with folk Sept 16from7-9:3Opm in
theMain Lounge, Mou~onUnion, Bowdoin
College. Learn line, circle and couple
dances from Eastern Europe, the Balkans,
Israel. Turkey and Scotland from 7-8 pm
and from 8-9:30 pm, just dance. Cost:
$25 for 14 sessions, $3Isession, free to
Bowdoin students. For info call 725-3259 .

Help Huntc.n. Victim.
p_ H~rs of Gorllam High School are
collecting bottied water, canned goods,
paper products, diapers, toothpaste,
toothbrushes, linens and baby food for
the victims of Hurricane Andrew in Room
202, Gorham High School, 41 Monti Ave,
Gomam. For more info call 839-5004.

Job Hunte.. and C...... Ch.ng....
If you know you're not going to find work
through traditional channels, such as the
Sunday classifieds, come to the first meel·
ing of Worknet Sept 15 at 7 pm In ths
Community Room, The Junipers, Route I,
Yarmeuth. To reserve space call 829-4533.

CUTS

Maine Parents for GiftedfTalented Youlh
presents counselor Jack Burke Sept 16 at
7 pm at Scarborough Public Library, Route
114, Scarborough. Cost: $5. For more
Infc call 642-3302.

Kids Kuts

Volunteer Cent..
needs male role models, musicians te
play for the elderly, shelter volunteers ,
Ineracy volunteers and a gift shep clerk.
C811874-1000 for further info.
WhatsoeverClassofWoodsford Cong ....
gational Church holds a sale Sept 15 at 9
am in Memorial Hal, 202 Woodford St,
Portland. Fer more info call 774-8243.

help refugees adjust to life in Maine: Session
., Sept 11 from 6-9 pm and Session 112
Sepl12 from 6-9 pm at 107 Elm St, Portland. For details call 871 -7437.

Yarmollth HI.torlcal Society
needs volunteers to help catalog the col·
lection, set up displays, stuff envelopes,
conduct research and more - all to pr0mote interest in the history of YalTllOUth .
For more info call, 846-6259 . •

12 and
under

TANS ..... . 10 for $30

Wh.t......,.. Rum_ge "Ie

Equal ProtectionIPortland sponsors a Woman with Bu.ln_
cruise on the Casco Bay Lines Sept 12
The Women's Business Developmenl
from 2:45-6 pm. Cost: $10. For more info
Corporation seeks nominations for their
cal 774-4940.
annual award honoring a woman who's
O..nd .....nte SUpport Oroup
operated a successful business for at
is rallying Sept 11 from 10 am-2 pm at
lasst live years . To receive a nomination
Monument Square. Portland, te gather
form, contact the organization at PO Box
signatures on pet~ions for "Grandpar·
658, Bangor, ME 04401 orcaIl234-2019.
ents Visitation Rights." For more info call Work with Rerug_
828-4020.
Attend Iraining workshops (two sessions) to

High Hollday"rvlc. .
Congregation Bat Ha'am will hold Rosh

Fast, Friendly,
Fabulous

($4 per sessi~n)

r---------,
r---------,
$ 2 off
2~.;si1K~
CLIP & SAVE THESE COUPONS!

I
I
I
I

I
any service
I
plus one free tan
I
with coupon
I
Scarborough Only . Expires 10/1 /92 .J
L _________

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
11201fforRIG-.
I
Expi res 10/ I /92
L _________
.J

$6 Each
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327 Allen Ave • Portbnd • 797-7872 Shows Mil Creek • So. Porlbnd • 767-7332
1041 Brighton Ave • Portland. 7611J907 Rt.1 (Ook Hilll, Scarborough • 885·5931
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home servi es directry

Let Casco Bay Weekly and these fine local businesses
help you to spruce up your abode, and just in time for
those chilly months 'when you're inside the most!

39

Peerless
Painting and WalJcovering
COMMERCIAL Be RESIDENTIAL
PAINTING Be PAPERHANGING
INTERIOR DESIGN
MARGARET DONAHUE

SUE DONAHUE

(207) 761-3964

(207) 761-4269

ARCHITECTURAL & ORNAMENTAL
STAINED GLASS

Specializing in ...
New Construction· Cabinet Windows
Side Lights· Restorations

Cynthia Legere

~

..

SOUD (DECISIONS INC.
For the inside information.

- - - - - - . _ - ._-

Professional Home and Building Inspections & Analysis .

Contact a carpet layer.
Get a painter.
Pick a paper hanger.
Meet with a drapery designer.
Find a furniture store .
Schedule a delivery date.

Old Cabinets

•••
5ervIce :Mulsbop

.£ow Overbead 'Rates
~fs. Avalloble
~1nsured

Wm. Jeffrey Croft
President

ean Philippe LeFevre
- Quality - Good Rates -

John Houghton, A.S.I.O;

remodelers

Commercial and residential carpeting,
wallpaper, draperies, furniture,
upholsteries -- full service interior design.

OFFICE: 1800-244-5522. (207) 775-3130
CAR PHONE: (207) 776-1338. HOME: (207) 767-4879
FAJ< (207) 874-0962

• Plaster Repair • Taping • Painting
• Woodwork • Restoration
• References
·General Contractors Welcome

883-8746

Licensed Arborist, Insured

Or pick up the phone and call .

SOLID DECISIONS, INC.

774-2984

Ten Pine Street, Portland
772-0582

m

ONE UNION STREET, POnTl . AND, MAINE 04101

~.

878-2653

R. Burgis Wilson
Interiors

Counter c,lture
c,stom 1<Jtcbens
• Custom :Mmworll
+ ~ne ~,."lture
.'New 'Facesfor

COMMERCIAL· RE:SIDENTI

Hancock Lumber's

Member: American Society of Interior Designers

,j

4)1.o:.... ~

'Remodeling
'Custom Homes
'General Carpentry

BARGAIN BARN
Route 11 • Casco, ME • 627-4453

1-800-499-4984

Slashed Prices on BRAND NAME ITEMS
Mistakes

• Pay your mortgage off 10-15 years sooner!
• Save $50,000 to $100,000 or more!
• Make sure your lender isn't miscalculating lIour mortgage and
costing you $thousands$!

2 KINGSTON STREET
SO. PORTLAND, MAINE 04106
RESIDENTIAL & INDUSTRIAL· CEDAR STOCKADE· POST-N-RAILS
ORNAMENTAL FENCING· WOOD GUARD RAILS· CHAIN LINK
DOG KENNELS· FREE ESTIMATES· FRIENDLY SERVICE

HOW?

101.500-63,100 BTU's Per Hour
(EI'A Tested)
750-1,400 Squsr. Fool
Healing C.p.c:lty

Doors • Windows • Pine • Carpet • Formica
Shutters • Cl<y?PoWds • Decking

Mrisuild.

At Lo~,rfjfJ.'. P;i~es!!!

Call for Free Computer Analysis of your Mortgage.

•
•
•
•

MT. BIKES
ROAD BIKES
HYBRID BIKES
USED BIKES

<

Maine's ~ Authentic
Oyster Bar

Mixing Good People, Good Food and
Good Drinks for 13 Years

Casco Bay Weekly,

Thurs-Fn nights till 7 • Closed
Sundays due to product testing.

59 Federal St., Portland
ME 04101 (207) 774·2933

CARPENTRY' PAINTING· DECKS, ROOFS
NO JOB TOO SMALL
IN MAINE CALL (800) 339-6647

<

~\.

Ouotel'
With

Handi-Man Services

Cash & Carry • Bring Appropriate Vehicle

• CLOTHING
• SHOES
• COMPUTERS
• TOOLS

Expert and Prompt
Repair at
Reasonable Rates

Store Hours:
M-F 8:00-5:00
Sat 8:00-2:00
Sun 9:00-12:00

MUClIMUJ3.8iMORE

Mortgage Masters • 828-2770

~~~~~~~~'~~~

Our Full Menu served from 11AM to Midnight
Best Steamers in Town

Enjoy a view of the Marina from
the relaxing atmosphere of Cl,_.5_ _
5 Portland Pier

<

Portland· 874-4984

Relax! Let us do your homework!

.,.,., : : 11;::: :"

NO REFINANCING REQUIRED *
* THIS *PROGRAM
WORKS WITH ANY LENDER *

CONSTRUCTION

If You're Thinking of Remodeling, We Have Just What You Need!

The Mortgage Savings Program™

1992 MI. BIKES ON SALE

..'

The Largest Building Supplies Outlet ."
in Northern New England

LOPI CLEAN AIR
WOOD STOVES

Fences UnUmited

* Misorders * Closeouts * Overstock

Free estimates cheerfully given.

772-4828

c(

0

<

·PERSONAL INJURY. WORKlRS COMP
CML LmGATION

JOHN J. SEARS
Attorney At Law
*Free Initial consultation for Injury cases.
Fees pald only upon recovery.
Evening appointments available.

•

774-7500
1-800-870-4555
97A Exchange St.,
Portland, Me.

,- Our in-house artists
~

will
custom design for you!

•
•
~ •
~ •

Kitchen cabinets
Lighting fixtures
Enrryways & side lights
jacuzzi enclosures
Window hangings
• Room dividers/screens

I·

!,
I"

Consultants to Architects and Contractors
! 630 Forest Avenue

I( Portland, ME
. ...,~

"..,'

I ,A

77 4-4154
J~T~"WI.OJ

~

~

,1:01. . . .
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HOW TO SUCCEED AT
VOICE-OVERS
L~am th~ art of making voice-ov~r commercial

spots for radio and ultvision
Instructor: David Levine has produced hundreds of
commercials for a variety of organizations, locally
and nationally

Portland's Largest Adult
Entertainment
Center!
Offering a huge
selection of videos,
magazines and toys
for the discriminating
adult ...

Saturday, September 19, 9:00-12:00 noon
Tuition: $48.00
For more information contact:
Community Programs
University of Southern Maine
68 High Street, Portland, ME 04101

874-6500
() lJni\ersity of Southern Maine

M¥ttJtl(Jit:j

"We IInt'e lV/1ll1
You're
Searchillg For ...
Ami Theil
Some!"

:. ::/":.:.:~~~{;Q:·/~y{\~\

': ·~·.'-:·~.'-:·:~;E1:~:F·\\:J··
Newly Remodeled & Newly Expanded!
~~=~;rn

PORTLAND
• VIDEO EXPO.
666 Congress St • 774-1377
Open M-Sat. 10-11 • Sunday I-11pm

Also in KITTERY
• VIDEO EXPO •
Route 236 • 439-6285
Open M-Th_ 10-10 • Fri.-Sat
10-11 • Sun_ 12-9pm

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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OVER 100,000 READERS

body &soul
BUILDING HEAlTHY RELATIONSHIPS10 session group for men and women
to explore the components of good
relationships. Alternate Mondays from
QlI4.Rick,87<HJ681 . Carrie, IT3-9625.
CONTRACEPTIVE BlUES?Thetried &
true cervical capishere! mAapproved.
Comfort. Spontaneity. Effective.Affordable. A barrier method renaissance.For
information call Casco Bay Midwifery
and Well Women Care. 799-4467.
DANCE ClASSES for children and adults
in jazz, tap, streatfunk and stretch.
Dancemagic (4 yrs. and up). Beautiful
studios. Excellent. positive instructors.
Fall session begins 9110. Casco Bay
Movers, 151 St. John St, Portland.
871-10t3.
DISCOVER THE TOOLS OF THE PRACTICING ASTROLOGER- 8 weekly sessions beginning Tues. Sept. 22nd, 78:30pm, $200. Taught by the Practical
Astrologer, Abbe Anderson, M.B.A.
Send $100 deposij to RR 2, Box 1600,
lisbon Falls, ME 04252. F.M.I. 3534363.
DREAM GROUPFORMING-Ifinterested
in sharing and unraveling the various
images that, on an almost nightly basis,
presentthemselvesto us, call Mr. Nishij
Mehta for more informatio n.772-4126.
EUROPEAN PSYCHIC-Jonathan Mar1<s,
MSD- Predicting & analyzing past happenings, present problems and luture
events. 1/2-hourl hour sessions. Psychic,Tarot&Counseling. Portland, 7752213.
Fall Semester On-goi ng Personal
Growth Therapy Group: FROM SURVIVAL TO THRIVING. New groups begin the week of Sept. 21st. Call Michael
Dwinell at7~1024. Residential Weekend RetreaVWor1lshop: IMPERATIVES
OF THE HEART: AUTHENTICITY AND
VOGATION. Sept25-27 at Gen8Ya Point
Conlerence
Center,
Lake
Winnipesaukee, NH. Call (603)2534366
FREE INTRODUCTION to the
FElDENKRAIS
METHOD
at
CENTERPEACE with Marilyn Hardy,
Tuesday, October 6th, 7-9pm, 129
Burnham Rd., Gorham, 83~2019.
INTRODUCTORY-LEVEL TAROT
CLASSES- Fall session beginning week
01 September 14th. Sponsored by the
TAROT SOCIETY of New England. Call
799-8648.

CALL 775·1234 OR FAX 775·1615

LESBIAN THERAPY GROUP accepting
new members. Beginning Oct. 6. GrouP
meets Tues. 5:30-7:30pm. $701
monthly. Confidentiality respected. Call
775-7'¥l7.

REBUILDING GROUP- to help you put
your life back tooether when a significant relationship has ended. 10weeksTuesdays lrom Sept 15. Call Carrie
Peterson, 773-9625.
SHIATSU OR SWEDISH MASSAGE.
Shiatsu is Japanese-style massage.
Special introductory offer of 20% off
regularfea. Keith Hintz MST 828-2023.
Portland license.
TAl CHI CHUAN is an ancient Chinese
Martial Art based on mental and physical balance. One learns to blend wijh an
opponents force to control it. TAl CHI is
a lIuid system based on meditation in
movement. Excellent for spiritual
growth, radiant physical health and
unequaled in reducing the effects of
stress and tension in ones life. Beginners throug hadvanced classes,including Push-Hands. Visitors welcome. For
information call Gene Golden, 7729039.
JACKI'S STRONG STEP, strength and
endurance training, aerobic conditioning. Low impact High energy. Oni/oing. South Portland Dance Center,
Wednesdays. 9am. Some steps available. $4 drop-in, or register for 8classes
for $20! Call Karen '¥l~4846, or come
t it without obligation.

THERAPEUTIC

CENTERPEACE

WEIGHT RELEASE

Aunmm evening workshops for women

REALLY HELPS YOU LET GO
(01 1M w."hIIMIIID IIlng., UIV" you
and 11M Ihlllkln, ,h., tHpoll tInJ,.)
~

SAFE ~ HOLISTIC
NURTURING ~ POWERFUL

~

If it's time for a rll/ ~h'n,e in the
way you relate to food & lltinll,
please come to the tree introductory
meBling to find out if Therapeutic
Weight Release might be the next
stel1/n your ,,~overy & growth.

support for the victims of disaster,
o I'm returning this coupon with an emergency gift
to the American Red Cross Disaster Relief Fund in
the amount of:
$10_ $15_ $25_ $50_
. $100_ Other_
Nne~

___________________________

,_________ zw___________
Please make you check payable to the American Red
Cross Disaster Relief Fund and mail your financial
contribution to P.O. Box 37243. Washington, DC 20013.

1-800-842-2200

Tues-Thurs: 6, 8, 10, 12, Doors open at 4pm.
Fri-Sat: 1, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, Doors open at 12 noon.

200 RIVERSIDE STREET • PORTLAND MAINE
(207) 772-8033 • 1-800-992-0006

LIBERATING THE BODY
7 - 9:30pm

Libera.", 1hc I'dvi . ... Scfl.16 OR 23
WaIkin& with I'bwcr ond Grace ... Oct. 14
Lisrmns to 1hc 80dynind
(Tappng into our 11Drie&)... Oct. 28

licensed Clinical Social Worker

New Group starts Spetember

HAS YOUR ACCENT

become a barrier to the
success you deserve?

~ Celebrating ~

Pro/lOuncing Eng/ish as a
SecOM Language offered in
small group or individiuJ/ classes
beginning litis lal/.

the Dream!
A Dream Therapy Group

Individualized pr
on a phonetic a
speech and accen

Alternate Mondays
Starts OctS

II' JeonArmstrong, M.s., CCCSPIL
SpeechiLongwage Pathologist
Ucenstd and Ctrtified
879-1886

~

PROFESSIONAL

Barbara Hare Noonan M.S.

'i

Center for Personal &
Professional Well-Being

772-1896

839-2019

Wholeness
depths of ourselves and our
history within the safe and
supportive circle of women.

Weekly for 9 weeks
Starting Sept. 17th

CENTER PEACE
call Kathleen Luke M.A.
799-4927

Therapeutic Massage
Swedish

Licensed Psychologist

WlTHOlff NEEDLES

799-9258

o body & aoul
Oroonvnat.
Oaptslrent
o houses/rent
o offices/rent
o busln... Nntall
o .tudloa/Nnt
o se..onal/rent
Ore. . .t.t.
o bualne.. property
OIMdNte
O ..ctIonl
o child cal1l
o help wented
o Joba wented
o bualness MrVfcet
o busln_ opportunltt..
o financial
o dating .entleel

o.m&cnlfts
o gardena
Owented
o computel1l
o mualc
Owheell
Obollb
o ta-t., arts
Oleemlng
o publications
Denim...
o
o
o
o

lost & found (free)
legal notices
bullatln board
ride board

j

• Food
• Body Image

• Sexualily
232 St.John st.

775-7927

PORTlAND YOCA STUDIO

Begin. DeL 24th Part-Time

1-800-497-2998

839~LIFE

roommates
2 FEMAlES LOOKING FOR THIRD on
West st. Hardwood floors, 3rd floor,
heat included, on bus route, neardowntown. $22!>'mo. tutils., deposit. 87~
8705, call anytime.
AVAIl. IMMEDIATELY- Sunny 2 BR
duplex, oil heat. WID hookup, lg. yard,
deck, schools nearby. S55O/mo. t utils.
Sec. dep., references. 846-4788.
BAXTER BLVD AREA- Looki ng lor 2
relatively quiet, NlS, NlD housemates
lor beautiful home. Must love dogs.
$8SIwk all included. 871-9065 or 7722427.
DEERING AREA- Seeking honest easygoing female to share with small family. We're supportive, open-minded,
intelligent. NIS,chem-frea. Small room'
large apt., fireplace. $2O!>'mo. t small
utils. IT4-4679.
: EAST ENO- Mature, responsible, reasonably neatpersonwl healthy lijestyle
wanted to share mostly furnished 2 BR
apt Hdwd lIrs, WID, par1ling. $2501
mo. heat incl. t 1/2 utils. 772-2563.

CENTERPEACE
presents an

OPEN HOUSE
Sunday, September 13
1-4 pm
A place for growth and
discovery in the quiet
trulh of nature.
Rental space available for
workshops and meetings .

839-2019
Marilyn Hardy, M.S.
Kalhleen Luke. M.A.
129 Burnham Rd, Gorham

EASTERN PROM, OVERLOOKING
HARBOR- Share spacious, sunny apt.
with professional 405 woman. Lots of
plants, cat, and room 10ryour thinos.
Easy-going. environmentally aware NI
S prelerred. Par1<ing. S32!>,mo. tutils.
775-4941.
FEMAlE NEEDS ROOMMATE to share
largeapartmenton The Hill. Greatview,
deck and yard. Available immediately.
$25O/mo.includes heat and HIW. 7753405.

BY PHONE: 775-1234 BY FAX: 775-1615

the sure sell
o dining
o aM' for ...
o $112 atuft for ....
Oy..-d .....

fo r Wom en Focusing on

879-0509 (ans. mach.)

CLASSIFIED AD ORDER FORM

categories'

indi vidual & Group Therapy

Early Childhood
Consultant

supporting you in
becoming all that you are!

ADO Fo.~r Tabbutt, AOaTA

IUsa Bussey, M.A. , C.E.D.1'.-·

~vioral

NOONDAY SUN CENTER FOR RADIANT WELLNESS
offering
polarity therapy

,...., ACUPUNCTURE

Hours by appointment.

lhving difficulry PARENIlNG
in a aeative positive manner?
T!red of reading parenting
books to resolve conflias

THERAPY
TRAINING

Skills &

L.c.s.w.

DON'T SIT
ON YOUR KIDS!"

POLARITY

Counseling

879-1981

"PLEASE

Brunswick

Gmtle. rtlllXjnK' heAlinK'
A" exp<rience if dup bAlAnce

IM'l'\n~'V

774-4436
Glenn Morazzini

651 !'orest Ave.

integrate. balance & energize, body, mind & spirit

Grief Counseling
for Groups and/or Individuals.
Support group now forming for
!hose whose pet is dying,
has died, or is lOlL
Connie Valliere, M.S.Ed
Regis/end Cowsselor 657-2634

IInclf~'fclllal

Portland. Me 0410 I
(207) 772-8011

Neuromuscular Technique
871-1300
currently Welcoming New Cbents

Cheryl Aronson

Dr. Kathy Karpeles

LINDA E. HUSTON

nona Silverman, RMT

Anxieties. Fears. Question •.

ISom""ne safe to talk to ...
M.A., L.C.P.C.

The Sacred & The '
Shadow
Women's Journey to

In Our lives

772-2790

Jungian Orientation

TRAINING
1-800-497-2908

IM'l'\n~'v

• Wills, Probate
· ·Environmental Law

129 Burnham Rd, Gorham

MASSAGE
Brunswick

M ON E Y

• Sexual Hana88menVAbuM
• Divorce, Custody, Support

Presented by Marilyn Hardy, M.S.

with your chiI~
Call for: Individual or Group
Consultations, Home VISits

Starts DeL 3rd Part·Tune

Making Sense of

ATTORNEY AT LAW

Adult Intensive
Psychotherapy

7-9pm

775-1771

KIM MATHEWS

Hcali", 1hc R<11I11CbnI 0..-... N..... 11
The Euentially _us Woman. .. Nov. 2A

An opportuntiy to explore the

Pet Loss Therapy

o I will call 1-800-842-2200 now to pledge my

preHN!

(raU one or all)

THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE and Bodywork lor body awareness, recovery issues. stress reduction. Gatbackintouch
with who you really are! Andrea E.
Price, l.M.T. 87Hl121

Appearing
Sept.
15 -19
i
Adult
Film Star
and
Penthouse
Centerfold
i
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your ad:

25 words ... $11 per week
additional words ... 50¢/word/week
Phone it in: 775·1234 (visa/mc)
FAX It In: 775-1615 (visa/mc)
WalkIMaillt in: Casco Bay Weekly
551 A Congress St., Portland, ME 04101
Attn: Classifieds

deadlines
Line ads: Monday at 6PM
Display ads: Friday at 5PM
Call 775-1234 for display rates.

fine print

=

0 _ ado ITMII be paid fa i1 adviwlce wth caoh. pnonoI
ched<. """"'" Older; Insa a MastErCard. Loot & Rxm Itemolloted
_
~ ado ... non"""'- CBW _
not be WIIH for
""'I
41 ok;aI errono, orri..l.... or cha-lgoo In the ad which do
not act the
a coot... or abot1Fltiallv change the """"*'II
of the ad. Qadit will be issued ....tMI'l -Aable mor has beal
deI""'*>od v.ilhln one week of publication. T_ .heets _ _
for $2Icopv.

"'*'"

"
Phone 1/'

Number of words:

Name:

Number of weeks:

Address:

First 25 words
$11 per week: $

o visa

0 me#

expo date

+ add. words 0 5O¢ ea.: $

Total: $

-42 o.sco Bay Weekly

roommates
GREAT APT. ON EM ERY ST.-MIS. quiet
responsible person, sharesunny, unique
2 BR, sublet 1(v1192-5I93, possibly
longer. $25(Vmo. i(!ep. includes utils.
761-8144.
HIGGINS BEACH- Enjoy this winterized
cottage quaintness while listening to the
surf. Prefer female, $3OOImo. heated,
+sec.dep. Available now. Call Donna.
885-5107.
MlFROOMMATEWANTED-Clean, quiet
responsible. Large Eastem Prom, 2 BR
apt. Parking. $225Imo. +ltl low utis.
772-2236,leave message.

WS LESBIAN w/cat & 112 dog looking
for responsible roomate to share house
In rural or suburban setting wlin ltl
hour from Portland. Call 941-9511 days
or 567-3777 8Y8S.
NORTH DEERING- Colonial needs 2
housemates. Convenient, 4 BR, spare
room, ample parking, WID, French
doors, Ig. yard, deck. $285 includes all
except gas. 878-2312.
NORTH DEERING- WS, MIF wanted to
share 2 BR securITy apl with GM and
cat. $2751mo. +112 utils. Convenient
and quiet 797-2680, days best.
ROMMATE WANETD TO SHARE 2 BR
condo inOld Orchard Beach. Blockfrom
beach. $25Wmo. +112 uti Is. Call Lynn,
934-7202.
SCARBOROUGH- WS MIF to share
house w/ garage with 40s0mething female and cat. Nice neighborhood. Near
beaches. $300/mo includes utils. 8836967.
SEEKING GM ROOMMATE- Must be
honest and discreet. $6O/Wk or $24W
mo. + 1/3 utiIs. Must love cats & dog.
Social drinker okay. 761-1625 after
9:30am
SOUTH PORTlAND- WS MIF housemate
wanted to share oouse with 2 gay men.
WID,deck. pool, hardwood floors. $3251
mo. includes utilities. 799-4336.
SOUTH PORTLAND- Seeking responsible NIS to share 2 BR oouse. Garage,
garden, yard, oil. Pets negotiable. Available Oct 1st $2751mo. +1/2 utils. Call
Mike, 799-0689.
STARTING SEPTEMBER- Share spacious Peaks ISland house w/2 others.
Large lawn, garden, near ferry. NIS, no
pets. 51851mo., 1/3 utils. Call Beth or
Jeff 766-4425.
WEST END- RESPONSiBlE, MATURE
non-smoker to share, comfortable,
sunny Victorian with 40's prolessional
woman. Fireplace, laundry, yard, garden. $35(Vmo. includes all but phOne.
772-1831. Leave message.
YARMOUTH- Housemate wanted to
share lovely 3 BR home. 2 baths, large
deck, fireplace. S3OO/mo.includes utils.
Call 846-1012.

apts/rent
BACK BAY AREA - Water views. deck,
newly renovated, new hardwood floors,
2"bedrooms, off-street parking. $4651
mo. plus utilities. 767-4279.
BUXTON- EFF. N'T FOR ONE PERSON,
ON A farm Clean and private, newly
decorated. $4OO'mth incl udes utils. Call
929-5660 or 799-5988.

DEERING OAKS. Recently renoVlied,
heated 2 bedroom apartment Sunny,
cheerful, hardwood floors. ceiling fan,
quietlsecure building. 54751mo. Also
heated 1BR only $36OImo. 773-7002.
GRAY VILLAGE-Available immediately.
2BR, largesunnykitchen, WID hookup,
1/4 rrile to tumpike, FHW heat. $5001
mo. +utils. & last +sec. dep.657-4034.
MAINE MEDICAl CENTER- Huge 3 BR,
$6251mo.; Huge 2 BR 55251mo. includes heat HtW, parking, WIW. Call
Darren, 87t-1S03 or Ken, 1-800·~i22-

6649.
MUNJOY HILL APT. in quiet brick building, has 2 sunny rooms, hardwood
floors, bath, galley kitl:hen, washer,
yard, gas heat 53101mo. +utils. 7749237.
OCEANFRONT SACO- 2&3 bdrm.,
decks, fireplace, pool, garage, 7 mi.
beach, from 555(Vmonthly 9.'92~ .
Ferry Beach Front from 54OCVmonthly.
Jay 1-800.927-2487.
OLD ORCHARD-SUPER 2 BOR CONDO,
PARKING, w/w carpeting, laundry, all
appliances, pets ok, $49(Vmth + electric available 10-1883-1717
PINE POINT-1BRM, FULL KITCHEN +
BATH. Furnished. Includes all utilities,
heat +cable t.v. $85-596/wk 883-5895.
Sept until June.
SOUTH PORTlAND, PlEASANTOALE2 BR on a quiet dead end street. Parking, WID, new appliances. 55251mo.
pays all but the heat 767-5209.
STUDIO APARTMENT in well-maintained, quiet, WestSt Victorian. Heat &
utilities included. Lease, deposit and
good references required. Avail. Sept.
$3951mo. Call 761-1622.
TO RENT YOUR APARTMENT FAST,
and to the highest caliber tenants, call
775-1234, THE SURE SEll
ClASSIFIEDS, and reach over 100,000
people throughout Greater Portland!
WESTBROOK- Attractive, roomy 1-1/2
BR apt Easy commute for students,
nice yard, parki ng, $495/mo. includes
utils. and heat. Sec. dep. negotiable.
Phone 856-6042.

the
leader
Each of the
movies at the
right has a
number in its title.
We'd like you to
follow the leader,
add them up, and
give us the total
below.

CUMBERlAND- 3 +1- acres. Su rwy,
soils, town water, nicely wooded. Route
1location.$24,500. No restrictions. 8654456.

business rental
PORTlAND-311 CUMBERlAND AVE.,
comer of Elm St Heavy traffic. Excellent visibility. 1,600 sq. ft. store/office,
heat Included, parking available. 772-

child care

6527.

studios/rent
STUDIOS: ARTISTS ONLY building. All
inclusive,tin ceilings, artists sinks, high
energy environment Darkrooms to
suites with views. $125 to 51751mo.
799-4759.

NORTHGATE CONDO, BY OWNER- 2
BR, 1-1/2 baths. basement, deck. $6W
mo. fee, easyaccessto highways/downtown. 562,000. 772-96390r 885-5939.

VACATION OVER? Rent with other artists at 317 Cumberland Avenue. Small
to large studios. lights, heat furnished.
Parking available. Call 772.fJ527.

EXPERIENCED DAY CARE PROFESSIONAL would like to babysit your
Children in my home. Close to park.
Lunch proVided. Any time, any age.
Man-Fri & weekends. 87H)536.

SCARBOROUGH TOWN HOUSEHiggins Beach. 7 rooms, 3 BR, 2 112
baths,2 car garage. Rreplace, cathedral
ceiling, customized features, 1,800 sq
ft, 5t69,9OO. Sale by owner. NO BROKERS. Call for appt. 883-8367-fval
W.E. 797-4645 Days.

real estate
2BDRM CAMPON 15ACRES LOCATED
IN Springfield, ME. Excellent hunting,
snowmobiling, close to lakes. Must sell
519,500 Call Jim M-F 8am-lpm 8855532.
BY OWNER- Portland Intown Victorian
Condo, sunny 2 BR with formal dining
room, 2 fireplaces, tin ceilings, pocket
doors & hardwood floo(5. $85,000. Call
775-7175.
CONVENIENT NORTH DEERING LOCATION- Immaculate 3 BR oome, oversized custom oak kitchen w~uxurious
bath priced for immediate sale at
579,900. 878-2791, please call 9-9.

FATHER NEEDS ABABYSITIER IN MY
HOME 3PM-l0:3Opm. 2 Children, 3 II
2 & 2. Must have own transportation
883-1682.

$40,OOOIYR! READ BOOKS and TV
scripts. RII out simple -likaldon't likeform EASY! Fun, relaxing at home,
beach, vacations. Guaranteed paycheck.
24-hour recording reveals details. 801379-2925, copyright IMEI14EB. •

The timeless elegance of John
Calvin Steven, is exemplified in
this Western Prom lAndmaJlc
home. The original architectural
features are respeclfully blended
wilh fashionabte decor.
Luxurious living and dining rooms create~an~~~~deijfut"-"'.J
entenaining or family activities. 4 fireplaces add a wann glow. Yard,
garden, garage & flagslOne terrace.
$410,000.

2 PART-TIME BABYSITTING positions
available at Union Station Fitness. $51
hour plus full gym membership. Carand
telephone required. Experience necessary, references a must. Call 879-9t 44.
AnENTION SCARBOROUGH RESIDE NTS- PARTTIM EJOB- Earn S2D-S30
per week for 4-5 hou rs delivering
PennySavers and Magazines. Walking
and driving routes available. Call Advanced Delivery 883-1735.

--+ALSO+-

WESTBROOK- Quaint 1 BR located in
unique, quiet old building. Garage, busline. yard, non-working fireplace. No
pets. Heat HW, elec. incl. Sec. DIp.
S4951mo. 854-5766.

Call Joyce Coughlan

CRUISE SHIP JOBS- UptoS9OOiweekly.
Free roo rrVboard , now hiring skill8!V
unskilled, men/WOmen. No experience
necessary. 8t8-960-9144, ext. C909.

Mark Stimson
RL\LlnR~ "

PEAKS ISLAND- Terrific 2 BR ocean
view. Sunny w/ spacious LR. Recently
renovated. Well insUlated. t or2 people.
S55OImo + utils. 772-1404.
SEASONAlRENTAl-HIGGINSBEACH.
2BR, furnished, available SeptemberJune, $550 + utils. Call 883-4546 between 5-7pm

Recycle tbls Paper

BI/

The bulldozer is running and we still
have a few homes that got to go. We're
moving to 1049 Washington Sf. Auburn.

775-1234

LIN
HOMES

At 26, Oxford, ME
207-539-4759
Daily 11-8, Sun 11-5
Closed Tuesday

DESIGN SERVICE for new houses, additions, or commercial buildings. Creative architectural design at aprice you
can afford. Call Nick Pig hills, 36t -1747.
ENVIRONMENTAl TOY MAKERS-Taking spirit to the people! Calligraphy or
great handwriting required to personalize wooden toys. Need some sales experience & a bright outlook onlife. Pass
theword ! Nov. &Dec. Full or Part Time.
892-7367.
EXCITING CONCEPT in home party
plans. Seeking kitchen consultants to
demonstrate unique highquality kitchen
prod ucts. Earn extra $5$. Low start
costs. No deliveries. Call Dot for interview, 897-5698.
FOR MORE INFORMATION AND PoSSISTANCE regarding the investi gation
of financing, busi nessopportunitiesand
work at home opportunities, Casco Bay
Weekly urges it's readers to contact lhe
Better Business Bu reau. Inc.. Maine
Division, 8t2 Stevens Ave., Portland,
ME 04103-2648.

business services
C&M GunER CLEANING SERVlCEAutumn leaves will soon be falling. It's
time now for a thorough gutter cleaning! Preventative maintenance saves
money on a roof replacement Residen-

Don RlI bin
Can you solve the Real
Puzzle? There is a $20
gift certificate from
Alberta's for the firstprize winner. The
second-prize winner
receives two free passes
to The Movies at Exchange Street. Winners
will receive their prizes in
the mail. Drawings are
done at random. Contestants are ineligible to win

more than one prize in a
four-week span. Only one
entry is allowed per
person per week.
All entries for this
week's puzzle must be
received by Wednesday,
September 16. The
solution to this week's
puzzle will appear in the
September 24 issue of
Casco Bay Weekly. Send
your best guess to:

Solution to Real Puzzle # 139
1) c.P. Snow
2) A.J. Foyt
3) E.G . Marshall
4) e.e. cummings
5) A.E. Houseman

6) A.A. Milne
7) E.F. Hutton
8) E. Power Biggs
9) E.L. Doctrow
10) D. W. Griffith

Real Puzzle #139
Casco Bay Weekly
551A Congress Street
Portland, Maine 04101

DRIVEWAY SEALCOATING- Experienced, dependable college student. Call
Justin for free estimate. 799-604t.

Kitchens &
Bathrooms Installed

• Pa/oonll

No job too Big or Small

774-2568

NASTY~ NEAT
1

This week Hiromi
Dolliver of Gorham and a
friend will dine at
Alberta's. Divid James of
Portland and a friend will
take in a flick at The
Movies at Exchange
Street.

(College bored)
16) E,B. White
17) B.O.Plenty
18) E.M . Forster
19) B.J. Hunnicut
20) B.B, King

For more puzzles by Don Rubi", see his book Brai"slorms, published by Harrv and Row.

...• nd other Ii. support services

If you've ever cleaned up for
the cleaning person ... or worse,
cleaned up after them ...
You need me in your life

EXOTIC DANCERS Theareas finest male
and femaie PROFESSIONAl DANCERS.
Bi rthday, bachelo r/bachelorette parties,
etc. Call PARTY-UPTAlENTa761-5566
HANDYMAN WITH TRUCK AVAILABLE
to do odd jobs and moving, locally or
long distance. Experienced & dependable with references. Call for low rates.
774-2159 anytime.
HAVE YOUR HOUSE PROFESSIONAlLY CLEANED-Yourway! Weekly, biweekly or monthly. Low rates. Free
estimates. Call 797-4766, leave a mes-

residential

commercial

NEED HELP?
Certi fied Paralegal
• WiU$

• Livi,., Win.,

• Power of AltorllCj
• S~'vic~ COIIITtJCt.J

• Divorctl
• Btutkruptcy

Reasonable Rates

772-6620
74 Wilson St, Portland

MIKE'Z LANDSCN'E & lREE ServicePruning, removals, bracing, surgery,
planting of gardens,trees, lawns, hedge
trimrring, stump grinding, retaining
walls, fences installed. Maintenance
available. 883-8746.
STANTON CONSTRUCTION- Ouality
Guaranteed! Specializing in Remodeling & Landscaping. Also do additions,
roofing, painting (interior/exterior),
weather-insulation, brick/stone work,
ceramic tile, tree work. 839-57521839-

'

SUNSHINE CLEANERS- Housecleaning, weekly or bi-weekly, by professionally trained staff. t6 years 8l<perience. Affordable rates, excellent references, insured/bonded. Free estimates.
Greater Portland. 799-5323.
THE FAMILY AFFAIR CLEANING SERVICE- · Oualityyoucan trust Prices you
can afford: Insured & bonded. Residential & commercial. Excellent references & free estimates. 767.fJ129.
THE OLDIES DEE-JAY FOR ALL
OCCASSIONS. Featuring solo artist,
Bobby Mitchell. Free video taping of
your event Call now. Dates going fast!
883-3453.

WINDSURFER- Mistral TCS with 5.3
Progress line sail, $400; Whispertite
stove with MRS fuel bottle, used one
year, $30. 846-4144.

BULLSHIT
Bumper stickers
1-$2. 3-$5, 10$10, 100-$75
TlmProds, Box 345 Dept, M
Cold Spring, NY 10516

$92
Stuff
for Sale
1981 HONDA CIVIC WAGON- Engine
runs great, 96,000 mileS. $92. Call anyti me, 797-8892.
1986 FIERO REAR BUMPER cover for
an SE or Formula, $92 or B.O. 8567315.
ACOUSTIC GUITARS (TWO)- 592.
IOxt5 truck ti res $50, 14- snow tires
$50 or 592 for both. 773-7701 .

BE UPSCALE FOR UNDER SI00. GenuineFlokati rug, only592. Call 773-3865.
COP,1PUTER- 1983 ACCESS portable
word processor, 64K, printer & modem. Manuals and software incl. 592.
878-3406.
• Chimneys Capped

OF MOSSBERG 22 RIFLE- Model 46
M.B.S.l.l.R. Exc. cond. $92. 892,5719.

• Free Estimates

GE REFRIGERATORIFREEZER-II.8cuJ
ft. , 28· wide, excellent condition. 592.
79\Hl679, leave message.

1-800-540-1455
773-1455
CHARLES B. MELCHER
PHOTOGRAPHER

GE SPACEMAKER Color TV, Bought 2
years ago, used for 1. 592. 774-t864,
after 5.
GIRLS BICYClE- SCHWINN, 24·, 5speed , blue with chrome fenders. New
condition, 592.
JELLY HUTCH for sale, solid pine. new.
Great for kitchen or bath. $92. 8284659, nights.
KEROSENE HEATER- Used only 1 wi nter. Worksgreat, like new. Moving, must
sell. 592. 775~327, eves.

fu" - Madtw<wtb IslaM
EX1l\AORDINARY PORTRAITS
50] Cumberland Ave.

Portland

n5~30]

business Opps
DO YOU WANT to make money?? You
can do it!! Wrth desire,yourcar,andour
help. 772-5737.
EARN $500 OR MORE WEEKLY stuffing
envelopes at oorne. Send long SPoSE to:
Country Shoppers, Dept Y3, P.O. Box
1779,DlnhamSprings.La70727-1779.

financial
WHY INVEST IN A "C.D." at 3.7% when
you can get 8.5%? Yearly return C.D.
53,700 vs. $8,520. Give yourself araise
of 230%. 772-{)381.

stuff lor sale
BICYClE- RAlEIGH CROSS TERRAIN
BIKE. 23 inches, new 6192, owner left
state, $3SO, leave message 885-5488.
DISCOUNT AIRFARES- BusJcoacMast
mi nute/ we discount all ai~ine ficket
prices. The last minute specialist Max
Marketing 839-9954.
GUARANTEES ARE ONlY AS GOOD as
the company that offers them Watch
out for "money back" offers from unknown companies.
MATTRESSES & BOXSPRINGS &
FRAMES- New and used. Also washers
and dryers and appliances. We also buy
unwanted items. Credit available m5737.

WORRYRlEEClEANINGSERVICEexperienced Staff willing to meet your
needs!! Productsandequlptmentavail- SHOPSMITH MARK V- With Vacuum. 1
able!! Reasonable, flat rates!! Call to- 112 years old, like new. Call 874-4984.
day for estimates 929-6009.

computers
DESKTOP PUBliSHERS:Add this scanner to your computer and expand your
creativity. HP Scanjet plus full page, bI
w. A steal at $375. 865-4286 .

music
PIANO TEACHER
Specializing in
Conservatory Preparation
Alt Ages, aU levels

781-5320
Barbara Payson
48 1'hornhurst Point
Falmoulh Maine

MEN'S BROWN LEATHER JACKETNever worn. Originally $2SO, yours for
592. Call Barb, 854-2220.
PANASONIC VCR- 592. Divorce casualty. 799-6681.
ROWING MACHINE & FREEZER-5'x3O'
UPright. $92 for both. 797-8892, anytime.
SEGA SYSTEM with controllers, gun,
H) glasses & games for sale. 592.

284-8998.

arts 8. cralts
A MAN WITH A FISH IN HIS POCKETNew short fiction by local author. Support the arts! $3. Red Dragon, 46 Crossing Brook Rd., Cumbertand, ME 0402t .

yard sales
CRAFTS AND GIFTS FOR SAlE· in our
barn . Hours Tues-Wed. 9:30-2:00.
Thurs-Sun. 9:30-5:00. 851 SacoStreet,
Wesbrook 839-4374.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS OF ST. MAX
in Scarborough is having their annual
GIANT YARD SALE on Oct 3rd, 9am4pm at K-mart parking lot in Scarborough.
MOVING SAlE- FURNITURE, BOOKS,
DISHES, glasses, drapes and more, 3
farrilies combined! 28 Angel Terrace,
Cape ElizJSo. Portland line. Sat Sept
12th, 9-1 , rain or shine.

wanted
ADOPTION- We have hugs and laughter for your newborn. Coastal Maine
couple with adopted daughter want to
adopt again. Please call Lynnand Peter
collectat244-5862.lncompliancewith
Title 22, chapter 1153.

ClASSICI9680LDSMOBILEOElMONT
'88- 4 DR, excellent mechanical and
body condition. Must see to appreciate.
$3600, negotiable. Call after 4pm, weekends anytime. 761-0098.
FORO E-ISO CONV. VAN, t989- High
top, long body, AC, color TV and other
extras. Low milage. 516,OOO/offers. Day,
766-2912; after 6, 797-9109, Jerry.

MISSING: Year-old cat, long black fur
w/ white moustache, bib, belly, and
paws. Has been missing from
Woodford's Corner area. His brother
and our other cats, not to mention us,
miss hi mbadly. PLEASE if you have any
information,call Mic helle daytimeweekdays at 773-4753. Please help us find
him!

Reward

SUBARU GL WAGON, 1982- Loaded,
many new parts, running, sticker, some
rust. 51000. Must sell. 774-2012.

**********
subst.ntial CASH reward
for the return of

VW JETTA Gli 16V, 1990- Black, 5speed, loaded, BBS wheels, anti-theft

stereo, new Yokohamas, roccaro seats,
West coast car, 42K miles, 511 ,500.
637-3000.

Gold f~1ed pocket watch
engraved in back CIY>Ie< with
chain and Masonic Chapter fob.
&

Masonic Ring wi
Onyx Ilona w/engraving
(of great family value onll'?

boats

MASTER OF MUSIC . BACHEIOR OP MUSIC

MUSIC STIJDIO

AUTOMATIC WPoSHER & gas dryer for
sale. $92 each. Call 774-2012.

I CAN DESIGN YOUR flYERS! Resumes, newsletters, original cOrT1luter
art and more! I use PageMaker,
WordPerfect 5.1 and Paintbrush.
Strongly creative! Call for sarT1lles and
free estimates. 657-3775.

LOTS ClEAREO- .IWsq.ft., stUrT1l removal, wood harvesting. 37 years experlence. Will pay top dollar for standing timber or logs. Call for your free
estimate. 943-20881893-1043.
MASTER ElECTRICIAN looking for extra work on weekends. Quality for reasonable rate. Call John 883-0254.

NEW MOUNTAIN BIKE- Sycamore allterrai n Mongoose w/odometerl
spedometer, valued at $500, asking
$250. Call 883.fJ881,leave message.

Carolyn Pardi

sage.

LEGAl TRANSCRIPTION AND TYPING
IN MY HOME, six years experience in
general law with an emphasis in collection work. Call eveni ngs 883-0932 ask
for Margie.

MOVING: Co~aq Portable CorT1luterlist 54500, sell $1800. Brass Bed-list
$2000, sell $500. Stain Glass & Tools
offersgenerator 110/12Ov- $200. Wood
Tools, Power Tools- offers. 879-0520

Katherine Clark
772-8784

ElECTRICIAN- CALL ·FORREST" at
Town & Country Electric for 1st class
workmansh ip & lowest prices in town .
lis. & insured- Fuses to breaker panels
aspecialty. Contractors- CAlL US! 7725257.

8175.

11) E. Howard Hunt
12) D.H. Lawrence
E.I. du Pont
14) D.B. Cooper
15) B.F. Skinner

13)

CONNOLL ,(,S PlUMBING AND HEATING Fully Insured Master Plumber.
Ouality work at reasonable rates new
construction renovations. Senior Citizens discount 883-2213

D.G. MASONRY 799-3827. SPECiAlIZING in residential chimney repair and
cleaning. All aspects of masonry, free
estimates. Oomemnic Germano 7993827.

WI
'il

BAKER & HAlL- Professional wallpapering andpainting.Ceilingspecialsplus
multi-room discounts. Experience and
references. For your free estimate, call
767-5752 or 799-0231.

TOUCHDOWN REMODELING
• Tile Roo,.
• Cei/inp-

CAN BUILD THAT SPECIAL PIECE of
furniture or cabinets to your needs.
Also remodeling work. Free estimates
and designs. Call Roy 773-0372.

D.C. PACKING SERVlCE5- Packing or
moving specialists. Household or office goods. Lower rates cOrT1lared to
larger companies. 15yearsexperience,
insured. Free estimates. Donald, 8281512.

Do your goals match your skills?
Do you know how to
,
market yourself? Are you
_ -tongue-tied at interviews?
207/799-3344
There is a job for you ,

70' #3208 vinyl sided shingled roof, $14,995;
80' 7145 top quality with a list of $30,500 now
$24,995; 16 wide #7150 list $32,895 now
$27,995; double wide 64' x 28' Champion
being used for our office, $29,995_
Homes from Fleetwood, Norris and Sterling.

CAN BUILD THAT SPECIAL PIECE of
furniture or cabinets to your needs.
Also remodeli ng work. Free esti mates
and designs. Call Roy 773-0372.

CARPENTRY & CABINETRY- Projects
detailed and styled for your home or
business. Call Paul Keating 846-5802.

Is your
job fun?

houses/rent

tial service minimum charge 525.Single
farrily homes. Fully insured. Please call
761-4203 or 1-800-639-7707.

COMPULSIVE CL'EANING

help wanted

WESTBROOK- Newiy renovated sunny
2 BR on second floor, quiet neighborhood, yard, on bus li ne, WID hookup,
storage, heated. $600/mo. Call 8719252.

HARPSWElL- Charrri ng, newly renovated cottage, fully furnished , on the
water. 1 roomwith bath, sleeping loft &
deck. $3751mo. +utils. Call 729-6062.

CHARGE
YOUR
CLASSIFIEDS
BY PHONE:

PART-TIME NANNIE NEEDED FOR
TWO YOUNG children in Scarborough.
SCARBOROUGH: CHARMING 38R Must be able to drive, have experience
HOME, Right on Nonesuch River- Deep w/young children and references. For
water anchorage and easy access to information call Sue, 767-3933.
ocean. John Talbot, Mark Stimson Associates 773-1990.
SO. PORTLAND CHILO CARE CENTER
NEEDS two motivated, reliable teachSO. PORTlAND BY OWNER- expand- ers for their Toddler Program and Afable 1 BR,large kitchen, fireplace, FHWI ter-school Program. Hours 2:30-5:30
oil heat, excellent location near bus line M-F. Call 76t-3936.
and beach. Owner financing, $78,000.
874-11000, 767-6302E.
TWO OLDER CHILDREN NEED creative, inspired care. Own car necesSOUTH PORTLAND- Enjoy a new home sary. 30 hrsJmo. West End home. $61
on a 7200 SF lot. Convenient and quiet hr. 828-1489.
area with room for 2 car garage. $9O's.
767-3085.

THE ULTIMATE IN
GRACIOUS LIVING!

781-4220
846-3228

business services

BABYSITIER in my Portland oome for
DO YOU HAVE A HOUSE FOR SAlE? 3 y.o. Aexible evening & weekend
Why not advertiseilthrough THE SURE hours. 774.fJ367.
SELL? Call 775-1234 or 883-4149.
- - - - -- - - - EFAuPair- European live In Childcare.
HOLlIS- Nice private lots, underground Screened. Legal Visas. Speak English.
utilities, trees, field, brook, protective Dedicated to your children. Average
covenants and private drive. 8A - cost 517(Vwk. For more information,
$29,500, 4A -$24,900. Custom plans pleasecaIl767-728t . Governmentdesfor 4A lot. Don, 799-2810.
ignated. Non-Profit

Enchanting shingle & stone Slylish N.E. designed townhouuse. Ampte
bedrooms, interesting architectural details include brick hearth, private
patio wilh views of woods. Easy lifestyle, low utilities, tenni s & trails I
$112,000.

real uzzle
Follow

43
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VOICEIPIANO INSTRUCTOR

o..ssical, Oper4 4l1li
Broadw4Y Musicals
871-1!859
879-2606

.I'>
..,

3n Fore SL,
Portland

PIANO LESSONS- Will travel to your
home. Any level, any age. All styles
(classical, jazz, popular). FREE triallesson ! Please call Jim Hall, 774-1110.

1988 LARSON, 20 ft., 175 HP, VO w/
loranc, VHF radio, sonar,510,OOO.I988
Bluefin, 16ft.,SO HP OIB, foot control
trolling motor $3,500 799-5837
22' STARWIND SAILBOAT W/A 9 HP
MOTOR trailer. fully equipped. Excellent
condition ready to launch 511 ,500 8836708

theatre arts

THE HOLISTIC MUSIC STUDIO: VOice,
piano, cello. Children and adults. Suzuki
method available. "The Inner Child and
Music" is alive and well. 781-0944.

MIME ClASSES FOR KID5- t4-week
session begins Sept. 15, Casco Bay
Movers, 151 St JohnSt., Portland, 87t1013.

wheels

learning
ss-

SS CASH CPoSH CASH
WE HAUL
AWAY JUNK CARS AND TRUCKS, any
condition ,seven days aweek, 9-9. 7736878

BRIDGE LESSONS- Individual classes
or sessions. Instructional games also.
For information call 829-5744, 7:30am10pm.

1962 CHEVROLET BELAIR- 4dr, 6cyI,
60,000 miles. Runsexcellent, rides like
a dream, top example of the make and
model. Garaged winters, Ziebartin 1982.
Own your own showcar $5,700. 934·
9127 or B.O.

DRAWING: LEARNING TO SEE. Fall
classes: Monday & Wednesday evenings
beginning Sept. 21 & 23. 10 weeks.
$250. Saturday marathon class also.
For brochure. write K. Boldt, 19 Birch
Knolls. Cape Elizabeth, ME 04107 or call
799-5728.

1969 VW BUS- Engine underwarrantee,
Michelin tires, new brakes, lines. master cylinder, California car. Spare parts
avail. -camper components. Sticker 121
92. $1200, B.O. 772-0320.
1976 VW POP-TOP CAMPER- low
miles, factory 1600 engine, Michelin
tires & snows. BodV rough, camper
nice. Colorado car. Sticker 4193. $1500,
B.O. 772-{)320.
1979 PLYMOUTH HORIZO NTel- 70K,
Pioneer stereo cassette, good sticker,
sunroof,S speed, very depondable.
$600, B.O. Call 774-77SO.

PAINTING ClASSES- Watercolor or oil;
6 weeks; small classes; $140. Choices:
Mon. evenings beginning Sept. 21 or
Tues. or Sat. mornings beginning Sept.
15 & 26. Location: Landscape and studio in the Old Port. Call Sarah Knock.
829-5750.

animals

10m

Stolen
SUnday 8123
parked car at 135 Brackett SI.
No
tion. Asked

au....
can 761-18811

bulletin board
FEMAlE CONTESTANTS AGES 2 - 25
FOR scholarship pageant competition.
Call 207-773-1201 . Prizes awarded. Inc.
Savings bonds.
HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS FAlL?
Jet there anytime for only $169 with
AIRHITCH(r). Call 212-864-2000.
LOSE 12LBS IN 7 DAYS WITH THE
ULTIMATE ONE DAY DIET! Send 5t .00
and large self-addressed, stamped envelopefor sample and information: Nutri tion Center t5 Millbrook rd. Scarborough, Me. 04074.
TENDER LOVE AND HAPPINESS
AWAITS YOUR NEWBORN BABY inour
Vermont home. Considering adoption?
Lets help each other. Call collect 802235-23t2. Ask for Tom or Ann.
WHEN WAS THE LPoST TIME YOU
HELPED save a life? Do it this week by
donating blood at the Red Cross. For
more information call usat t-800-4280734 or 775-2367.

ride board
RIDE NEEDED from Hollis to intown
Portland before lOam and return at
6pm. Will pay expenses. Call 773-{)538
or 773-9556.

adult services

CROSS-DRESSERS: Co~lete HIM-2AlL DRESSED UP wanting someplace FEM resources- Catalogs, fiction, bouto go! B&W tuxedo cat ready to strut tiques, true experiences. advice, perinto your heart. Call Animal Refuge sonals, events, much more. 1-900-9901982 SUZUKI MOTORCYCLE, 85k League, South Portland, Scarborough, 4843, 519.90/20 mins. OR 1-9Q0.446MILES, GOOD shape, new sticker, new . Westbrook, Windham, 9-4 Mon-Sat 2336, $1.991min.+ $2Iconnection fee.
tire on rear, new battery, Asking $6SO 854-9771.
18+1or parental perrrission. ATS, Box
879-7376
566065, Atl, GA3t 156, 404-333-6464.
ATTENTION CATS: Club Purr offers up1983 CHEVY WINDOW VAN- Runs well scale boarding for cats only. Enjoy your HEAR TAlKING PERSONAlS- 1-000and reliably. New sticker, front brakes, own window in immaculate, air condi- 884-8500, S2/rrin. (18+) OR: TALK TO
exhaust windshield and more. Great tioned comfort. Purrsonal pampering. LIVE GIRLS- 1-900-884-1220, $2.991
work vehicle -seats four. 51750. 799- Vet approved. Call Gorham, 839-2037. rrin. (18+). CONNECTIONS USA, Ft
2810.
Laud., Fl. Info: 305-525-5433 (x9122).
TEACH YOUR DOG TO OBEY- 6 week
1984 FORD THUNDERBIRD, V6, PWR beginner coursel$25. 5 week puppy HOTN'SPICYFANTPoSIE5-XXXRATEDWINDOWS & mirrors, auto., well cared classlSl5. Your dog deserves the best 1(800)331-3310. VisaiMc/Arrfxor no
for, great college car, asking $2,000 Instructionswith8-30yearsexperience. credit card necessary.
Dogs In Training. Portland/693.fJ2t2,
799-3356.
839-8439 or 892-8374.
LOCAl WOMEN- With poone numbers!
1984 MUSTANG GT- Red wi black rac1-9OO-884-DATE, ext. 428., S31rrin.,
ing stripe, 34,0000rig. miles, 1 owner, WHArs SO DIFFERENT ABOUT The 18+. (T.V., Fort Myers, Fl., tt.)
74 year young man. Asking $3900. Call Happy Jack 3-X Flea Collar? It works!!!
Contains NO synthetic pyrethroids. For MILD OR WILD! Portland'sll Dateline.
Tim at 856-{)257 or 774-2617.
dogs & cats! OAK HILL AVE HOWE 883- Meet exciting women and men. Alter1985 FORD ESCORT-BLACK, DIESEl, 5058.
native lifeslyles also. 1-9OO-776-S006,
5 SPEED, nnew clutch, water pump,
ext 48, $2.0Wmin.
58k rriles, 2 new tires, 6OMPG, body &
LIVE PSYCHICS INTERPRET
interior excellent. 874-8073.
YOUR PAST, PRESENT &
FUTURE THROUGH THE POWER
1988 VW FOX- 2 DR, 4spd, AMlFM
OF THE TAROT
cassette, new tires, reliable transporta- LOST A PET? Call The Animal Refuge
League, South Portland, Scarborough,
1-900-454-1444
tion. Must sell, leaving for school.
S1.79Im1n: 18 f only
Westbrook, Windham, 9-4 Mon-Sat,
$2400. 79].f,202.
1-800-955-5580
854-9771 .
Inlo/t:.c. 'S/lrembership
1991 GEO TRACKER, 4 X4, red w/black
Whurlwlnd, Inc.
soft-top, 5-speed, AMlFM/cassette.
59200. 934-{)785.

lost 8. found

CHEN'! FBVU.S. SEIZED: '89 Mercedes,
$200; '86VW, $50; '87 Mercedes, 5tOO;
'65 Mustang, $50. Choose from thousands starting $25. 24-hour recording
reveals giveaway prices.80t -379-2929,
copyright IMEI t4JC.
CHEW CElEBRITY, 1983- V6 auto.,
air, Anv'Fm cass., new brakes, exhaust.
tires and sticker. Minor body damage,
51200. Also VW bus, blown motor,
$150. 773-7701.

FAX FREE
THURSDAY!

45 wOlds & Personal CallI»
FREE BY FAX Thursday Only

775-1815
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'till i.~ SELL,S!
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Describe your ca~ truck. or cycle in
25 words or fewer and we'll run
your ad for four weeks in front of
over I 00,000 readers
FOR ONLY $251
If your vehicle doesn't sell, just
notify us in writing after the fourth
publication and we'll run your ad
again FOR FREEI 'There~ no limit!
S2 5 really does sell your car.

Classifleds 775-1234
Iv:J changes are S5 . No refunds.
Private party only.
Casco Bay Weekly
551 A Congress St., Portland, ME 0410 I

September 10, 1992

44 OIsco Bay Weekly
YES I HAVE A VERY SLIGHT speech
ir1ll6diment. I also speak 4 languages,
am a professional comedian, can quote
lotso Shakespeare, Wordsworth or
Ogden Nash. CoffeeatAbraham's?Dinner in Boston? Deep powder in Taos or
Zerman? "'029 (1015)

CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO ANY

caw

PERSONAL

(Galls cost 1.49/min. Must be 18 or over. TOLCh-tone phones only. Casco Bay Weekly 207 -775-1234)

women,.. men
AM I YO~ DREAMGIRL?Wanted: Very
handsome prince. Maybe: tall, dark,
beautiful eyes. SWF, 31, blonde/green,
5'4-, NIS, pretty, witty, logical, intense,
spontaneous, charrring. tt5035(9r'28)
ATTRACTIVE 4G-SOMETHING lADY is
seeki ng an adventu rous fellow between
35-45 and over 5'10" with a sense of
humor and doesn1 mind smoking. I'm
from Portland. "'5058 (9r'28)

MISSING:ClASSY,SECURE,inteiligent.
physically fit men. Last seen: College,
1977. Needed for: Various activities. II
found, refer to: Attractive DWF, NIS,tor
more into. tt5042 (!V28)
NEllER DONE THIS BEFORE- SWF, 23,
professional, intellioent. NIS,5'1O", short
blond hair/blue eyes, outdoorsy, seeks
SWM, 23-29 who's tall, NIS, educated,
adventurous. ""0'9 (1015)
NICE LOOKING, SLIM, personable, very
young looking 44 yr. old seeking nice
looking man. "5008 (!V21)

ATTRACTIVE WOMAN, 25 y.o. seeking OUTDOORSY GUY WANTED! DWF, 43
monogamous male 25-35 must befit & seeks SWM 36-45 f\lS attractive, cari no
good looking for meanlngtullong lerm energetic, happy 10 share campfires,
relationship. Must like children. "5009 hiking,laughing, nature-living Inetothe
fullest. 1t5012 (9r'21)
(9121)

BE PREPARED FOR vintage clothing
store escapades, obscure films and
musicals, a warped sense of humor,
baleful glares from two possessive felines, and wet paint on the furniture.
SWF, 23, warm, quick-witted and bewitching, seeks equally quirky, charming, enthusiastic, open man. "5013 (91
21)
DWF, PROFESSIONAL, 405, fun-loving, thoughtful, seeks intelligent, sincere, secure, witty, SIDWM to share
mutual, varied interests. Enjoy dancing, dining in/out, movies, walksonthe
beach, good conversation, tennis. If
you feel comfortable in a professional
setting or kicked back in apair of jeans,
please respond. CBW Box 129.
EDUCATED DWF, 54, with eclectiC interests including canoeing, hiking, German Shepherds, theatre & jazz, seeks
intellectual DWM with similar interests
&awicked sense of humor. "5062 (!V
28)
GOOD PERSON WANTED between 4055, least 5'8". Nota bragger or beggar!
Just average like myself. My interests
are finding you for a start! ttS030 (!V
21)
LET'S TALK! Early 40s, DWF, attractive, intelligent,fit, insightful seeks m0nogamous, honest, fun-loving man of
substance, who doesn't abuse substances. Interested in outdoors, cultural pursuits, family, travel, more.
..5005 (9r'21)
LOOKING FOR MY SOULMATE- SWF,
40, attractive, Rubenesque, witty, sincere, somewhat shy. Many interests
include arts, reading, music, travel.
Want good-hearted man who makes
me laugh. PrelerNlS, no right-wingers,
please. "5047 (!V28)
LOOKING FORTHESWM, 26, active, f\I
S, who enjoys seasonal outdoor activities and quiet times. I responded to
yourad butgotthewrong #. "'SOS6(!V
28)
LOIlES TO TRAVEL attractive university teacher in 405, lived overseas,
speaks foreign languages, has many
varied interests and sparks for life. Seeks
open-rrinded soul-mate. "5006 (9r'21)

PASSION RIDES A MAD HORSE- And
I've got season's tickets! You must be
up 10 the challenge of playing opposite
a bright, vivacious, funny, pasisonate
SWferrinist-rrinded Italian leading lady,
with 33 years of dramatic experience.
Your role encompasses strength, sensitivity, and thei mportantsenses- humour
and adventure. Audition today (no understudies). CBW Box 131. "'127 (101
12)

SF, 43, ENTHUSIASTIC, compassionate, communicative, loves outdoors,
animals, country living, canoeing, biking, X-C skiing, seeks thoughtful, openrrinded, active man to share the gifts of
life. "1026 (10/5)
SWF, 24- Hyou're looking for a fun gal
with afull-figure, thenI'm for you. lIike
to dance, movies, long walk and BIG
men. "1013 (10/5)
SWF, MID-305 (looks 2Osomething),
intelligent and laid-back professional;
sensitive, attractive, slender, blondew~h
blue eyes; old-faShion romantic butlikes
leather and lace; enjoys gourmet cooking, candlelit dinners, movies, dancing,
gardening, beachcombing, traveling,
various and sundry outdoor activities;
looking for her "split-apart' in time to
cozy in for another long winter- Hthese
traits peak your interest and you are a
SWM, 3G-45, let's g&1 together for coffee and chat "1125 (10112)
TAlL BRUNETTE SWF, 24, kind of shy,
seeks "hippyish', slim SM, 21-28, who
enjoys music, movies, recreational activities (indoors & out), &isn1 afraid of
comrritment Long hair & the ability to
give a good massage a definite plus.
"1011 (1015)
WHERE WE MOO TO BE? Petite SWF,
21,5'1', loves hiking, camping, rafting
an the simple pleasures in life. Looking
for SlDWM with sirrilarinterests. ",009
(10/5)

men ,..women
31 YEAR OLD EXPlORER, hiker, poet
athlete, dreamer. Nature talks to me.
said "Toss T.V: Now seek company of
adventurous, attractive young woman
with dreams. "5055 (9r'28)

AlL-AMERICAN BOY, SWM, 35 fitness bull, handsome, likes golf, current events. romantic walks at dusk.
Seekswoman with wholesome values,
good conversation, sharp mind and
looks that kill. "5004 (!V21)

DWM, 46, NEEDS LOVE & HUGS with
buxom,affectionate, cuddly, huggable,
white/black/oriental, 45 & up gal. likes
quiet times, VCR movies, passion. I'm
5'9', 1801bs., nice looking. "5059 (!V
28)

AMUSING, BENEVOLENT, CHARMING,
dependable, eloquent, faithful, generOUS, honorable, imaginative, jocular,
knowledgeable, loving, musical, noble,
optirristic, paSsionate, qualified, romantic, spontaneous, ticklish, unattached, veracious, whimsical,
xenophile, yielding, zesty- SWM,
searching for a kind woman who feels
myqual~icationsbestsatisfyherneeds.
Race, age, proportions are unimportant! "1008 (1015)

HEAVY METAl WOMEN- Where are
you? SWM 25, 5'10", medium build,
short brown hair looking for women
rockers. Interested in nice looking
women 21-35. Big hair a plus! "5021
(9121)
.:....-....:...----- - - - HEY HEY WHAT CAN I DO? I'm a quiet
SWM, 23, that likes cooking, movies,
dancing, rollerskating and pool. Seeking intelligent twentysomething, SWF,
f\lSpreferred, with sirrilarinterests, to
sharefuntimes, quiet times, friendship
and more. "5053 (9r'28)

AOUARIUS, 51, IRONY- LIKEABLE,
wants to meet 3!;-SS classy lady who
has something between her ears! New
to area, enjoy many outdoor activities.
"1023 (lOIS)

HI- I'M A SWM, 36, attractive, romantic, caring. Enjoy movies. dancing, concerts, quiet times, interested in meeting attractive, caring, fun SWF, 26-36
for possible relationship, "5037 (!V
ATTRACTIVE, INTELLIGENT single 28)
young man loves long talks, candlelight, white mountains, cooking and INTERIOR OF MEXICO is our destinaanimals. Looking for pretty, slender, tion. Me and my Great Pyrenees are
buxomyoung lady 20-35. Children O.K. headed out of the cold for the months
Commitments possible. "5031 (9121) of January and February '93 in our VW
camper. We are looking for an advenAUTUMN IS THE SEASON OF mystical turous woman to travel with us and
enchantment! SWM, 35, looking for share our experiences and expenses. I
SWF, 3G-43,for hiki ng & canoeing part- amayoung 46y.o. self-employed proner for this fall. Must be a big, athletic fessional, physicallyfitand ready to do
girt. No wimps. I am 5'11", 1581bs. of fit just about anything. Bear is the best
man.l'magoodcookand housekeeper. dog ever, and a real pleasure to be
Please call, maybe we will fall in love. around. H interested, write to us at
P.O. Box 11296, Portland, ME, 04104 .
..1018 (1015)
We can arrange to meet and get to
BORN IN PARIS, NOW IN PORTLAND- knowoneanother before headi ng south.
DWM, 40, 57-, handsome, raised in ""26 (10/12)
France and U.S, likes laughing, walking, cooking, dancing· and romance. LATE 20s SWM, handsome, fit, reLookingforsame in SWF, 25-35, with a sponsible professional. Seeking unique,
pretty face. Looking to fall helplessy in fun to be with, attractive, independent,
f\lS, SWF. Age uni mportant. Enjoy
lOve. "1124 (10/12)
movies, outdoors, exercise, BBQs,
DESIRABLE WASP MAlE (DWM) with ocean. tt5007 (!V21)
nice looks, sensitivity, and an aversion
to getting out of bed before noon on LONG-HAIRED SWM DEAD HEAD, 22,
weekends. seeks ro mantic i ntertudewith 6'1', 170#, looking for women 18-30
hot-blooded, verbal Mediterranean for friendship , romance, or whatever.
Must be easy-going. "5052 (9r'28)
woman. "1114 (10/12)

DO YOU SEEK HARMONY, friendship,
intimacy, communicate with personal
warmfh, have people skills, pretty face,
long hair, we!I-eodowed buttrtm?OWM,
47, 5'6-, BrlBr, ESFP, fun-loving, easygoing, seeks younger woman to share
beach, music, country fairs. long rides,
woods walks, coastal art. dining, hugs,
back rubs. "5050 (9r'28)
DOUBLE DATE ANYONE- 29 year old
swahbuckler and 32 year old mountain
man looking for two dames to be one
with adventure and nature with. Interested? Call "5027 (9r'21)
DWM, 44, 5'10"1 enjoy nature, animals,
canoes, walks, skiing, birds. I cook,
play music and woodwork. You are
communicative, warm, sensitive and
desire an honest, meaningful relationship. "5028 (9r'21)

Try classifieds - They work!

ernie oak

LOOKING FOR ASPEClAllADY- SWM,
30, 5'11". I love youl Will you marry
me? I do!! l!these are the words you
have been waiting to hear, call me.
"1016 (10/5)
MOST WOMEN ARE PRETTY 10 me. I
value their unique wisdoms and joys.
I'm seeking a woman, a partner, not a
girt who goes 'round with all sorts of
boys. If you're ready to reach out and
take what you like, I hopethatyou1111ke
who you see. I'm searching for someone, a friend and a lover who feels that
she'll find that in me. "5020 (9r'21)

OTHERS SAY I HAVE the most gen~e
touch; that I am loving, caring, giving,
easy to live with, great dancer, cuddly,
interesting, look 15-20 years younger
than my middle age, intelligent. spiritual,sensuous.andknowhowtoplease
a woman. I need someone who is educated, spontaneous, beautiful, well-endowed (for cuddling), and wants to be
needed and lOVed. f\lS, f\ID. I sail, piay
tenniS, canoe and am otherwise very
eclectic. "1007 (10/5)
RUNNING COMPANION WANTEDDWM,33, shoulder-length blonde hair,
into running, jogging and other outdoor and indoor activities. Seeking f\I
s,m fernale to train with. Maybe more.
..5061 (9r'28)

RESPOND TO A
PERSONAL AD

BY CAWNG

900-370-2041
CALLS COST $1.49 pm
NlNUlE. r.t.IST BE 18 OR

OVER. TOUCH-TONE
PHONES ONLY.
CASCO BAY WEEKLY
(207) n5-6B01
SHE ENJOYS LIFE as a cherished gift
Naturescardsare played with aflair. Her
country charm and creativity a delight.
Is part of this you? 44IDWMl5'I1'.
"5048 (9r'28)
SUPER INDIGINOUSL YAWARE, incredibly dancing free-spiri~ 405, seeks enhancement of this kindly, considerate,
wildly fun-loving, emotionally tuned,
affectionately accurate, walking on the
heels of the famous being. No ageism,
sexism, racism, boundries. Only the
spiritually aware may apply. "1 030 (101
5)

SWM, 28, would like to meet fun, attractive, educated, f\lS SWF 20-40. I
am 5'10", honest, caring, profesSional,
attractive. Enjoy music, rmvies,fitness,
camping, beach, seafood. "5026 (91
21)
- - . : . - - - - - - - -SWM, 29, FIT, TRIM, TANNED, secure.
Loves life, children, skiing, biking, water sports, cooking. Looking for a
woman, 18-38, to have somefun with.
Phone/photo appreciated. CBW Box
128. ",021 (!V21)

women,.. women
ATTENTION BiWFs- LOOKING FOR
SAME I Here'syourgolden opportunity:
BiWF, 305, eccentric, amorous, humorous, intelligent, average looks, feminine. Call today-ollerendssoon! 115040
(9/28)
DESPERATELY SEEKING RIOT
GRRRRL8- Write me! CBW Box 125.

SWM, 36, BROWN HAIR, blue eyes,
5'10", 2101bs., attractive, with neaHy
trimmed beard & mustache. I enjoy
spending time with my son on weekends.1 also enjoy animals, naturewalks,
giving and receiving massages and doing spontaneous activities, also quiet
eevenings at home. Seeking woman,
2G-4O, for quality, not quantity good
times. She must be trusting, affectionate, haveasenseof humor, have agood
personality and be easy to be with . Ufe
isso much better when you have someone you look forward to being together
with. Lady with child most welcome.
Please send photo with letter and phone
number. CBW Box 132. ""28 (9r'28)

SWM- PROFESSIONAL but not astuffed
shirt. Earty 305, 6' , 160lbs.. seeks attractive 18-38 yrs. For BiF for boating,
hiking, sunbathing & maybe more! Don1
be shy, call! Nothing ventured, nothing
gained . ..5002 (9r'21)
UNIQUE SWM EARLY 20s looking for
18-24 year old female to spend evenings and weekends together. Must
have asense of humor and want someone for walks on beach, movies, conversation, and much more. "5018 (91
21)
VERY BUSY, SUCCESSFUL PROFESSIONAL, attractive, healthy, f\lS, SWM,
29. Notimeor needforserious relabonship. Seekto mee1veryattractive, classy
older lady, 34-48, possibly lonely and
desires occassional male companionship. We should both enjoy late evening
dinners together, friendship, great conversation, spontaneous fun. "'020 (1 01
5)

I

Recycle Me, Please!

By Lynda Barry
'N DtEll \.006. ¥It ME ET A MAti WITH A
Lm\.E 1) 0 6, 81(; FAI.$E TEET~, AND A MAS!\f
IN NOSE. I-Ie.'s aoo~EO uP AND 1-IE POINTS
TO TH'C 'il!l.IG1-ITLY PAII>I1<P PEMo~lTloN
Dl:R'il'1" CARS t-IE SPONSORS. oNE 1-IAS·'t\AVE
,<ov tlRI'I£N OVER. A toR-\) LATE L~?" PAltmn
ON TWe SI\)E . "COME up ro MY PlAtE So
'(OU CAN MtET M'1" S~T llRwER. H~s AN
o~o 1·1l9PIE AN\) ~E !lON'T 1l.£AL\,'1 GEr
AI.ON(J WlTH P£o\'~. SUT ll\ATS WflAi IT"
"lAl<€S TO PR.WE ONE Of me-SE . " WE
THAi'll< HI/II BuT DON'T HME TIME TO ME1:T
mE 0\.0 1-IIP\'IE . WE IIAVE TO 6Ei TO MY
GRANDtM'~ S\Rn-lOAY PA~TY ANI> WE'~E
RUNNING OUT of TIM.E.
WfLL. Srop IN ON y,"ft,
WA,( jlleX! 'lYE" GOT
II
PLENTY of ~M! STAT
,." O~"(, '" ..... eEI< ,
,-=- \'~I
WHATp.Jf~ Y#IA LlK't' !

NEXT WEEK : HAPP~ !3':i 9r(l.THtJI',Y GMNtJhtA.'!

rZ-fts91 .

COMPATiBlE MATE SOUGHT byGWM,
505-l'madventursome, secure, healthy,
loving, sexual, hard-working, blue-collar, into travel, outdoors, arts, antiques,
history, etc. Seek similar or younger!
"'024 (1015)
DOUBLE YOUR PLEASURE- 2 wild
young males, 20 & 23, seeking something hot for cool fall nights. If you're
18-24, fit & ready, let's start a fire.
"1132 (10/12)
EXCHANGE WEEKLY MASSAGE with
masculine/athletic men. Relaxing, deep,
spiritual. One-on~neorpossiblygroup.
"5041 (!V28)

HONEST, OPEN , SINCERE, caring
GWM, 205, seeks GWM of similar qualities to explore life with. "5054 (9r'28)

LONELINESS IS OVERRATED! Seeki ng
company of GWF to share life·s adventures. If you are heighVweight proportionateand notapprehenSlveaboutcommitment, please call soon '''I022 (t Ol
5)

MWBiFSEEKSANOTHERWBiFforcompanionship, intimacy,friendship.I'm33,
very shy, not much experience with
people. Discretion, cleanli ness assured
and expected. "5051 (9.'28)
PREDICTION: WESITTOGETHERatthe
next kd lang concert. Holding hands in
public. ""21 (10/12)

men,.. men
ATHLETIC GWM, 22, INTO working out
and music, blonde/blue, f\lS, straight
actingAifestyle. Seeks work-out partner
& friends who are discreet. Call soon.
1107 (10112)
BOLD AND BlOND BiWM, 20, 5'10",
148lbs, f\lS. Physically fit, straight acting, 18- 29 y.o. studly/handsome men,
call me, 111 spoil you rotten. No gay
scene or queens. "5044 (9r'28)

FREE

FOUR-WEEK

Justcalll -900-37(}'204t anytime, 24 hOUJ'Saday, from any louch-Ione
phone! Enterthe four-digit .. number of the ad you wish to respond tO,listen
to the greeting, then leave a response. (An adver1i_ may not have
recorded a greeting by the time you call. You may still leave a message on
that person's line.) The date at the end of the ad is the last day to reply to
that ad. You may also choose to "browse" through all ads in a specific
category (companion_ and othe ... not available to "browse"). Calls cost
$1.49/min. You mist be 18 orover.
To respond to a CBW Box', address mail to Casco Bay Wee/cly, 551A
Congress St., PoItland, ME 0410 I, making sure to printthe three-digit CBW
Box , clearly in the lower left-hand comer of the envelope.

companions

FEMAlE SOUGHT BY DWM, LATE 4OsLooking for very open-minded SlDWF,
age not importanL WI. proportional and
no children. Cigarettes, lID OK. '" 017
(9/21)

YOU SAT ACROSS THE AISLE from me
at "Far and Away" August 311 You: right
cull rolled for bicycling. Me: shy blonde.
Please call. ""13 (!V28)

SOPHISTICATED SINGLE MOM, 40,
seeking comly living situation as homemaker/companion in Greater Portland
area while working and surviving. My
daughter is 5 years old. "'129 (10112)

NORMAl GUY that happens to be gay.
Seeking attractive, straight acting, 2535 GM with positive attitude to enjoy
outdoor activities but not into bar scene.
"5003 (9r'21)

JAM IE- You answered my ad but did not

ROMANTIC, Prof., 46 GWM, 5'!r, 145,
attr., straight acting, healthy, secure,
affectionate, seeks si milar 3OsI405 male
for friendship might lead to honest m0nogamous relationship."5OO1 (9121)

I we make news matter I

others

.....

":~~::~.

'';::::.

HUG A TREE FOR JIM HENRY!

MISS

leave a phone number! You are 6'2",
180lbs. & 32. I want to hear from you.
Would also like to hearfromanyG/BiMs
wanting to make friends. " " " (9/28)
MARY-BLACK DRESS, T-Bi rds, sat. 8/
29, wetalked briefly. I, tall blonde, would
like to talk more. Call please! Yoursmile
still lingers. "1118 (9r'28)
MID-20s MWM SEEKS adventurous
older (over 35) MlDWF for exciting,
discreet good times. I'm willing to satisfy your deepest interests. "1012 (91
21)

NEEDED- MAlE surrogate friendftover
to dine, dance, talk, share lonelines and
give each other support. My mate cannot come home. Only non-smokersand
the really sincere understanding type
need apply. "5010 (!V21)
PROFESSIONAL MWM, 39, good-looking, NIS, seeks trim females, 18-40, M/
S, for discreet encounters. Many interests. I enjoy most everything. Photo!
phone. Portlandllewiston area. CBW
Box 124. "1032 (9r'21)

FAX FREE

THURSDAY!

SEXY BiM TV, LOVE FUN and intrigue.
Seeking M & F playmates as well as
couples. Experience the extraordinary!
""12 (!l'28)
SOUTHERN STUD- Ladies, if you want
a friend, get a dog. If you want wealth,
play the lottery. If you want afriendship
& alover, call me. This fit MWM loves to
cuddle & lick without biting or barking.
Also, housebroken & playful! "1010
(9/21)
SWF, 31 , SEEKS male to administer
corporal punishment. I've been bad. I
deserve it. "1109 (9.'28)
SWM 26 looki ng for older, married female, 4!;-SO for dayti me meeti ngs.
Would like to experience the pleasures
that only a mature woman can give.
Discretion assured. "5011 (!V21)
WANTED: FEMALE- Fun-loving, attractive couple looki ng for female to fulfill
your wildest imaginations and ours.
Discretion a must. '" 028 (!V21)

AD

NO PROBLEM!

775-1615

Try the Sure Sell: 775-1234

PERSONAL

Wrth Ca<;co Bay ~ Personals
New Instant ad feature,
you can IBCOId your own
voice personal right novv!

CALL 1·flO-370-2():J1
caa::a$1!Dtrh ISys.act:Er
K:u::tibeFtaeai,£CamEl<¥~a:J7-775-12l4

IECORD YM tnNT AD NOW!
FAX FREE THURSDAY I
45 words & Personal Call4!> FREE BY FAX Thursday Only

WITH

CALL®

o men'" men
o others

o companions

COnftdentiallnformatlon:
rNe cannot print your ad without it.)
phone: _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
n~:

To place a FREE ad with Pe.-.onal CaIiIlP, m out the coupon and mai or
FAX it (775-1615) to us. (If faxing, please photocopy the coupon first and
lhen lax it. The newsprint doesn't reproduce wei.) The deadline for placing
personal ads is Frfday at noon_ FREE pe ...ona'- ads are 25 words or less
Oncluding headline), and run four weeks. No personal ads will be accepted
over the phone. P&r'SOnai CallilP ads with more then 25 words cost 50¢ per
addllionalword. We'll send you a four-digit .. number (to appear In youred)
and a security code for exclusive access to your responses ttrough an 800line at no cost to you. Ads without Perwonal Call1IP cost .50 per word plus
mail-forwarding or P.O. Box charges.
CBW Box Is and P.O. Box Is cost $20 per two-week ad. Ads may be
paid for with Visa, Mast8lCard, local check or cash..

______________________________

address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

c~:------------------------state: _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ zip: _ _ __ _

First 25 words & headline
with Personal Call<!P: _ --=-===-_
add'i words

HOW to use your Personal call® mailbOx:

I

775-1615
PERSONAL

25·Character Headline: includes spaces, be creative!
categOry:
o
0000000000000000000000000 women ... men
o men'" women
Your Ad: first 25-words FREE with Personal Call®
o women'" women

HOW to place your personal ad:

After you receive your'" number and private security code, you may
record your personal Introduction. Use your Introduction 10 tall more about
yourself than your ed does. Give your first name, but DON'T give your last
name, phone number or address. Make sure you ask your callers to leave
their names, phone numbers and the best times to call them. All introductions are reviewed by caw'!nd go on line within 24 ~our'S .

....::::;~:: ::,

,';:'

MWC, 3Os, ATTRACTIVE, fun, adventurous, seeks the same for fun, friendship, fulfillment, fantasies. We would
like you to call us. Only f\lS, drug-free,
sincere, safe, secure couples need reply. Discretion assured and expected.
""08 (!V28)

GM , 37, PROFESSIONAL, medium
height, beard, caring, sensitive, wants
to meet married men with similar qualities for friendship and companionship.
Discretion expected & returned. "5043 27 Y.O. MWM WANTS TO MEET MWF
(9/28)
for an inti mate, discreet and safe rel ationship. Co me on & call, you'll like it.
GWM, 30, LOOKING FOR COMPANION- Ag es 18-50. "1015 (!l'21)
Blonde, blue-eyed, shy guy, interested
in trying new things. Looking for same ATTRACTIVE 30 y.o. SWM seeks couple
to play new games. Get in touch. Will or Bi-females to indulge in uninhibited
sensuous fantasy fulfillment. I'm adrespond to all. "1119 (10112)
venturous, discreet, physically fit, clean,
GWM, 33, 5'10-, 1451bs, blond/blue, f\I sexy, intelligent and fun. "5036 (9r'28)
S, good looking, straight acting, masculine, college educated professional. En- BEST OF BOTH WORLDS- SW pre-op
ioyshiking, biking, camping,travel.Pre- T.S., slim, attractive, f\ldrugs, with a
fer similar younger men that are truly zestlor life, spontaneous. You-athletic,
into fnendship. Tired ofthose interested 31-45, male, willing to walk on the wild
in sex only. 21-36, no receding hair, side of life, Nldrugs, safe, discreet.
drugs. fats, fems, activists. "5016 (91 "5046 (!V29)
21)
BUSHY BLONDE FULL -FIGURED LADY ,
GWM, 37, emotionally & physically fit, seeks couplewith bi-female or a single
heanhcareprofessional, sensitive, sense bi-female. Enjoy sports, beach, movies,
of humor, seeking friendship with that rainy days and good clean, painlesslun.
special person. Tiredofbeng alone. Call Discretion a must. "5038 (9r'28)
me. "5022 (9r'21)
CLARA- CBW Person of the week 7116:
HANDSOME MUSCULAR BiWM lokki ng Telephone nu mber you left on my refor workout partner. I am 27, 5'11", 180 corder, not a right number. Please call
Ibs., masculine, into lilting, mountain again. Bill.
biking and beach. Want straight acting,
athletic hunk 18-29to lilt with and friendship. Bench 200-250 range. High standards. straight IHestyle, totally discreet.
"5014 (9r'21)

How to respond to a personal ad:

WELCOME TO THE BOND-AGE - MWC,
31 & 35, why restrain yourself? Let us!
Gen~e B & 0, limits respected ... ,116
(9/28)

FREE SPIRITED MWM seeks hot, fun
party animal for good times, intimacy,
friendship, occassional get-togethers.
Age not important as discretion. "1131
...19128)

Each week, a Casco Bay Weekly personal ad is chosen as CBW's "Person of the Week" and is
awarded two free movie rentals, compliments of Videoport. All personal ads are entered in the
drawing .
LF, MUSLIM, PROFESSIOANL- In the
closet, seeking other professional Muslim and African American LFs for companionship, friendship. Enjoyment of
life a must! ""30 (10/12)

DO YOU NEED AN ESCORT, or some
company, or some special attention?
ThissensuousMWFwili be glad to help
you out! Just call me. ""17 (10/12)

HOT TUB PLUS- BiWM, 405, would like
to use a hot tub, then recievefull body
massage by male. Can travel. Send best
way to call. "1110 (10112)

PREDICTION: WE SIT TOGETHER at the
next kd lang concert. Holding hands in
public. 1]'1121 (10/12)

_, \

..... ____ a, IOOfUWII;::)(,l"""Omano . ,

CARING GM of good looks/character
seeks handsome, honest, quality man,
25-35 for friendship, hopefully more.
Must enjoy the outdoors, travel, romance and must be an exciting, funloving person. Me- masculine and in
shape. ""20 (10/12) .

HEY! WOW!WHATA GREAT AD! Looki ng to meet others forfriendshlp?We're
asmall group of GMs (in our 3Os), who
enjoy doing things together. You're
crazy, nuts, bonkers if you don't call.
""22 (to/I2)

person of the week

SWM, BROWN HAIR, BROWN EYES.
athletic, currenHy working at local radio
station. Also active in theater & singing.
Sense of humor a must Love the outdoors. Can we talk? "1060 (10/12)

SWM 20ish f\lS looking for a unique,
but not strange, talkative and fun to be
with young lady with great looks and a WOULD YOU ENJOY: Gently canoeing,
brain. Am I asking too much? "5019 (91 winter snow-shoeing, spontaneous
rides, walking the tides, windy blown
21)
sails, Jeep 4-wheeling trails, deep naSWM, 26, SEEKING HIS DREAM GIRL turewalks, cosmic truth talks, relaxing
for relationship. She's blonde w/green by a camp fire, or any new desire? OW
MY WHITE HORSE HAS GONE LAME,
eyes. slim, 18/24, honest,sincere, bright, countryboy 25 seeks woman 21-28ish,
my armor is a liffie rusty, but this adgreat personality, outgoing, sense of attractive, active and easy to please like
venturous SWM is still looking for a
humor &f\lS. Is she outthere? Are you me. "5017 (!V21)
lady, 3G-45 y.o. f\lS, SID, W/H who
or part of her? CBW Box 130. "1031 (!V
likes to smile a 10t.""15 (10112)
WOULDNT IT BE AMAZING if you (in21)
telligent, WF, 35-45, pretty face, fit &
NO LUCK AT WORK OR BARS. Room- SWM, 28, SEEKING SWF, 20-35. Per- trim, sense of humor, open-minded)
mate suggested the Personals. I'm a fect match would be NIS, attractive, answered this ad and met me (healthy,
SWM, 27, f\lS, handsome, heanhy, pro- never married, no kids, professional, attractive, WM, good.cook. likes kids,
fessional. Seek pretty SWF, 19-38, who enjoy fitness, movies, music, beach, adventurous. playful) and it worked out?
prefers monogamous relation~hip . camping,BBO's,diningout "1014(101 We'l always wonder if you don't call!
ttS015 (9r'21)
""23 (10/12)
5)

IIEFORE HIE'( WENT VI' TO \)ANCE I>ESMOND
1010 VS THAT I-IE AND \\IS FRIENOS ALWA'fS
1-I0\,1: Tile OTHER I'~RSoN WH.\. WIN . +TIIE,
\\OP€ I WIN ANt> I \lO\'E TIIE'( WIN, SvT
TI-IE'1" ALSo HoPE'l!;lx':l WIN,IIND I HOPE
:! WIN. WINNING 15 IM\lORTI\N, J" wE.
WAT(HE!l \)ESMOND AND .::rAKE DANCE Ai'lO
we \-\O~"t> foR. 'OoTI-I OF nlEM. BACK oN
TH~ 1-IIGIIWAY WE WERf; QVIET. BOTl\ of
tJs LOO\<ING AT mE LANt> TI-I~U6\1 nlE
WINOSI·\\l:Ul AND T\\IN\<.ING A'OcVT ¥'IIIAi
liA.VVeN€\) ANt> Wl'AT IS SiIl.L HAPPENING
TI\£ IN» IG(l'IOUS PeOPLE OF I\:llm\ AMER.IC"'.

YES, I REALLY EXIST, DO YOU? DWM.
mid-30s. honest, sincere, caring, responsible, attractive, monogomous,
humorous, energetic, romantiC, outdoor-oriented, professional. Seeks female with similar qualities/interests for
lasting relationship. "'025 (10/5)

CARING AND CUTE GWM, 20, straight
acting seeks GWM 18-24 for outdoor
activities, fun, and mo reo Let's get together! ..5029 (9r'21)

41

Guidelines:
P""",nai ada are available foraingle people seeking relationships. Ada aeeking to buy or eell sexual

88fVicea will be refuaad . No full

n8"...

atreet addr_ or phone numbers will be published. Ada

containing explicit sexual or anatomical language will not be published. We reserve the right 10 edit,
refuse or recategorize any ad. Advertisers must be over 18 years of ~e.

@

.50 each; _ _ _ __

Without Personal Call®
all words @ .50 each: _ _ _ __
CBW Box or P.O. Box (add $20): ______
Total: _________
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NOW ACCEPTING CONSIGNMENTS
FOR AUCTION FEBRUARY 10, 1993
AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN ART
Including 19th and 20th Century Oils and Watercolors, Old Masters, Fine Prints, and Sculpture

~~:..~l
i'f

\

,1~

Brett Bigbee Two Wom"" (work in progress)

c~

• ~"''';. i:

Oil Sold, Summer 92

'.

For the immediate purchase or sale of the finest American art by Maine artists
then and now

Marion Boyd Allen

PabJo Picaso

Wom ..n lit White

Lystrllt. D'Aristophllnrs

Oil on canvas
50" x 35"
Estimate: $6000/9000

One from a rare se:t of six etchings
8~tt x 6%" ea. plus full margins
Estimate: $10000I15000, the sel

CONTEMPORARY
Annette and Rob Elowitch
Art Consultants and Auctioneers
P. O. Box 9715
Portland, Maine 04104
TEL: 207 772 5011
FAX: 207 772 5049

Annette and Rob Elowitch"
Art Consultants and Auctioneers
P. O. Box 9715
Portland, Maine 04104
TEL: 207 772 5011
FAX: 207 772 5049
"Maine License 1100795

For two hundred years, America's best
artists have worked in Maine. And still do.
By Appointment.

•

Catalogues may beordcred in advance : $25.00,
post-auction price key included.
Please Ictus know if you'd like us to send you
future catalogues automatically, two to three
per year, with an invoice inside. The price
remains the same unless we notify you otherwise in advance.

ueno-s . ' ''tlrown~t. Portland. 772-7891 .
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"Time for mainland to get in on Peaks Islanders' secret. " - ME Sunday Telegram.

THE SMALLEST RESTAURANT ON THE WATER
LOVES TO DO LARGE PARTIES
If it's a special occasion, please call ahead so that we may arrange any floral by Skillins.

Appetizers
• Pate - Mousse Truffee 6.95
• Shrimp cocktail 6.95
• Nachos 5.95, hand cut with house salsa
• Smoked Seafood Sampler 7.95
.Rumaki - Bacon Wrapped Scallops 7.95
.Please ask about our homemade soups, stews and chowders

Easy To Get To On Casco Bay Lines
FALL SCHEDULE
SUNUAYS

&
IIOUOAYS

8:30 CF

930

930CF

1045

10.45 CF

1200 CF

12'00

200 Cf

200
3.15

1200 CF
2:00 CF
3-15 CF
4:30 CF
530 cr

930

Entrees

AM

·Scallops du jour 12.95
·fresh sea scallops prepared to the chef's choice, always delicious
·Shrimp Scampi 11.95
·Chicken du jour 10.95
boneless breast of chicken (8oz) prepared special everyday
• Sirlion Strip (lloz) 12.95
• Broccoli Mushroom Pasta 9.95

3.15 CF

430
5:30

PM

11 30

3.15 CF
4 -30 CF

s<mCF

700

700

a 00

a 00

a·oo

915

915

9:15
1015

1015
11 :30

12.15

(j-15r:1

G. 15

G15l'f

71SCI
8:15 cr

7:15
615

8.15

10-00 Gf
1115CF

10;00
1115

1000 CF

12:30 CF
2:30 CF
3 :45 CF

1230
2.30
345

1230 cr
230 CF

5:00
6:00

• Prime Rib (12oz) 14.95
Friday & Saturday Evenings
PM

Served on an eggwashed bulkie with choice of potato salad, tossed salad or cole slaw
• Basic Burger 4.75
• Cheese Burger 5.50

5'30

12:00 CF
2:00 CF

DEPIIRT PEAKS ISLAND

AM

Great Burgers Rom The Grill

4:30

930 cr
1045 CF

630CF

700
BOO
915
1015

From The Grill - Resh Fish
Priced Daily
• Salmon Steak
• Sword Steak
• Yellowfin Tuna

cr

1045 cr

500
600
7 :25
825

7;25
8-25
9' 40
1040

9:40
10·"0

1155

11 :55

1 15 (;1

cr

11.15Cr

345 CF
500 CF
600 CF

900 CF
10 DO cr
11 15

cr

1230 CF
230 CF
345 cr

5 Doer
600

700 cr
7.25

825

825
9 :40
1040

11 '40
1240

CF ,. Car Ferry Tnps
(TranSJXlr'lS Cars & Passengers)
NOTE : There is no car ferry servICe on Wednesday

• Chicken Burrito 8.95, Boneless Breast of Chicken
served with shredded lettuce, house salsa, sour cream and guacamole
• Please ask about our Daily Dinner Specials

Fresh Ground Coffee, Herbal Teas,
Beer, Wine & Spirits Available.
Reservations for parties of six or more.
Sorry no Credit Cards

78 Island Ave
Peaks Island
766-3322

Geno's, 13t:!rownSt.Portland. 772-7891 .

cr

